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T H E BUDGET STORM.—The announcement of the Budget
provoked a hurricane of opposition in the London Press.
Leading articles, special articles, interviews, and letters to
the editors have been devoted to denunciation of the
proposals for taxing land values. Some of the papers
sought out estate agents, others cricket, football, and golf
clubs, others master builders, public schools, and colleges.
They did not always get the answers they desired. The
property market was to be ruined, sport was to be
extinguished, hundreds of building employees were to
be dismissed, the means of education were to be cut ofE.
*The storm has subsided. Cricket is still being played,
and it is hardly likely that any of the famous fields will
be given up to jerry buildings.

T H E " SPECTATOR'S " FUN.—We have always regarded
the " Spectator " with a certain respect and even reverence.
We thought it had a definite policy, and that it advocated
this policy with ability and consistency. We have been
disappointed. On May 8th, the " Spectator " came out
with two leading articles in a high and serious strain. The
first was entitled " Principles of Taxation," the second
" Land Values." The first condemned the Government
and their supporters on the ground that they were attempting to tax things, to tax land, not persons or landowners;
the opening part of the second represents the Government
as proposing to tax landowners, as arguing with them,
while the last sentence of the second article returns
to the contention of the first article, and condemns the
Government for attempting to tax material things. We
give the following three quotations,! in which the
" Spectator " tries to have it both ways':—

" The demand for the
taxation of land per se has
become a sort of religion.
Those who demand such
taxation seem to forget
entirely that neither land
nor any other material
object can pay a tax, .and
that taxes can only be paid
by individuals in respect of
them. It takes a man with
a pocket to pay a tax. You
can, of course, calculate the
amount he is to pay in any
way you like ; for instance,
by counting the hairs in his
moustache, or the numbers
of his daughters, or by the
height in inches of his sons.
The moustache hairs or the
inches, however, will not
pay, but only the man who
is assessed in respect of
them."

" In effect the State will
say to a man : ' You own
" undeveloped " land worth
more than £50 an acre, land
which our valuers guess is
worth £500 an acre, and you
own fifty acres of it. Therefore we are going to tax
you id. in the pound on
the £25,000 worth of land
owned by you—that is,
£52 Is. 8d. a year.' ' But,'
says the unfortunate owner
of the ' undeveloped ' land,
' this is grossly unjust. You
assume, because I own this
" undeveloped " land, that
I am rich. I am nothing of
the kind. I have got an
income of £2,000 a year, it
is true, but there is Smith
next door to me who has the
good fortune not to own
" undeveloped " land, and
he has £10,000 a year.
Surely if you are going to
impose extra taxation on
the rich, you had much
better put it on him.' To
this the State, as personified
in Mr. Lloyd George, replies
with the parrot-cry : ' You
are the owner of " undeveloped " land, and therefore
you ought to be taxed. . ."

LAST SENTENCE OF SECOND
ARTICLE.

" Mr. Lloyd
George's
attempt to violate the true
principles of taxation, and
to pretend that material
things, and not individuals,
pay taxes, will, if persisted
in, lead to gross injustice
and to national impoverishment."
THE

VALUES.

PRIME

MINISTER

TO BE

ENTERTAINED

BY

LAND

REFORMERS.—The Prime Minister is to be entertained to
luncheon at the Holborn Restaurant, London, on Thursday,
June 24th, by various Land Reform organisations. The
arrangements are in the hands of the Committee who
entertained the late Prime Minister, Sir Henry CanipbellBannerman, at the Holborn Restaurant on April 20th, 1907.
Mr. H. R. Aldridge (address, National Liberal Club,
Whitehall, S.W.) is acting as hon. secretary.
*

*

*

M R . BALFOUR'S S L I P ON A F I N E P O I N T . — S p e a k i n g

at

the Annual Meeting of the Primrose League on May 7th,
Mr. Balfour dealt with the question whether land value
was due to local communities, or to the nation as a whole.
" If on the other hand," he said, " you hold that this
principle (of taxing land values) is to be applied at all,
and that the people who have really done the most to
increase the value are the communities which these corporations represent, then the whole tax should go to the
corporations and not to the State." We do not see why
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Mr. r Balfour should assume that the " w h o l e " of the tax
should go to those who have only done " most " to increase
the value. Consistent thought as well as consistent
language would only require that " m o s t " of the tax
should go to the corporations, and nothing that has ever
been proposed would make this impossible.
MR.

KEIR

HARDIE

ON UNEARNED

INCREMENT.—Mr

Keir Hardie, speaking under the auspices of the local
Independent Labour Party at Birmingham, on May 2nd,
said :—
" There were one or two facts which emerged from the Budget
on which he wished to dwell with special emphasis. The tax which
would attract most attention, perhaps, was the proposal to get at
a portion of the unearned increment on land. It was a beginning
in the right direction. The end would come when every penny
which was not the result of the direct labour of someone should be
absorbed by the community for the good of the community."

We congratulate Mr. Hardie on this broad and unflinching
pronouncement.
But this would not be the end, but
only laying the foundation for the development of a social
system based upon social justice and economic freedom.
*
*
*
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bodies should most seriously consider their position,
as it was only fair that any increment earned by the enterprise of the community should go to the relief of the rates,
and not be devoted by the Government to, say, Ireland
or Scotland. Mr. J. H. Lile opposed any public discussion
at such a moment, but ventured the suggestion that the
Corporation would be exempt.
We have had occasion to notice several cases in which
the City Corporation withheld land from use after having
been offered high ground-rents by builders. We have been
criticised by agents concerned with these cases for our
comments on them, but we are still convinced that the
London Corporation and other public bodies injuriously
affect the interests of the community by withholding
land for speculative purposes. There should be no exemption from the operation of the tax on undeveloped
land in favour of local authorities, who are in many
cases, if not in every case, more ignorant and indifferent
than private individuals with regard to the use of most
valuable land in their districts.
*

*

*

GLASGOW CORPORATION AND THE BUDGET.—On M a y 6 t h
A GENUINE CASE OF UNGOTTEN MINERALS.—There is

nothing illusory or visionary about the enterprise which
the " Estates Gazette," of May 1st, described in the
following notice :—
" A syndicate of Yorkshire, Nottinghamshire and Derbyshire
colliery owners have leased 7,000 acres of land at Barnby Junction
for the purpose of establishing a colliery. There is a very large
deposit of coal in the neighbourhood, and sinking operations are
being commenced immediately, and it is anticipated that the colliery
will shortly be turning out about 30,000 tons of coal per week."

We wonder if these are some of the " phantom minerals "
which the " Spectator" says the landowner would be
much better without!
BUDGET POINTS PROM THE " DAILY N E W S . " — T H E
HALFPENNY TAX ON IDLE TOWN L A N D . — F r o m hundreds

or perhaps thousands of similar cases we take one to show
the necessity for such a tax as this. Sir John Brunner,
speaking in the House of Commons on February 10th,
1899, said :—
" The centre of Widnes belonged to a family whose
fortune is founded upon the purchase of land in Lancashire,
which at the time of the death of the grandfather of the
present head of that family was of such little value that
his two sons doubted whether it was worth while to prove
the will and claim the property. . . Now that property is
worth very decidedly over £3,000,000, and the owners of it
have never from beginning to end paid a penny in rates."
If those owners had been holding their land at only
£2,000,000 for ten years under a halfpenny land tax
they would have paid £40,000 to the com in unity whose
industry is the sole cause of that accumulated value.
If they preferred not to pay £4,000 a year for the privilege
of continuing their speculation, the Exchequer's loss would
be the great gain of Widnes in every possible way.
*
*
*
LONDON CORPORATION

AND

THE

BUDGET.—At

the

meeting of the Court of Common Council on May 6th,
Mr. W. H. Thomas proposed that it should be referred
to the Coal and Corn and Finance Committee to consider
and report forthwith upon the effect of the Budget proposals upon the property of the Corporation, with power
to confer thereon with the City Lands and the Bridge
House Estates Committees. Mr. Deputy Millar Wilkinson
seconded the motion. Sir George Woodman pointed
out t h a t the Corporation was also the rating authority,
and said that some of the proposals made by the Chancellor
of the Exchequer would seriously affect, not only the
Corporation as a holder of property, but many others
within the City. It was so important a matter that local

Mr. Macquisten moved the suspension of the Standing
Orders to allow him to propose that the Corporation
protest against the inclusion of the unbuilt-on land belonging to the Corporation within the scope of the land
taxation proposals of the present Government.
Bailie Dunlop seconded.
Mr. Alston moved that the Standing Orders be not
suspended, and Mr. John Macfarlane seconded,
The motion for non-suspension was carried.
Mr. Macquisten said that he would give notice of motion.
It is not many months since these same opponents
of the Taxation of Land Values supplied their Conservative
friends in the House of Commons with the information
that Glasgow Town Council owned 300,000 sq. yds. of
vacant land, and they argued that it was, therefore, absurd
for this Council to agitate for a tax on land values to
bring land into use, while they themselves were holding
land out of use. These men seem slow to understand
that industry, the development of land, is a thing to be
encouraged in every case, and the destruction of industry
is a thing to be discouraged and punished, no matter
whether an individual or corporation acts as destroyer.
LORD HUGH CECIL ON THE DAY OF JUDGMENT.—Writing

to " The Times " against the Taxes on Land Values, Lord
Hugh Cecil protests against any Chancellor of the Exchequer
" undertaking the functions of an angel of retribution,"
and against the Budget being regarded as " a rehearsal
of the Day of Judgment." To put a summary end to any
means of acquiring wealth which has come to be regarded
as detrimental to public morality and the public interests
cannot logically be regarded as an act of retribution,
since it enacts no punishment for past offences, and demands
no restitution of any part of the enormous amount of
publicly created wealth such offenders have been allowed
to acquire in the past, under the protection of laws of their
own making. But just as on the hypothetical Day of
Judgment it will be necessary to separate the sheep from
the goats, so, too, on Budget Day, when making provision
for the public needs during the coming year, it is very
necessary that Chancellors of the Exchequer should discriminate and separate values created by the presence and
activities of the public, and values due to and created -bv
the efforts and enterprise of special individuals. These
latter he should be compelled to leave intact to those to
whose industry they are due. On the other hand, both
public morality and national prosperity could be promoted,
and the public treasury could be annually replenished
without injury to any, by appropriating publicly created
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values for public purposes. If the present system based
upon privilege is to be constitutionally undermined, and
the foundations truly laid for a social system based upon
justice, then it is very necessary that for some generations
to come Budget Day should be regarded as a Day of Judgment, on which justice is to be done to all, injustice to none.
*
*
*
DRIVING CAPITAL OUT OF THE C O U N T R Y . — S p e a k i n g

in

the House of Commons on the Budget, Mr. Balfour said :—
" The danger of democracy has been that the great
body of the community will throw an undue financial
burden 011 a fraction of the community. That is the rock
upon which all old democracies split. The great fortunes
now are in a highly liquid state ; they consist of funds
which can be transferred by telegram almost from one
country to another, or from one occupation to another."
That " throwing an undue financial burden on a fraction
of the community " is one of the dangers besetting any
State may readily be admitted. As an example we may
take the present system of taxation, which, while it allows
publicly created values to accrue to a privileged minority,
undoubtedly throws an undue financial burden on the
industry of the rest of the community. But, as we are
inclined to suspect Mr. Balfour himself is well aware, the
Taxation of Land Values, even if carried to its fullest logical
extent, would once and for all avoid any such dangerous
practice.
We hardly consider it worthy of one who once endeavoured
to examine the foundations of belief to talk about " great
fortunes being in a highly liquid state " and transferable
by telegram. The words may sound and read well enough,
but his philosophic investigations should have served to
induce him to look behind words at the things they denote
or at the ideas they are intended to convey.
The fact is that though money, and to a greater extent
credits, may be " very fluid," real capital is not so. If a
man has money or goods, i.e., stock of materials, whether
sponge-cakes or spades, whether raw or in the finished
state, he can, by paying the necessary cost of transport
or freight, transfer them to any country he pleases. Or
if he prefers to sell them at the market price, he can take
his cash to his bankers and obtain a letter of credit transferring the amount to his credit to any country in commercial relations with this country, less, of course, any
rate of exchange. But such transactions, though they
undoubtedly facilitate business, leave the real capital
of any country totally unchanged. The fact is that
though money and bullion is comparatively fluid, large
value being in comparatively small bulk, lessening the
amount of freight necessary when transported, and credit
is even still more fluid, real capital is not at all fluid. Those
who indulge in such veiled threats should ask themselves
what the " capitalists," so-called, can really take away
from any country.
The land 1 Oh, no, not t l ^ land.
Buildings, machinery, tools, and so on ? More or less of
these things may belong to them. If they sell them, then
these things will remain here; if they should export them,
then those who require their use would soon get others
produced, either in this country, or from other countries
in exchange for some other form of wealth which they
would produce in this country, if they had free opportunities.
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them ; and the function of the politician is to apply them
according to existing needs and opportunities. Thus
" T h e Outlook" (May 15th, 1909), in an article under the
heading, " The Two Georges," makes much of the
fact that though the present Chancellor of the Exchequer,
Mr. Lloyd George, may not avowedly accept the principle
of his namesake, Mr. Henry George, " he does better, he
acts upon it." But surely it would be impossible for
him to do so unless he had behind him an educated body
of public opinion, convinced of the truth and correctness
of the principle itself. At present " The Outlook " ventures
to warn its readers that although the Chancellor of the
Exchequer himself " may be content with small things,
those who rely upon the permanency of a mere halfpenny
on undeveloped land, 20 per cent, on increment, and
10 per cent, on reversions, would do well to remember
that there was a time when the income tax stood at twopence." As " The Outlook " well says in the closing lines
of this article : " It is a striking comment on the development (the writer uses the word ' degeneracy ' but evidently
means development) of Liberal principles that his immediate
predecessor but one on the same side of the House . . .
should have declared stoutly that a man had as much
right to his land as he had to the coat upon his back."
The world of thought does not stand still, and its progress
inevitably influences the world of action. And correct
thought is the necessary precursor of right action.
*
*
*
T H E TORY V I E W OP L A N D VALUES TAXATION
BY CHIOZZA MONEY, M.P.—The " Daily Chronicle

VOICED

" Parliamentary Correspondent, in its issue of Tuesday, May 19th,
says :—
" Mr. Chiozza Money's speech bristled with good points, and
some of them, curiously enough, were applauded by Mr. Balfour.
Mr. Balfour's rich ' Hear, hear,' could be heard warmly approving
this Radical member's statement that property in land ought not
to be taxed differently for Imperial purposes than other forms of
property ; that unearned increment, or social value, attaches itself
to all forms of property ; and that the economic rent of thejland
in this country is a very small portion of the national income."

We are not surprised that Mr. Balfour should applaud
Mr. Money's views. It is the most natural thing in the
world that arguments in favour of monopoly and privilege
should win the approval of Conservatives, no matter
whether the person who uses the arguments calls himself
a Liberal, Radical, Socialist, or Free Trader.
*

*

*

Balfour, Mr.
Harold Cox and others profess to see 110 difference between
land and " other forms of property," but the difference
is brought out every day in the course of business by
speculators who have land to dispose of. In a large number
of residential towns which are springing up all over the
country the privileges and advantages which attach to
landowning are frequently announced. The following
advertisement is an illustration of this :—
" A number of selected and choice plots. All within
easy distance of Westcliff Railway Station, and only a
trifle further distant of the new Marine Drive. Within
five minutes' walk of beautiful New Chalkwell Park, and
abutting on the Leigh Road, with its frequent service of
electric cars to and from all parts of the Borough of Leigh.
A position without doubt second to none for the immediate
erection of houses that will let at from £28 to £38 per
THE TWO GEORGES.—That great changes are often made annum, for which there is a great and increasing demand.
by those unwilling to admit the principle by an appeal Some of the plots are particularly ripe, and others must
to which alone they can be philosophically defended, is become so within a short space of time, affording a safe
true ; but it does not follow from this that they would and improving investment for the small capitalist. Freebe possible unless they were in conformity with accepted hold land is a safe, solid, and substantial security, better
principles. The function of the philosopher is to formulate than stocks and shares. Land at West cliff must steadily
principles ; the function of the social reformer is to avow improve iii value. There can never be another seaside
and to popularise them, to educate his fellows regarding suburb. Now is the time to buy while land is cheap."
BETTER THAN STOCKS AND SHARES.—Mr.
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The repeated and obtrusive statement of the large
number of benefits to be derived from the ownership of
these sites is striking, benefits which in every case are
frankly admitted to be due to activities and enterprise quite
apart from those of the owners of the land. It frequently
happens in these growing towns that the burden of the
rates is excessive, and it is a grievous absurdity that while
the value of the land is increasing so enormously it is being
absorbed by people who have few or no obligations in
connection with the communities affected.
*

THE

DUKE

*

*

OF R U T L A N D AND A C R O P OF

GUINEAS.—

Speaking at a meeting of the Grantham Farmers' Benevolent Institution on April 17th, the Duke of Rutland
observed that the agricultural industry was under all
circumstances the plaything of all Governments. Whenever extra money was wanted they got it from land. Land
was the last thing that could stand financial draining at
the present time. A little more knowledge of what constituted agricultural industry might be an excellent thing
in the House of Commons. He thought 90 per cent, of
the members had not the slightest conception of what the
industry really was, and he suggested that they should
attend compulsory continuation classes. They seemed
to have an idea that if anybody scraped land about with
a two-pronged fork and put in something it would produce
a crop of guineas.
The Duke's reflections on the ignorance of the members
of Parliament with regard to the agricultural industry
are rather unfortunate. We are afraid that if those members
discussed agriculture as it is affected by landlordism they
could use all the Duke's arguments to censure the present
system. Land, unfortunately, has stood too much financial
draining at the hands of the landowners, and if members
of Parliament went further and said that the landowners had not even to scrape the ground in order to
reap a crop of guineas, they would display real knowledge
of the situation as well as courage that is too rare. As
landowners, they contribute nothing to the agricultural
industry, but take a great deal out of it.
*

*

*

T H E OBSTACLE TO IMPROVEMENT.—The Brigg Rural
District Council has decided to take no further steps in the
matter of the proposed improvement of a - " dangerous
corner " a t Ulceby—"dangerous," that is to say, from a
traffic point of view. The reason is that the local landlord
demanded 30s. per square yard for the land required to
improve the road, and, in addition, demanded that the
boundary be finished with a brick wall.
" Mr. J. K. Broughton asked what the land they had
been discussing was assessed at.—The Clerk : It will
be a good thing for land values.—Mr. J. Spilman : I
hope the Assessment Committee will bear it in mind."
Yet we should not be at all surprised if the landlord
in question tries to persuade the Inland Revenue assessors
that the land, for part of which he now asks over £7,000
an acre, ought to be exempt from taxation under the Budget,
on the ground that it is under the value of £50 an acre.
The Budget will help to teach landlords, even in remote
Lincolnshire villages, that a value that is accurate enough
for the purposes of public purchase is good enough also
for the purposes of public taxation.
*

*

*

introducing jhis Bill
for Labour Exchanges in the House of Commons, May
19th, Mr. Churchill said :—
" Labour Exchanges would not to any large extent
create new employment. It would be to invest the policy
with an air of humbug if they were to pretend that they
were going to make more work."
We are just afraid that the average unemployed man
U N E M P L O Y M E N T AND HUMBUG.—In

Values.
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will regard a labour exchange that cannot find him
employment as so much humbug in any case, and he
will be right. As the " Manchester Guardian " pointed out
on the occasion of Mr. Churchill's speech at Manchester
three days later—" Unemployment perhaps causes more
havoc and more waste of human happiness than any
other economic scourge." It is quite manifest that the
Government have no cure, nor have they any belief in any
cure for this havoc-making scourge. It is just here where
the Tariff Reformer comes along with his plausible statements and bold assertions at every street corner, yet it is
quite plain that in opening up the natural sources of
employment by the Taxation of Land Values, a remedy
is provided. Land monopoly is the hourly sin against trade.
*
*
*
SCRIPTURE AND THE LAND Q U E S T I O N . — T h e

Rev.

Mr.

Henry, Moderator of the Free Church of Scotland,
speaking al; Edinburgh at its recent meeting, said :—
" There was a cry, as y e t rather feebly heard, b u t which
he trusted would wax stronger and louder and be productive
of great and good results, namely, ' Back to the land.' I t would
be good both for Church and State, good for body a n d mind
a n d soul, to plant and to keep as m a n y as possible of a country's
inhabitants on the land, and to teach a n d enable t h e m to
cultivate t h e soil to the highest point of productiveness. The
evils in our cities arising from congestion were enormous.
Might they n o t infer from t h e Divine action of Babel a n d from
t h e land laws t h a t God gave to his ancient Israel t h a t i t was in
harmony with the will of the all-wise Creator t h a t mankind
should spread abroad as much as possible over the face of the
earth and be rooted in t h e soil. Surely t h e land laws of Scripture
were for a nation's guidance as well as the marriage laws of
Holy Writ. Now these they verily t h o u g h t would n o t permit
thousands and tens of thousands of h u m a n beings, some of
t h e m God's dear Saints, to be crushed out of t h e country or
into overgrown cities or on to a few patches of poverty-stricken
soil t h a t millionaires and multi-millionaires might h a v e ample
sporting grounds for themselves a n d friends."
%
=1=
COMPLAINTS.—The

landlords have, it
seems, been roused into energy by the proposals contained
in this year's Budget for dealing with the land question,
mild though they are. A typical " wail" appears in
the " Daily Telegraph " of May 3rd, under the heading,
" A Blow to the Countryside."
PROTESTS

AND

" The chief cause," it says, " of the events which led up to the
French Revolution, the admitted cause of many of the misfortunes
of Ireland, was ' absentee landlordism.' England was spared
this plague, because the ' gentry ' loved the land, and lived on their
estates, a centre of custom and of assistance to all about them.
They employed much labour on the delightful but unremunerative
business of ' keeping up ' the place, the parks, the stables, and the
coverts; they encouraged the small local traders who, without
the custom of 1 The Hall,' could not have made a living; many
of them voluntarily provided old-age pensions for their retainers,
or for ' my people,' as they called those who dwelt on the estate. . .
Many estates cannot be kept up on the revenues derived from them,
but the owners are enabled to run them at a loss because they or
their w,pres are fortunate enough to enjoy incomes independent
of the land. . . What follows ? Servants are dismissed, the local
tradesmen are ' broke,' old-age pensions become an additional
charge upon the State, and as to bringing the people ' back to the
land,' there will be a greater exodus from agricultural districts
than ever. Allotments will be useless when the demand for labour
has gone."

The chief cause of the events which led to the French
Revolution and to many of the misfortunes in Ireland,
was not really " absentee landlordism," but " absentee
land." It was not the landlords that the French or Irish
wanted, but the land, or reasonable means of access
thereto. England has not been spared " this plague,"
though perhaps it is not so pronounced as it was in France
and Ireland.
The " keeping up " of their " places " is not done in the
right way by most landowners, and parks, stables, and
coverts are naturally unremunerative ; they are simply
means to gratify extravagant pleasures and vanities,

Land
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and when estates are described as not paying, it simply
means that the cost of running these same parks, stables,
and coverts is greater than the toll that can be wrung
from the earnings of " their people " in the form of rent
for the land they exist on. The way to make estates
pay is to put them to their natural use and cultivate them,
not use them as pleasure-grounds. The phrase " my
people " explains the attitude frequently adopted by the
landowner to his tenants, and it will be a good thing when
he is brought to understand that accident of birth does not
give a man an exclusive claim to Nature's resources.
*

*

*

?—There is another " wail" in
the " Pall Mall Gazette" of May 5th. Its attention
is called to the hard case of a London landholder, the
present value of whose land and property is £15,000 ;
land £5,000, improvements £10,000. Five years hence
something happens (either a transfer or a death), and
there has to be a re-valuation. The value is shown to
have increased to £20,000. The increased value of the
land is £1,666, and the Chancellor intends to take onefifth of this, £333. At the end of a second five years,
the leases revert to the owner and a similar improvement
has taken place, i.e., the value of the land has still further
improved by £1,666. The Chancellor now takes onetenth, £166. Now let us see what has happened. In
ten years the value of the land has increased by £3,332.
Who is responsible for this increase1 The landlord ? No.
It is the presence and activity of people around this land ;
in other words, the community is responsible for the
increase in value. Where then is the hardship ? It is
not a hard case for the landlord but for the community,
if it is only to get £499 out of £3,332 which it has earned !
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Old Jewry site at the rate of £25,047 per acre ; that of the
Poultry site at the rate of £32,670 per acre.
*

*

*

building site at
104 and 105, Cheapside, was put up to let on a lease of
80 years on May 18th. Its area extends to 1,640 sq. ft.
A final bid of £1,200 a year was declared by Mr. Breach,
the auctioneer, to be inadequate, and the site was withdrawn.
This offer is at the rate of 19 shillings per foot, or £41,382
per acre. It seems to be a very handsome ground rent.
The buildings to be erected were to cost at least £7,000.
*
*
*
IN

THE

COMMERCIAL

CENTRE.—The

W H O SUFFERS H A R D S H I P

*

*

*

L A N D VALUE IN L O N D O N — I N THE WHOLESALE TRADING

CENTRE.—On May 20th the freehold ground rent of
£950, secured on and payable in respect of the building at
55, Gt. Tower Street, occupied by the General Steam
Navigation Company, was put up for sale. The extent
of ground to which this ground rent applies is 2,400 sq. feet.
This works out at £17,242 per acre. The ground is let on
lease to the Navigation Company for 99 years from March
25th, 1885.
*

IN

THE

BANKING

*

*

AND COMMERCIAL

CENTRE.—" T h e

Estates Gazette" of May 8th also gives the following
particulars of past and present letting of land near the
Bank of England :—
" Once again City properties served to overshadow all
others to-day (May 7th). There was a large and distinguished gathering, keenly interested in the letting of an
important corner site at 5 to 8, Ironmonger Lane, and
3, Church Court, Old Jewry, entrusted to Mr. Daniel
Watney (Messrs. Daniel Watney and Sons), on behalf of
the Mercers' Company. The recurring contests for the
greatly coveted central sites in the magic circle round the
Bank afford a leading criterion of their increasing worth,
and this all-important fact lent additional interest to the
auction. The site has a frontage of 65 feet 9 inches and
an area of 4,550 feet, whilst not less than £12,000 has to
be spent on new buildings. Dealings in the vicinity
provided a line of comparison to experts, and a site in
Old Jewry had been let at lis. 6d. per foot, and one in the
Poultry at 15s. per foot, whilst fine buildings around are
of distinctive character. An opening bid of 4s. per foot
was made, and Mr. Watney eventually let the site at
£1,100 per annum to Mr. Samuel "Walker, acting on behalf
of Messrs. Holloway Brothers."
These transactions indicate the enormous values attached
to land in the City. The ground rent for the Ironmonger
Lane site is at the rate of £10,527 per acre ; that of the

I N THE LEGAL CENTRE.—On May 11th the site of Old
Serjeants' Inn, occupying an area of 16,600 sq. ft., off
Chancery Lane, was put up to auction on a 99 years'
building lease. It was let at a ground rent of £3,200,
or at the rate of £8,397 per acre.
The following
descriptive account of its letting is taken from the
" Estates Gazette " of May 15th. It serves more than
one purpose. I t ' illustrates the value of land in itself,
the relative value of land and of improvements. The
former is £83,200, the latter £40,000. That is, the land
value is 67"5 per cent of the total.
It also indicates an
increase in the capital value of £26,100 during the. last
thirty-one years :—
" Probably the rarity of the occasion for renting
such an unparalleled site as that of Old Serjeants' Inn,
in Chancery Lane, containing 16,600 square feet,
accounted for the packed assembly before Mr. J. S.
Richardson this afternoon (May 11th), but the sale
had also aroused the widest public interest, and there
was an air of anticipation in the large ' A ' room of
something unusual about to happen. These expectations
were not belied, as quite the leading event of the season
culminated in a gratifying success.
Serjeants' Inn
dates back to 1484, and it is on record that in the early
part of the fifteenth century it was let at 13s. 4d. per
annum, a singularly modest rent. The inn was rebuilt,
all but the old dining hall, in 1837-8 by Sir Robert
Smirke, whilst in 1878 the institution was broken up
and buildings sold for £57,100 to the late Mr. Serjeant
Cox, who, curiously enough, was the very last person
upon whom the distinction of Serjeant was bestowed,
and his executors now directed the property to be let
on building lease for 99 years, the cost of new buildings
to be £40,000. Most of the old London inns have
lost the halo which once clung round them, and, like
Old Serjeants' Inn, have resolved themselves mainly
into questions of site values, and this particular pro-'
perty was put forward as being ' all meat and no
bone.'

" The present Tents form no criterion of what may
be expected for commercial and professional premises
in a well-known law thoroughfare, as the buildings are
old fashioned and more or less out of date. Mr.
Richardson, whose breezy style and smart businesslike manner pleased everyone, only just alluded to the
historical aspect of the inn, concluding that bidders
had come as business men, to give if not the value,
something approaching it, notwithstanding the depressed
times, stress of politics and Budget complications.
There was an absolute title under the Land Transfer
Act of 1875, and the vendors would pass on some very
old deeds from the Earl of Cumberland to their lessee,
with whatever right they possessed in 1680. . .
" No time was spent in debating on the fine position
at the best end of Chancery Lane and Fleet Street, the
singular value and capabilities of such a remarkable
property, as no doubt these were apparent, but it was
stated that the lessee would have the option to purchase
the freehold at 26 years' purchase. A sum- of 6s. per
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A member here exclaimed : " I would rather have a
rebate on the rent. This is only a landlords' protection
Act. The price of land goes up every time it is to let."
" And whose fault is t h a t ? " was the retort.
" Oh ! it's the t e n a n t ' s , " was the admission.
" We want no politics here," came from another part
of the room, and a member declared t h a t he did not think
it could be proved t h a t any landlord had raised the rents
of his farms after the passing of the Act in question. The
competition for farms was solely responsible for higher rents.
This assertion about taxing the raw material of farmers
is doing much service these days.
We wonder if Mr.
Hoi born and his friends would define the millions of acres
of agricultural land given over to deer, rabbits, and
pheasants, and to the occupation of bracken and thistles
as the raw material of farmers. We should like them
to consider how the interests of farmers are affected by
the existence of these idle areas.
Do they not explain
t h a t second grievance of farmers, the unnatural competition for farms and the consequent raising of rents?
A t a x on the value of these vacant lands would bring
it into the farmers' hands, and help to free them from
t h a t unjust and wicked charge t h a t high rents are the
fault of the tenants.

A GOOD RESOLUTION.—The Hertfordshire Chamber of
Agriculture has adopted the following resolutions :—
" (1) This Chamber urges the Government to renew the
Agricultural Rates Act priding the revision of local taxation.
" (2) This Chamber is strongly opposed to the proposals
of the Government, as embodied in the Budget, for the
Taxing of Land Values, and more especially it deprecates
the further increase of the death duties on land. Nevertheless the Chamber is of the opinion that a fair and fust
system of taxation could be evolved on land values, both for
Imperial and local purposes, and one that would be both
fair in its incidence and would act as an encouragement
to enterprise and industry."
The italicised words are the more remarkable inasmuch
as the resolution was carried unanimously. The Hertfordshire Chamber of Agriculture has the honour to be
the first English body of the kind to declare for a " straight
tax " on land values, and it owes this honour mainly to
the indefatigable work of our fellow-member, Mr. T. W.
Toovey, in the district.

THE

MIDLAND

COUNTIES

PROPERTY

PROTECTION

LEAGUE.—Whatever their shortcomings, the Land Values
Taxation proposals of the Budget are stimulating
discussions on the Land Question in every corner of the
country. Those who benefit or think they benefit by the
present system of land and imperial taxation are up in arms
against any and every proposal to change it.
In
Birmingham, for instance, a Mr. James Rhodes hastily
called together a meeting of " land-owners, mineral owners,
owners of property, and others interested (financially)
in land," which gaily proceeded " t o protest against the
Budget proposals to impose taxation upon the capital
value of land, and to form a League under the above name
to protect the interests of land-owners and others interested
in land." There was a wonderful unanimity of sentiment,
even though a more wonderful incongruity in the arguments
advanced.
The proposals of the Government were
denounced as " impossible," " revolutionary," " reactionary,"
and " confiscatory," as " socialistic,"
" vindictive,"
" vicious," and " wasteful," as " interfering with and
endeavouring to control the natural laws of supply and
demand," as " tending to make land dearer in every
shape and form," and yet as threatening ruin to all those
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" w h o held property in land." " T h e honest British
w o r k m a n " was not left out of consideration at this
remarkable gathering. Quite the contrary; he was kindly
and patronisingly mentioned as one " who only asked for
steady regular employment at good wages " ; and held
up to admiration as one " who did not desire to benefit his
position by robbery "—though nothing was said of any
lurking desire he might have to benefit his position by
gradually putting an end to the legalised robbery t h a t for
centuries has robbed him of an ever-increasing portion of
his earnings. A deputation from the newly formed
League is to wait upon Mr. Lloyd George ; we hope they
will receive the gentle but firm treatment they deserve.
*
*
*
A N AMUSING LETTER.—According to the Birmingham
" Daily Post," the following simple and a m u s i n g letter was
read at the above meeting :—•.
" Mr. Joseph Ansell wrote that he had come to the
conclusion t h a t the Budget was v i n d i c t i v e and inequitable.
I t would increase the tendency to send capital abroad,
and must also discourage thrift. When he was a boy his
father used to say to him, ' Whenever you save any money,
invest it in freehold land, and when you wake up in the
morning, bar an earthquake, you will find it there.' By
dint of hard work, he had made one or two small investments in land, and he now found a difficulty in realising
those investments. There had been no earthquakes, but
he was experiencing many ' shocks.' "

SHALL THE H O U N D S G O ?—" With reference to a report,'
says the " Daily Mail " of May 22nd, " circulated yesterday
t h a t the Marquis of Exeter intended giving up his pack of
hounds owing to the land taxation in the Budget, it was
stated on authority last night t h a t he had come to no
definite decision yet. At present, it was pointed out,
large landowners hardly knew what they could keep or
what they would have to give up."
Whatever happens to the hounds, we hope the dogs in
the manger will be moved.

TAX PHILANTHROPISTS.—The same paper contained the
following report:—
" A t the annual dinner of the Association of Taxsurveying Officers, held a t the Holborn Restaurant on
Saturday evening, Sir Robert Chalmers, chairman of the
Board of Inland Revenue, said they would be called upon,
under the proposals of the Chancellor of the Exchequer,
to undertake the novel role of philanthropists.
" The Excise watched over the declining years of the
taxpayer, but they had been chosen to be the guardians
of the"age of innocence. (Laughter.) The new work meant
a large increase of the staff, and whereas the Chief Inspector
of taxes had in f907 a flock of 429 t a x officers, to-day the
number had grown to 582, and 70 lambs were about to be
added. (Laughter.)
" During an amusing interlude the following chorus was
sung with enthusiasm :—
" So pray, Mr. Chancellor, state your demand,
For your big super-tax and your ha'penny on land,
With abatements for dear little Freddie and Co.,
Well, give us your Bill, sir, and we'll make it go ! "

take the
H e r a l d " of April 23rd,

CROFTERS WISER THAN OUR POLITICIANS.—We

following from the "Glasgow
1909 :—

" The estates owned by the Congested Districts Board in
the county of Inverness have an aggregate area of 48,500

/
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acres, and are occupied by about 500 tenants. About five
years ago the Board purchased the estate of Kilmuir, Skye,
'from the Baird Trustees, and since then much difficulty has
been experienced in fixing on a line of action which would
meet with the approval of the inhabitants. I t was the
desire of the Board to encourage and assist the crofters to
become owners of their own holdings, and the enlargement
of existing crofts was also among the chief objects in view.
" I t was proposed that the price of each croft should be fixed
at the rate of 20 years' purchase according to fair rent.
The necessary capital was, if necessary, to be advanced in
whole or in part by the Board as a loan, repayable with
interest at 2 | per cent, in 50 years. Including interest,
instalment of principal, rates and taxes, the sum payable
each year would be approximately equal to the fair rent.
There was always the inducement that at the end of 50 years
the holding would become the tenant's absolute property.
The crofters consistently refused to have anything to do
with the purchase scheme in any shape or form. The lands
were valued by the Crofters Commission in 1906, the rents
being considerably reduced. Thereupon a fresh purchase
scheme was launched, the terms being considered very
favourable to the people. The crofters fought shy of this
proposal also, and expressly declined to relinquish the
security of tenure and other advantages afforded by the
Crofters Act. The adoption of the purchase scheme
necessarily entailed the renunciation of this statute.
" Last year the Secretary for Scotland stepped in and
announced the inauguration of a new policy. The purchase
s c h e m e w a s finally abandoned, and the land was to be divided
among the people under the Crofters Act. The new proposal
is now being carried out with skill and energy. The farms
of Monkstadt, Glenuig, Flodigarry, Cuidrach, Sartle, and
I.oanfern are being divided into holdings of a suitable size,
and a large number of dwelling-houses and steadings are
in course of erection. New roads and fences are being
constructed, and the Board are offering sheep stock on
reasonable and advantageous terms to their new tenants.
The settlement promises to be creditable and satisfactory
to all concerned."
Wise crofters ! B u t t h e r a t i n g of l a n d values would
secure t o all land-users t h e same social a n d economic
a d v a n t a g e s t h a t t h e Crofters' Act secures to a few crofters.

THE

BUDGET.

As we are not yet in possession of the Finance Bill,
we have learned nothing further with regard to the
details of the Government's proposals for ascertaining
and taxing the value of land. Much has happened,
however, since the Budget was introduced to indicate
the merits and defects of the proposals, so far as they
are known. I t is more pleasant to begin with
an expression of approval than of censure.
The
Budget is a fine achievement, simply by reason of the
fact t h a t in providing for valuation it has brought
the whole question before the country in a unique and
remarkable way. The Taxation of Land Values is in
operation in several of the Colonies; it has been
discussed in many foreign countries, but in no Colony
and in no country of the world has it been debated so
widely, so deeply, and so keenly as in this country during
the last four weeks. In t h a t interval it has received
for the first time the attention of men in the
highest and lowest positions ; it has presented itself
with greater urgency to men who had considered
it before, to members of every class and of every
political party, to journalists, to platform speakers,
and to business m e n ; and it may be confessed t h a t
nothing has emerged more clearly from the discussion
than the necessity of a fuller understanding of the
proposal on the p a r t of its most prominent supporters
and opponents. The Budget affords an opportunity
for this by compelling these men to consider for some
And that is why it must come—and soon.
time a t least the arguments in favour of this reform.
*
*
*
This will certainly not be its least fruitful feature.
We are assured t h a t the Bill will contain provisions
M E . A L F R E D D E A K I N ON AUSTRALIAN L A N D V A L U E S
TAXATION—Speaking &t Brisbane on May 4th, Mr. Deakin, for a universal valuation of the land. The process of
the late Federal Premier, said :—
obtaining this information, as well as the information
" A Federal land tax was not adapted to Australian
itself, will teach the public eloquently about the objects
conditions, either from the point of view of revenue or of
of the movement for taxing land values. The reasons
that of closer settlement. Such a tax should be left in
the hands of the States, but if the latter failed to legislate
for the separate valuation of land and private improvein that direction, then the Commonwealth should do so."
ments, subjects so distinct in their nature, will become
As Mr. Deakin seems just commencing to realise, and as
apparent
to all men engaged in business and industry.
the " Times " correspondent in Australia proves beyond
Every
day
public bodies or private individuals make
dispute, land monopoly is hindering the national development of every Australian State. And a substantial
agreements as to the leasing and purchase of land.
Federal or State land tax would soon give a much needed The valuation will form a much-needed basis for these
incentive to every land-holder, absentee or resident, either
agreements. The local rating authorities which have
to put his land to use, or to make it available to those who
would use it.
The Taxation of Land Values would be sought power to rate land values will find in it the first
the first step in the opposite direction. The land-holder, step towards the realisation of their aims. They can
as land-holder, does nothing to promote the development
renew their demand knowing t h a t no administrative
or the industrial enterprises of the community ; he is simply
a drone consuming the honey, the other bees collect, a difficulty stands in the way. They can reinforce their
mean dead-weight on the industrial machinery, a hindrance demand by an appeal to the information placed a t
to every industrial expansion.
their disposal.

"OUR

POLICY."

" W e would simply take for t h e community w h a t belongs to
t h e community—the value t h a t a t t a c h e s to l a n d by the gTowth
of t h e c o m m u n i t y ; leave sacred to t h e individual all t h a t
belongs to t h e individual."—Henry George.

I n these respects the Budget secures much t h a t is
substantial, and we are ready to give the Government
the fullest credit for introducing a measure which may
serve as the foundation for the most far-reaching and
epoch-making changes in the financial and industrial
world. I t is unfortunate, however, t h a t the
tax
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proposals, inseparably associated with the valuation,
are so indefensible according to any principle. Indeed,
we think it would be difficult to conceive any methods
of Taxation on Land Values which would prove more
partial, ineffectual, and mischievous. They are based
on German precedents ; they are far less perfect than
those of the Colonies. The people of New Zealand
and of Australia now find t h a t exemptions are fatal
to the working of the principle and to their industrial
prosperity, and yet their exemptions are nothing to
ours. I t is true t h a t we are indebted to these t a x
proposals for the valuation, and we believe they are
ingeniously devised to obtain this, but we do not forget
t h a t a simple and uniform t a x would have served the
same purpose. As far as they do not conform their
proposals to the principle which is after all behind
them, the Government have left themselves open to
attack. A striking instance of this will be found in
Mr. Lloyd George's brilliant speech of May 12th. In
this speech he sought support for his proposals by
appealing to a p a r t of the principle underlying the
Taxation of Land Values, a p a r t which is expressly
excluded from his proposals.
" L a n d , " he said,
" which used to produce 5s. an acre, produces £50 an
acre, or more, and I say, as a m a t t e r of fair-play and
equity, t h a t when we are getting up a fund for old age
pensions for workmen, including the very workmen
who built the houses and made the land valuable, we
should remember t h a t the increase from 5s. to £50
should pay a contribution of a halfpenny as a pension
to these poor people." Later in the debate Viscount
Helmsley seized upon this p o i n t : — " Let us take the
eloquent passage," he said, " in which he (the Chancellor
of the Exchequer) alluded to those who oil this side of
the House he suggested were unwilling to contribute
even a halfpenny in the pound as a pension for the poor
old men who had helped to build the houses on and
to rceate the wealth of these estates. I understood
from t h a t t h a t this halfpenny in the pound is to be a
t a x not merely on undeveloped land, but on developed
land—land on which houses have been built b y these
poor workmen to whose pensions we are asked to
contribute." Mr. Lloyd George intervened here and
said t h a t he did not intend to convey t h a t impression,
t h a t he had no intention of imposing this t a x on land
which was built upon. " I a m very glad," replied
Viscount Helmsley, " t o have t h a t explanation from
the right hon. Gentleman, but then we are to understand
t h a t a beautiful passage in his speech really amounts
to nothing a t all."
We have no intention to indulge in personal or p a r t y
attacks b u t certain obvious facts must be stated.
I h e Cabinet are utterly ignorant of what the Taxation
of Land Values means, and so long as this is the case
they can neither frame nor defend a proper measure.
I his is a defect which t h e y might easily remedy. Their
ignorance makes them timid. They are haunted by
the fear t h a t a substantial and universal t a x would
itrjui-e many classes in the community. This fear is
largely created and intensified by the noisy protests
ol people who claim to represent the interests of
landowners and small investors—poor, pitiable people
in general. The views of these people are based on
the assumption t h a t justice and freedom in matters
of industry and trade are things to a v o i d ; they are
the kind of people who opposed the repeal of the Corn
Laws, and advocated a sliding scale of duties the
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kind of people who were responsible for the strange
fact t h a t a Conservative Minister and Government
introduced the measure of Free Trade which we enjoy
in this country. They terrify the present Government
by calling their proposals those of Henry George, and
for reasons which it is unnecessary to discuss, politicians
have generally been too easily scared by any reference
to their connection with his principles. Yet in these
days, more than ever, Henry George is being justified,
not only to enthusiastic reformers, but to business
men who are as keen and hard as steel.
We regret t h a t the Government did not impose a
uniform tax. The country needs it, and the Government needs it to retrieve its position in the country.
I t would have been a liberal or liberating measure,
a partial solvent," as the Prime Minister said, " o f
what . . . might otherwise be insoluble problems."
As it is, the proposals will not have this effect. They
are good for nothing as a means of stimulating production. We do not know how much the definition of
ungotten minerals " may include, but while the t a x
on undeveloped building land will increase the supply
of buildings, there is no tax to increase the demand
for them by stimulating the development of all other
kinds of land. This is the difficulty which men from
the City experience in appreciating a t a x on land
values. They indignantly tell us t h a t there are too
many buildings. The City correspondent of " T h e
Daily Telegraph " p u t this view a few days ago. He"
said t h a t land agents admitted t h a t the t a x would
bring property into the market, but, he added : " There
must be a demand as well as a willingness to sell." This
is what the frequenters of the market-places are a f t e r markets. If the Government can make markets by
making producers, by giving men access to land, they
will satisfy these men, not otherwise.
J . O.

THE PRIME MINISTER AND THE
ON LAND VALUES.

TAX

Speaking a t Sheffield on May 21st, Mr. Asquith,
m a speech devoted to a defence of the Budget, said :—
" But I must say a word—I think you will expect
me to say a word, although I don't want to keep you
too long—on the subject of our new t a x which we
are imposing for the first time, the t a x upon land
values. (Cheers.) . . .,
" In the case of land you are dealing with a
commodity which is vital to the life of the community, which is strictly limited in amount, and in
regard to the right and the best and most politic
user there is not a m a n or woman or child in the
country who has not a direct personal interest.
I confess I cannot bring myself, anxious as I am in
this and in other matters, anxious as I am to p u t
myself at the standpoint of our critics, I cannot bring
myself even in imagination to conceive t h a t it is
u n j u s t t h a t where an owner of land is fortunate
enough to secure, through no exertion of his own
and no expenditure of capital of his own, simply
through the operation of social and economic
influences, added value to his land, the community
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should not be entitled to take part o! the added
value which he has reaped:" (Cheers.)
With all due respect to the Prime Minister, his
so-called tax on land values has a decidedly foreign
look about it. There are provisions for a half-penny
t a x on what is named " undeveloped land and ungotten
minerals," limited to land above a capital value of
£50 an acre ; a tax of 20 per cent, on the future increase
in value at death and transfer, with a 10 per cent,
reversion duty at the termination of leases, with special
modifications. But what all this careworn-looking
make-up lias got to do with a tax on land values it is
difficult for a plain supporter of the movement to see.
Speaking to the municipal deputation more than
three years ago (February 26th, 1906), Mr. Asquith
said :—
" We (the Government) desire to have time to
carefully consider the best way of giving effect to
the principles I have enunciated.
" I believe we shall arrive at a more satisfactory
and more permanent result if we allow ourselves a
little time and patience for the consideration of this
problem, than if we were to introduce a comparatively
small and piecemeal instalment of the reform we all
desire."
After three long years we now have presented to us
this wretched German apology for the real tax on
land values.
I t is not even a decent "piecemeal
instalment." In his Sheffield speech, Mr.- Asquith,
in reference to this policy, said : " I t is no theory ;
we have a large amount of foreign and Colonial experience." This is quite true, but what is also true is t h a t
the Government have taken no Colonial experience to
guide them in applying the tax. All they have taken
from the Colonies is the valuation. This, to our people,
is the only thing in the Budget worth having, and
for this we are grateful. Once this valuation of
the land is secured, we have no doubt whatever
that some future Government, Liberal or Conservative,
will apply the true principle of taxation. The Government have rung up the curtain on the piece that is
going to have a good long ran; but " the bold
stroke " and the " upward movement," like " the thaw
t h a t was to come in the springtime to usher the people
and the children of the people into the inheritance
given them from on high," are sadly conspicuous by
their absence. However, let us say again that we are
grateful for even a look through valuation at the
promised land. I t is refreshing, after a long and tiresome
journey over a " dry and arid wilderness," to catch the
glint of laughing waters in the distance. Next to
entering into our " inheritance" is to see the way
clearly opened up to it.
' " D O W N to the reign of Anne it was one-fourth. In the
reign of George III. it was one-sixth. For the first 30
years of his reign the land yielded one-seventh of the
revenue. From 1793 to 1816 (during the period of the
land tax) land contributed one-ninth. FROM WHICH
TIME TO THE PRESENT (1842) ONE TWENTYFIFTH ONLY OF THE REVENUE HAD BEEN
DERIVED DIRECTLY FROM LAND. Thus the land,
which anciently paid the whole of taxation, paid now
only a fraction or one twenty-fifth, notwithstanding the
immense increase that had taken place in the value of the
rentals."—Richard Cobden in the House of Commons,
March 14th, 1842.

NEWS

OF

THE

MOVEMENT.

BRISTOL.
The three local papers gave good reports of Mr. Ure's
address at the Colston Hall, Bristol, on Saturday, 1st May,
held under the auspices of the United Committee for
the Taxation of Land Values. The Bristol "Daily
Mercury " reported that " there was a good attendance,
the hall being full save in the gallery, and the meeting
was characterised by considerable enthusiasm." The
Right Hon. Augustine Birrell, M.P., Chief Secretary
for Ireland, occupied the chair and in the course of his
remarks said, he was the only person in that hall who was
committed to anything, because as a Member of Mr.
Asquith's Government, he was committed to the proposals
that were to be found in the Budget. In the course of one
of his ablest speeches, the Lord Advocate referred to the
fate of the Scottish Land Values Bill in the House of
Lords, and asked were they to wait until these gentlemen
understood this question. He honestly did not think so ;
he thought thev must be getting on. He thought he knew
a way, and the Chancellor of the Exchequer had found
a way by which they could accomplish their end without
troubling these gentlemen at all (applause and loud cheers
were given for Mr. Lloyd George). He emphasised the
indirect results of a Tax on Land Values as a means of
encouraging men to bring their land into the market,
which he believed would go a long way in solving the
housing question.
It was a most attentive audience, and throughout,.
Mr. Ure's speech was received with enthusiastic approbation. Owing to Mr. Birrell being in the chair, the
ladies were unfortunately excluded from the meeting.
If the ladies had been invited the hall would have been
packed. To hold such a meeting of men on a Saturday
evening in a town like Bristol, without much if any
encouragement to listen to an address on land values,
was a most successful piece of organisation, and Mr.
McHugh is to be heartily congratulated on the good
result of his labours.
LIVERPOOL.
Under the auspices of the United Committee for the
Taxation of Land Values and the Financial Reform
Association, the Lord Advocate (Mr. Alex. Ure, K.C., M.P.)
addressed a crowded meeting in the Sun Hall, Liverpool,
Friday evening, May 14th, on " Land Values as a Basis for
Rating and Taxation." Dr. E. K. Muspratt, president of
the Financial Reform Association, occupied the chair,
and among others present were Mrs. Ure, Mrs. McHugh,
and Miss McHugh, Messrs. Richard D. Holt, M.P., Joseph
Fels, Fred. Verinder, J. W. S. Callie, Fred. Skirrow,
Edward McHugh, and John Paul.
The Chairman, in introducing the Lord Advocate of
Scotland, said the United Committee for the Taxation of
Land Values and the Financial Reform Association were not
party associations ; they advocated principles which had
not been thoroughly adopted by either party, but they
advocated those principles upon what they believed to be
sound argument. (Hear, hear.) They had in the Lord
Advocate one of those who had given close attention to the
intricate subject of the Taxation of Land Values. (Applause.)
In the course of a brilliant speech, Mr. Ure said the
question of taxing land values had acquired a renewed
interest at the present moment owing to the fact that it
had found a secluded and sequestered corner in the Budget,
though there might yet be a good deal of turmoil in that
corner before they had done with it. At present they based
their assessment on the composite value of land and
building. What an Unassorted alliance, how different ia
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their characteristic and their origin—the land, owing its
origin to the hand of the Creator, and buildings, owing their
origin to the labour of man ; the land increasing and the
buildings decreasing in value. (Applause.) Not only were
their characteristics antagonistic, but how discouraging
to industry was that standard by which we fixed the
contribution to the rates and taxes.
We say to men,
" Make no use of your land, and we will invite you to pay
no taxes ; make good use of your land, make the best
possible use of it, spend generously upon material and upon
wages, and we shall take good care the more generously you
spend the more heavily we will souse you in rates and
taxes." (Applause.) To the business man, the manufacturer,
we say, " Lay down better machinery in order better to
compete with your foreign rival, and we will take care that
for every foot of building you add and every bit of machinery
you lay down we will tax you." (" Shame.") It is as if
we had expressly designed the present standard to cncourage
men to make the worst possible use, or no use, of their
land, and to discourage men who made the best possible
use of the land which the Creator had given us. (Applause.)
When he was told there was no difference between an
investment in land and an investment in Consols he began
to reflect. When he bought a piece of land he bought the
right to exclude his neighbours from a definite area of God's
earth, and he bought nothing else. (Loud applause.)
It was an investment which gave no useful employment to
any human being, and added nothing to the wealth of the
community. It had been urged that if we excluded the
value of buildings and improvements very little value would
"be left. He was of opinion that all the guesses as to the
value of the land of this country were very short of the
truth, and there would be a remarkable awakener and
eye-opener when the value of the land of Great Britain was
accurately and scientifically ascertained. (Applause.) The
House of Lords had twice rejected the Scottish Valuation Bill,
by which the value of land in Scotland could have been
accurately ascertained, and the Chancellor of the Exchequer
had taken the only constitutional means that was left
to him to find out the value of our national territory in order
to lay the basis for a fair and juster system of taxation and
rating than we had now, and to open up a freer access to
our people to their native land. (Loud applause.)
Mr. Joseph Fels moved :—" That this meeting thanks the
Lord Advocate for his inspiring address, and expresses its
hearty approval of the proposal to tax land values as a
basis of rating and taxation." (Applause.) He said that
he himself had largely profited from land values in
Philadelphia, and had decided to spend some of the money
for the purpose of breaking up the system which made it
possible for men to enjoy wealth which they had not
created.
We were in for a big fight on the Taxation of Land Values,
and if the United Committee could raise £5,000 or even
£10,000 a year for five years he was quite prepared to put
down a similar amount. (Applause.)
Mr. Richard D. Holt seconded.
Mr. Ure proposed a vote of thanks to the Chairman,
which was seconded by Mr. Allan Bright.
A Liverpool correspondent writes :—
" Those interested in the land values question have long
felt that there was need of a movement which would bring
prominently before the notice of the people of Liverpool the
necessity of a reform in our system of rating and taxation.
This want has now been removed, not only by the formation
of a League, but also by a great demonstration which was
held in the Sun Hall on Friday, 14th, at which the Lord
Advocate spoke, and held his audience spell-bound.
" To advertise the meeting, Messrs. McHugh and Skirrow
worked indefatigably and succeeded both in attracting
a large audience to the Hall and in propagating the cause.
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They were daily engaged in the shop, No. 48, Lord Street,
where literature was distributed, information given, and
tickets for the meeting were handed out. Bills, cartoons,
quotations, and notices were displayed in the windows.
By this method huge crowds were constantly arrested, and
while daylight lasted, the citizens of Liverpool could be
seen eagerly poring over the display. When the rates were
collected, the receipts were displayed, with this announcement appended:—[' F I N E D £4 10s. 2d. BY THE TAX
COLLECTOR, FOR THE CRIME OF HAVING O P E N E D AN EMPTY
SHOP FOR 1 4 D A Y S — A GREAT INDUCEMENT TO K E E P OPEN
I DON'T T H I N K . ' ]

" A reward of £10 was offered to anyone who could prove
that a tax on land values could be passed on by the
land-owner to the land-user. By means such as these,
a great impression was made on the Liverpool people and
by the strenuous and untiring energy of Mr. McHugh and
Mr. Skirrow. These efforts assured the success of the great
meeting which Mr. Ure addressed with excellent effect.
The members of the Liverpool League have an opportunity
of making good progress and bringing forth the fruit of the
seed which has been sown."
BOLTON.
A Bolton League for the Taxation of Land Values
has been inaugurated : Wallace Carter, Hon. Secretary,
3, Ramwell Street, Bolton. Open-air meetings are being
held, and much explanatory literature distributed. Notices
in the local press invite men of all shades of opinion to
join the new League. The Secretary hopes to report
good progress soon.
NORTH LONDON.
June 11th.—Public Meeting' in the Alexandra Palace,
under the auspices of the United Committee : the
Lord Advocate as speaker. A shop for the organisation
of the meeting and for the sale and distribution of literature
has been opened at 111, Turnpike Lane, Hornsey, London,
N., where Mr. Phelps is busy carrying out the necessary
arrangements. London friends at District Clubs and
Associations are cordially invited to co-operate in making
this meeting successful. Admission tickets for distribution
can be had on application to the offices at 20, Tothill
Street, Westminster, or at the temporary premises named
above.
THE MIDLAND CAMPAIGN.
The meetings in the West Bromwich district, held during
the week May 3rd to 8th, were attended by large numbers
of men keenly interested in the Land Values Budget. Mr.
Neilson was accompanied by Dr. Hazel, the Member for
West Bromwich, at Moor Street, on the 5th, Spun Lane
on the 6th, and High Street on the 8th. Mr. Neilson
was the only speaker at Hill Top, Greet's Green, and
Hall End. A most successful week.
The week's campaign in Birmingham and district, from
May 8th to 14th, was most satisfactory. At Acock's
Green a well-known Conservative, Mr. Mander, presided
over a representative audience. The meeting at the
Central Mission Hall drew a fairly large audience. Mr.
Joseph Dawson, the President of the Midland Land Values
League, took the chair. Many questions were asked
and answered. At the Bull Ring—Mr. J. Rennie Harris,
chairman—an audience of 500, for an hour and a half,
in the bleak air, listened most attentively. The local
people were delighted with the effect this meeting produced.
A cordial invitation was given to Mr. Neilson to speak
again in the Bull Ring. At Harborne a larger audience
than was expected assembled under the presidency of
Mr. Speak. An excellent impression was made at this
meeting. The surprise of the Week was, however, reserved
for neglected Aston: No meeting by the Liberals had
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been held there since the General Election. The local
Progressives were discouraged, and expected little response.
Indeed, Mr. Neilson was told before the meeting not to be
disappointed if only a few turned up. But, to the delight
of those responsible for calling the meeting, a room full
of representative people greeted Mr. Neilson when he
rose to speak. At this meeting several converts were
made, and much enthusiasm aroused. Birmingham is
keen to learn as much as possible about land values.
Resolutions thanking the Government for incorporating
the principle of taxing land values in the Budget, and
urging the Government to levy a tax on all land values,
urban and rural, in the next Budget, were passed at all
the meetings.
Mr. Neilson went to North Westmoreland 011 May 17th
for a week. In the Windermere and Ambleside districts
there are numbers of land values men.
WOLVERHAMPTON AND DISTRICT LEAGUE.
Mr. Neilson spoke at the following places :—
May 24th.—Quarry Bank.
„ 25th.—Shrewsbury (afternoon), Lower Gornal (evening).
„ 26th.—Codsall
(evening),
Birmingham
League
Workers' Tea Meeting (afternoon).
„ 27th.—Bradmore.
„ 28th.—Wood Setton.
June 1st to 5th.—Birmingham District.
LOCAL COUNCILS AND ASSOCIATIONS.
The Shirley Liberal Association at its monthly meeting,
13th May, 1909, adopted the following resolution :—
" That this meeting of Shirley Liberals generally supports
the Chancellor of the Exchequer's Budget proposals,
more especially the licensing charges and a complete
scheme for land valuation, and urges for a universal tax
of one penny in the £ on such values, and a concurrent
abolition of taxation on the capital values of improvement."
Copies of this are to be sent to the Prime Minister, the
Chancellor of the Exchequer, and the two local Members.
DUMFRIESSHIRE.
An open-air demonstration in support of the Budget
is fixed for Annan, Saturday, 19th June, under the auspices
of the newly-formed local League of Young Liberals.
Mr. Josiah C. Wedgwood, M.P., will be the principal
speaker.
The " Annan Advertiser" contains some interesting
talks each week on the land question and the Budget
proposals ; the literature of the land values movement
is also advertised for sale on application to the Secretary
of the Newbie Liberal Committee, Duncan Calder, 16,
Three Trees Road, Newbie, Annan.
UNITED COMMITTEE MEETING.
At a meeting of the United Committee held at 20,
Tothill Street, Westminster, Friday, 30th April, a resolution
in the following terms was unanimously adopted :—
" That while reserving detailed criticism of the taxation
proposals made by the Chancellor of the Exchequer
until definite information is available, the Committee
welcomes the decision announced in the Budget statement
to provide machinery for a complete valuation on a capital
basis of the whole of the land in the United Kingdom,
but expresses regret that the Budget does not contain a
proposal for a uniform and general tax on land values."
I t was further agreed that a special meeting of the
Committee be convened at an early date to take steps
for the further propaganda work throughout the country.

WHAT THE ENGLISH LEAGUE IS DOING.
The following meetings have been addressed during the
past month :—
May
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„
„
„
„
„
„
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„
„
„
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„
„
„
„
„

2.—Blackfriars Mission : F. Verinder.
4.—Central Hackney liberal Association : F. Verinder.
4.—West Islington Liberal Association: J. W. Graham
Peace.
4.—Liverpool: F. Skirrow.
5.—Liverpool: F. Skirrow.
6.—Liverpool: F. Skirrow.
7.—Addresses to Fabian Society on " Unemployment,"
Memorial Hall: L. H. Berens, Joseph Fels, and J. C.
Wedgwood, M.P.
9.—Liverpool: F. Skirrow.
10.—Paddington : J. W. Graham Peace.
10.—Sesame Club : J. C. Wedgwood, M.P. (debate).
11.—15.—Portsmouth, 13 meetings. (See below).
18.—Tunstall, Staffs: F. Skirrow (2 meetings).
19.—Southall Brotherhood : F. Verinder.
19.—Women's National Liberal Association: Hon. Mrs.
Wedgwood.
19—Tunstall, Staffs: F. Skirrow.
20.—Newcastle-under-Lyme : F. Skirrow (2 meetings).
21.—Southend and Westcliff Women's Liberal Association :
F. Verinder.
21.—Tunstall, Staffs : F. Skirrow.
23.—Newington Reform Club : F. Verinder.
23.—Phillips Park. Manchestet: Dr. P. McDougall.
24.—Chesterton, Staffs: F. Skirrow.
25.—Newcastle-under-Lyme, Staffs : F. Skirrow (2 meetings).
26.—Bromley (Kent) Women's Liberal Association: F.
Verinder.
26.—S.W. Bethnal Green Liberal Association : J. W. Graham
Peace.
27.—May Bank, Staffs: F. Skirrow.
28.—Boro' of East Ham Liberal and Labour Club : F. Verinder.
28.—Otley, Yorks: Wm. Thomson.
28.—Wolstanton, Staffs: F. Skirrow.
28.—Baptist "Men's Own," Biggleswade : W. Lester, M.A.
29.—Pool, Leeds : Wm. Thomson.
30 Crowcroft Park, Manchester : John Bagot.

JUNE MEETINGS.
Sun.

6.—Wesleyan Brotherhood, Seven Kings : Wm. Hurden,
" Laws that make the rich richer and the poor
poorer." 3 p.m.
Th.
10.—Co-operative Society's Rooms, Portsmouth : H. Duncan
Moody. Paper on " Socialism."
Sun. 13.—Peel Institute Men's Meeting, Hugh Myddleton School,
Clerkenwell:
F. Verinder, " My Neighbour's
Landmark." 3.30 p.m.
13.—Ardwick I. L. P. (open air) : Dr. P. McDougall, 11 a.m.
Mon. 14 Brentwood Division : W. R. Lester, M.A.
Tues. 15.—Brentwood Division: W. R. Lester, M.A.
Wed. 16.—Brentwood Division : W. R. Dester, M.A.
Wed. 23.—Forest Ward Liberal and Radical Association, Leyton
National Schools, High Road, Leyton : F. Verinder,
" Taxation of Land Values." 8.30 p.m.
Mon. 28.—Seven Bangs Liberal Association, outside Seven Kings
Station: A. Wilme Collier, " Taxation of Land
Values."

It is proposed to hold the Annual Meeting of the League
in London, on Wednesday, July 21st.
At the April Quarterly Meeting of the Central Council,
held at Essex Hall, London, on Monday, April 26th,
Mr. T. W. Toovey, C.C., opened a discussion on " The
Rural Districts and the Taxation of Land Values." Sir
Edmund Verney moved, Mr. Joseph Fels seconded, and
it was resolved :—
" That, in the opinion of this meeting, it is essential
that any scheme for the separate valuation and taxation
of Land should apply to the rural as well as to the urban
districts."
The chair was taken by Mr. J. C. Wedgwood, M.P.,
President of the League.
A special meeting of the Executive was held on Monday,
May 3rd, to consider Mr. Lloyd George's Budget statement.
After prolonged and careful discussion, the following
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account of the work done during the past year, and the
business of the meeting begins, though not till the guest
from the English League has been invited to say a word
as to the position and prospects in his country. This was
done. It was explained how we, on this side, are endeav|
ouring to go straight, without turning to the right or the
left, for the principle of a separate valuation of land, and
a tax on that value, with corresponding relief of improvements from taxation. How high are our hopes of actually
making a beginning through the Budget within the next
few days. Also how any general move towards land
A resolution in almost identical terms has since been purchase in this country has stultified itself by raising
adopted by the Executive of the North Hackney Liberal the price landowners exact, as witness the Small Holdings
and Radical Association, on the motion of two members Act in England and Land Purchase in Ireland, and how
of the League—Messrs. J. W. Graham Peace and J. C. the first step must be to value land apart from improvements
and tax on that value. The meeting was much impressed
Talintyre.
by the simplicity and directness of the British movement,
and the opinion was expressed that if we get a start here
The brilliant lecture delivered to the Fabian Society on these straight lines, we shall have done more than all
a few months ago by the Rev. Stewart D. Headlam, L.C.C., that has been attained in Germany, no matter how small
has now been issued by the League, as a penny pamphlet, our first step may be. The meeting then proceeded to
under the title of " Fabianism and Land Values." This is hear and discuss papers on questions of national importance,
just the pamphlet to put into the hands of a Socialist who
such as are considered to come within the circle of the
is beginning to realise the importance of the Land Question. League's activities.
It is interesting to notice what these questions are, and
The Portsmouth League, through its Hon. Sec., Mr. A. H.
by
whom they were treated. Here is a list:—•
Stoakes (54, Malins Road, Mile End, Portsmouth), reports :
" The South German Canal Question and its Solution
" On April 29th, Mr. McGuigan addressed a well-attended
meeting of the Gosport Liberal Association on ' The through Land Reform." By Legationsrath Dr. A. von
Schwerin.
Taxation of Land Values.'
" The Importance of Play and Sport Grounds for our
Youth." By Professor Dr. Schmidt.
" Really Practical Housing Reform." By Professor Dr.
GERMAN LAND REFORMERS.
von Gruber.
" The Chief Objections to the Tax on Unearned IncreThe German League of Land Reformers having cordially ment." By Professor Dr. Stier-Somlo, followed by Proinvited friends from Britain, " along with their honourable fessor Dr. Quidde and Professor Dr. Matzinger.
wives," to assist at their annual Demonstration, I with
" The Peasant Problem in the Light of Land Reform."
alacrity accepted their invitation. To do so was a special By Fraulein Lembke, Director of the First Rural Common
pleasure, as the gathering was this year to be held in the School.
ancient and renowned city of Nuremberg, where much of
" The Cause of Trade Crises." By Carl Martels, Presithe life of South Germany, both past and present, is to dent of the League of German Watchmakers.
be seen at its best.
The audience is a somewhat changing one throughout
A dash across the Channel, a passing glimpse of Belgian the session, and numbers usually about 200 persons. As
manufacturing districts, which in their smoke and grime would be expected from the standing of their authors,
remind one of our own " Black Country " ; then through the papers are very carefully prepared and read, though
the Ardennes to Cologne, up the Rhine, past Frankfort, one thing that strikes a stranger is the impassivity of the
across the pine forests of Bavaria, and 25 hours from audience, who, though listening with marked attention,
Iiondon sees us landed in Nuremberg itself, a quaint never once throughout the meetings give oral proof either
medley, in the centre of 15th century battlements, moats, of approbation or the reverse. As each leaves the platform
towers, and churches, and in the outskirts the very last he receives applause, but generally never throughout
word that science has to say by way of huge workshops the course of his address, which lasts on the average one
for the manufacture of engineering and electrical machi- hour and a half. One is also struck by the composition
nery.
of the audience. .Unlike a similar one here, it is almost
The German Land Reform League holds its conference exclusively composed of apparently well-to-do middle and
each vear in a different place, and this citv&had been chosen upper class people—substantial merchants, manufacturers,
for 1909.
professional men, and the like. Our German friends count
The " Rathhaus," of Town Hall, is the building in which
as a great strength to their League the number of supporters
the meetings are held, and they last throughout two days,
and sympathisers they have in the ranks of University
starting at half-past nine in the morning and continuing professors of law and history. When such authorities
till eight in the evening, with an interval of two-and-a-half
unite in publicly declaring that to tax land values is sound
hours for dinner. So the eight hours' day is strictly
in theory and good in practice, it is a bold man who will
enforced. The hall of the Rathhaus in which the meetings say them nay, and such is the position to-day in Germany.
are held seats some ten hundred, is built and decorated
One after another, in Nuremberg Rathhaus, professors of
in the Old German style, and but for its abominable law and history from Bonn, Berlin, Munich, and Breslau
acoustics, is in every way worthy of the occasion. At
publicly appeared to give the movement their blessing.
9.30 to the minute, members and guests are greeted in
The general impression left by the papers was that they
short and appreciative addresses, on behalf of the citizens, were of a distinctly theoretical nature, and that though the
by the Biirgermeister of Nuremberg and the Biirgermeisters readers and most of their hearers have full knowledge
of other Bavarian cities, many of which have affiliated of and are in full sympathy with land reform as understood
themselves to the League, which in this way claims ad- by Henry George, they are yet inclined, for reasons of
herents to the number of more than 600,000. Herr
policy best known to themselves, to concentrate in the
Damaschke, President of the League, then gives an
first instance on such side issues as, a tax on " Unearned
resolution was moved by the General Secretary, seconded
by Mr. W. S. G. Coad, and unanimously adopted :—
" That this Executive notes with pleasure the pledge
given by Mr. Lloyd George in his Budget statement ' to
provide machinery for a complete valuation on a capital
basis of the whole of the land in the United Kingdom,'
and urges the Government to complete the valuation with
the utmost possible expedition, in order that it may be
made the basis of a general and uniform tax on all land
values, urban and rural, and of a reform of local taxation."
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increment," purchase of land by the towns, and when
they have got it, the leasing of it out on short lease, so that
the increased value may revert to the towns at stated
intervals; also the building of canals by means of money
provided by a tax on the increased value given to the land
one kilometre wide on each side of the canal.
They appear in Germany to consider that the best way
to advance towards the single tax is to avail themselves of
opportunities of applying it piecemeal in ways such as
these, just as they present themselves, so long as they do
not in their judgment militate against the principle itself.
We can only hope that their policy will prove a sound
one ; they themselves are quite confident that opinion,
both public and official, is marching with them, and that
all these small steps are leading them in the right direction.
They do not doubt, for example, that before long they
will have in Germany a valuation of land as distinct from
improvements. Such a valuation, it should be clearly
understood, they have not yet got anywhere in Germany
or her colonies. They continue to tax improvements just
as we do, and have no record of the value of the land
on which buildings stand. The difference from ourselves
is that they do value vacant land, and they do put a tax
varying from a fifth of 1 per cent, to three-quarters of
1 per cent, on its capital value. Many districts also have
the " Unearned Increment Tax " in operation, but it is
only enforced when a property changes hands, which
indeed appears to be the only possible way of enforcing
it so long as they have no valuation of the land itself.
Moreover, they have, as yet, done nothing on a national
basis. All their taxes are levied for local purposes only
so far, though they express the greatest confidence that a
very short time will see the establishment, both of a
National Valuation and a National Tax.
It is in the Colony of Kiantchow that most has been done.
But even there no land valuation has, as yet, been made.
A tax of 6 per cent, is payable by the purchaser to the
Government on the purchase price of the land. A periodical
valuation is also made, and the tax rises or falls accordingly.
Such valuation is arrived at by deducting the value of
buildings from the total, and they claim to have an accurate
record of the value of the buildings in the shape of the fire
insurance policies, fire insurance being compulsory throughout Germany and her Colonies.
In addition to this tax of 6 per cent, on the purchase
price, 33 per cent, of the increased value is taken by the
State in cases of sale at a profit. This question of a 6 per
cent, tax on the purchase price is quite a pretty mathematical problem. At first sight it is quite a puzzle, for
such a tax would seem to take, not only the whole annual
value, but something more into the bargain. That, however, is not so. Here is how they explain this apparent
paradox. No one will give so much for land with a tax
as without a tax. If 4 per cent, is the current rate of
interest, a man will give £2,500 for a piece of land yielding
£100 rental, if there be no tax on it. If he has to pay a
tax on the price he gives for it, he will still want his 4
per cent, interest, and will therefore give so much less.
Thus, if there is a 6 per cent, tax on the purchase price,
he will only give £1,000 for land yielding a rent of £100,
instead of £2,500, as above. That will leave him with
£40 net rental, and so he still gets 4 per cent, on his money.
That is how the matter works in Kiantchow, and it will
be seen that they could take annually anything up to
99 per cent, of the purchase price in taxation and still a
net rental would be left for the purchaser. This appears
a somewhat cumbersome way of doing what a tax on land
values would do simply and directly, yet it is reported
to give excellent results so far as it goes.
To return to the Nuremberg gathering, it was clearly
considered an event of importance by the outside public,
and was well reported by the whole Press of South Germany,
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special and detailed reference being made to the situation
in England and the high hopes entertained there.
At the Conference an interesting reference was made to
Protection, showing how it is twin brother to land
monopoly and showing how enormously difficult it is for
a people to shake themselves free of a vicious policy when
once it is firmly established. The German duty on foreign
grain and flour has raised their prices in Germany. This
has enabled landlords, both great and small, to raise the
price of land to an artificial figure. In Germany it is the
almost universal practice to mortgage land, and there are
special facilities for doing so. All kinds of persons, People's
Banks, insurance companies, &c., have consequently
advanced money on land which Protection has raised to
an artificial value, so, of course, all these varied interests
violently oppose a reduction of the duty on corn, for that
would bring land back to its normal value by pricking
the bubble, and where would the security for their bonds
be then ?
In the evening after the Conference a public meeting
was held and addressed by members of the League. • If
seated in rows, the hall would accommodate some 800
persons, but following the pleasant German custom the
people were comfortably placed on chairs at tables, so
that some 250 sufficed to fill it. During the speeches,
beer, coffee, and refreshments, both light and solid, were
in constant demand. A general air of comfort pervaded
the meeting, which did not in the slightest degree detract
from its serious character.
Of the speeches themselves it can only be said that they
were truly excellent. A deep appeal to the moral sentiment
pervaded" them all. No more straight single-tax talk
could have been heard anywhere, and hearers were visibly
moved. The somewhat didactic note of the Conference
was left behind. The people were told straight that the
rent of the earth belongs to the people, and that Henry
George's plan is the way to get it. Especially excellent,
I thought, were the addresses by a German pastor and
Herr Marfels, of Berlin. They did not hesitate to preach
the gospel of Henry George in all its fulness, and the
applause they met with at the end was proof they had not
spoken in vain. But a still more tangible result came at
the close of the meeting, when hearers were invited to join
the League. Though the minimum subscription is six
marks (6s.), 42 of those present joined on the spot, which,
from an audience of that size, is splendid testimony to the
efficacy of the speakers' appeal.
So ended a very pleasant and instructive visit to our
German friends and co-workers. May we hope that we
shall have the satisfaction of returning the compliment
and greeting as many of them as can come to our meetings
over here.
W. R.

LESTER.

AUSTRALIA.
THE DEARTH OF SETTLERS AND ITS CAUSE—II.
From the Australian correspondent of " T H E TIMES,"
in the issue of March 20th.
SYDNEY, J A N . 25TH.

I ended my last article with a quotation from the
"• Sydney Daily Telegraph " ; this week's may well commence with another. The announcement of the new
Victorian Ministry's land policy, the cabled reports of Lord
Northcote's speech on January 19th, and recent Labour
utterances putting a Federal land tax in the forefront of
the Labour programme have stirred the " Telegraph"
to think straight about the land question, with the following
result:—
" The one thing capable of pushing this confiscatory
policy (the Federal land tax) forward is the monopoly
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of big estates by persons who neither put the land to its
most productive use themselves nor allow others to do so.
I t is asking a good deal when people requiring land for
settlement are requested to go out into the arid backblocks and pass on the way immense tracts of much more
productive country t h a t is withheld from occupation
merely to enrich further already over-rich individuals." . .
One more quotation—this time from Mr. J . C. W a t s o n will round off my text :—
" The whole of this attempt to promote immigration
to Australia is a vast conspiracy to rob the taxpayers
of Australia in the interest of the large landowners."
That was the declaration of an angry man, who, on
further consideration, would probably have dropped the
word " conspiracy." But Mr. Watson is seldom angry,
and never without strong cause. . . Talk of a " conspiracy " is of course overstrained, and there was no
need to confine the interests benefited to those of the
" large land-owners." But it does seem as if a good
deal of the immigration on which public money is now being
spent was designed not so much to fill the Commonwealth's
empty spaces as to supply the squatter and farmer with
cheap labour. (Queensland is in most ways a notable
exception, but one would like to hear Mr. Kidston's
answer to the Federal Minister about his contract labourers).
And the results up to now are so unsatisfactory t h a t even the
" Sydney Morning Herald " is driven to declare t h a t " the
Government must greatly enlarge its ideas on the immigration question, and t h a t speedily."
The Labour Party.
In all this, you will notice, there has been no word of
the Labour party, except for my quotation from Mr. Watson.
What becomes, then, of the cry that it is the Labour party
which is responsible for our lack of immigrants i I hold
no brief for that party : but I think it is important t h a t the
real offenders should not be allowed any longer to mislead
both the Australian and the British public by shifting their
sins on to the Labour party's shoulders. Take that party's
policy from its own mouth. Here is a considered statement from Mr. Watson :—
" I believe t h a t if we spent half a million a year in
inducing immigrants to come to Australia, under existing
conditions, we should increase the value of privately-held
land against our own settlers or immigrant settlers just
mathematically in proportion to the number of people we
brought here : and I am not prepared to do that. I am
prepared, and I think the Labour party is prepared, to
spend any large sum almost without limit—the only limit
being our resources and our financial condition—in bringing
people here of the right sort, in assisting them to come
here, and assisting them after they get here—so long as
we have the foundation laid, so long as the land is made
available, so long as we can be sure t h a t when they do come
here they will be new producers, and will assist in employing,
not merely our own people, but those of the artisan class
who will follow the agricultural class from the old country."
That, surely, is an orderly and logical policy. First
the farmer, putting his capital into the opening up of
fertile lands hitherto unfilled; then the farm-labourer
to till the opened-up lands ; then the artisan to supply the
growing necessities of the increased agricultural population.
But why delay to assist the importation of artisans ?
Because the public money should be spent first on the class
the Commonwealth most wants, and the figures of the
last census show which t h a t is. Note them :—
Working population of the
Commonwealth
..
. . 1,652,280
Engaged in commercial pursuits 222,658 or 13J per cent.
„ industrial
„
426,166 „ 2 5 | „ „
„
„ agricultural
„
276,074 „ 16J „ „
„
„ pastoral
„
111,802 „
6| „ „
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For a country like Australia these figures are obviously
absurd, and any State-aided system of immigration should
be planned to correct them. Nor is it the Labour party
only t h a t thinks so. In to-day's paper I notice Bishop
Frodsham's strong approval of Labour's attitude towards
immigration ; and the same attitude is adopted widely by
men who do not know it is Labour's—because the local
Press has for years attributed to the Labour party as a
whole extravagant opinions held only by its extreme
section. After all, the bravest anti-immigrationist must
have some excuse for keeping men out of the country ;
an easy one has been found in misrepresenting the policy
of the party he is opposed to.
But why wash all this dirty linen of ours in British
water ? Partly in order t h a t the warnings and reproaches
which have been showered on Australia of late years may
be redirected to the right address; mainly because in most
cases that address is " London." You may take it as an
axiom t h a t immigration to Australia will do no good till
the fertile lands are thrown open. And a very large proproportion of the closed land is controlled from London,
either by ex-Australians who live there and draw their
income from Australian property, or by big British
companies. About the former I need say nothing—the
" Telegraph " quotations in this and the preceding article
are enough. But it is necessary to warn seriously shareholders and directors of the big companies t h a t they must
put pressure on their officials out here.
At present, those officials are often responsible for
Australian dislike of the absentee company. Not long ago, for
instance, Mr. Watson addressed the members of one of our
immigration leagues, explained the Labour attitude towards
immigration, and mentioned (what was, of course, already
well known) t h a t the Labour remedy for the evil of lockedup lands is a Federal land-tax on large valuable estates
such as shall induce the owners either to split them up or
(preferably) to utilise them more fully for agriculture.
" I t is solely," he said, " because there seems no other way
to ensure that Australia shall have the people essential for
her defence that the Labour party so cordially advocates
this proposal." This speech, the serious utterance of a
prominent man, was given to the Press (which had not been
represented at the meeting), and printed in full in the
" Telegraph." Avowedly for that reason—not because
the league adopted Mr. Watson's views, or approved them,
or did anything about them except let them be printed in
full—a high official of one of the biggest Anglo-Australian
companies has withdrawn his subscription to the league,
and loudly declared that he will warn all his friends against
so dangerous a body. " Supposing he did say that about
a land-tax," says the indignant official, " why couldn't
you suppress it ? " And his patronage, and probably
that of his friends, is going to a league t h a t spends most
of its time in trying to import cheap foreign labour, because
British labour of the better kind will not come to a country
where land is not available even for the people already
there.
If that official and his kind speak for themselves alone
they had better be warned to keep their opinions to themselves. If their talk fairly represents the feelings of their
companies, then—one says it gravely and deliberately—
it will be well for those companies, and in the end for the
Commonwealth, that the capital they have invested in
Australian land should be withdrawn t o . other spheres.
Australia has been exploited enough in the interests of
absentees—the story I told last week about the Peel River
Company is not the only one of its kind ; those who in
future draw their wealth from it must be prepared to adopt
means of money-making that will benefit it as well as
themselves. I do not necessarily mean the accepting of
a land-tax. I do mean t h a t by some means—by that,
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if no other can be substituted—they must allow their lands
to be used for what they are worth in the present, not lock
them up in the hope that 20 years hence they will be worth
far more.
IMMIGRATION AND THE DEMAND FOR LAND.—III.
From the Australian correspondent of " T H E TIMES"
in the issue of April 10th:—
T H E LAND
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enough land is increasingly expensive, and creates artificial
land values, which are already, at the very beginning of
things, above the limit of productive value. The thoughtful
elector's " Herald" offers no solution; but certain
politicians do offer one—one which, in addition to being a
solution of the immigration difficulty, also obviates the
necessity for State landlordism, which many thoughtful
electors do not like. If there are other solutions, within
the limits of the State's purse, now is the time to explain
them; for otherwise the land tax solution is very likely
to be adopted in default.

QUESTION.

" While we are discussing immigration it is worth while
saying a word more about the land question, on which
immigration so much depends. Somehow or other the
locked-up lands must be opened for agricultural uses.
No one now doubts that, and only a few owners, usually
either absentees or corporations, pretend to doubt it.
The Labour recipe is a Federal land tax on estates over
£5,000 in value, of such a kind that fair use of the land will
produce profit on which the tax will be a mere fleabite,
while it will be a serious charge on fertile land that is used
only for sheep-runs. The proposed tax is to be Federal
simply because there is no hope of passing the requisite Bill
through several of the State Upper Houses ; otherwise
it is more properly a State concern. Now what we have
to remember is that this is not only Labour's remedy.
I believe it would be quite possible to carry such a proposal
in the present Federal Parliament, so definitely has public
opinion swung round against the big owners who keep
their land idle. If it is not carried next session, it will be
because Mr. Deakin gave his word two years ago that he
would not introduce the subject in this Parliament; but
Mr. Deakin's attitude is this—that he wishes the States
would do it, that he does not consider this Parliament has
any mandate to legislate for it, but that he personally has
always favoured such a tax, and, if the States take no
steps in that direction, he will support, or even propose, the
measure when it has been submitted to the country at a
general election. It is useless, therefore, for anyone to
decry the tax as merely a Labour idea, a ' Socialistic '
nostrum. The support given it in Australia is far wider
than that. And, apart from the many who advocate it
as the best remedy for the present land-hunger, there is
an increasing body of electors who are being forced into
supporting it because no other remedies seem practicable."
Considering, for instance, the average reader of the
" Sydney Morning Herald " who comes upon this in his
morning reading :—
" Considering that we are only just at the beginning
of the resumption policy, the costliness of it is enough
to give us pause. . . The reason in every case is the same—
the increasing dearness of land. In New Zealand country
lands have reached prices above their normal productive
value. In Victoria they have done the same ; or, at all
events, we can safely say that they have reached the utmost
limit of productive value. In New South Wales they have
not yet reached that limit, except in two or three specially
favoured districts, but in all districts they are rapidly
tending that way. . . But obviously the dearer land
becomes, the more expensive becomes a policy of resumption
—a policy which has this exasperating inconvenience,
that it is always putting the price up against itself. . .
Thus the fact of land becoming each day dearer does
create a problem for a Government wishing to facilitate
the expansion of settlement. It is a problem, too, which
is going to take some solving."—" Sydney Morning
Herald," February 4th, 1909.
If he thinks at all about it, what will he thmk ? The
conditions are clearly stated. We are all agreed that to
hold Australia we must have immigrants, and to get
immigrants we must have land to put them on. To resume

N E W SOUTH W A L E S .

The " Sydney Morning Herald " has just sent a member
of its staff along the great main railway line between
Sydney and Brisbane—the line which traverses the Hunter
River Valley and the New England .district, two of the
State's best assets, if only the State had any say in their
disposal. But note first the headlines of the " Herald "
articles; they will tell you what is the matter with
Australia. " Many Acres but Few Men," begins the one
dealing with the Hunter Valley; the next is headed
" Land-locked Towns" ; the last is introduced with
" Promising Towns Suffocated." I make no apology for
quoting profusely from the paragraphs which justify such
headings.
Of the lower Hunter, and its tributaries the Williams
and Paterson, there is nothing but good to say. The
richness of the land (£80 per acre is about the lowest price
near Maitland) is indisputable, and it seems to be put to
its proper use in dairy-farms, vineyards, orchards, and
market-gardens, while the graziers do not unduly monopolise
agricultural land for their stock. But, approaching Singleton,
" There is another large area which is simply being utilised
for grazing country. If in the hands of farmers, hundreds
of families would be added to the district population."
Near Broke, however, not many miles away, Mr. G. H.
Greene of Iandra—long since noted in the western foothills
of the Dividing Range as the most progressive of squatters
—has bought the old estate which John Blaxland was given
as a reward for finding the way across the Blue Mountains.
He " has transformed the lands completely, and they have
all been taken up by tenant farmers." If only our
landholders were more of the Greene type, you would be
hearing little of the land-hunger in this State.
Beyond Singleton lies Muswellbrook, a tiny township
" Out of all proportion to the immense area of rich country
that surrounds it. The town has been at a standstill for
years. The reason is found in the surrounding network
of big estates. . . However well run a large estate may be
in a favoured district like Muswellbrook, it is a hindrance
to the settlement of the legitimate farming class. Whatever
the national policy may be, the dominant idea of the
pastoralists is not the multiplication of farms. . . These
fine grazing estates occupy the best land; they front both
sides of the Hunter for miles and miles, and some take in
five, seven, and ten miles of rich flats, equally capable of
growing lucerne with anything in this extensive valley.
They would support men comfortably on small areas,
but only a mere handful has been cultivated, and that
principally for stock purposes."
At Denman, up the Goulburn valley, " all that is
wanted is more room for expansion . . . this rich dairying
land must be made available if the district is to take its
proper place." Scone, further along the main line, where
" one may go 20 miles in almost any direction, and find
the whole of the land capable of growing wheat," is " practically surrounded by sheep-paddocks." Northwards, Quirindi
" Is a solid town, but terribly cramped. Sheep-paddocks
have jammed it in on every side. There is an immense
area of splendid land in this vicinity that should all be
under cultivation, . . There are miles of the finest land
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awaiting the plough or the separator, when the Government
steps m on behalf of the small man."
And again—for Quirindi is the key to settlement on the
Liverpool Plains—
" Most of these big estates have effectively landlocked
Quirindi. The town will make little or no advancement
under present conditions.
There is no Crown land
available for settlement. I t has all been alienated years
ago. . . If the whole of one of the big estates suitable for
closer settlement were thrown open to-morrow it would
be taken up entirely by local men who are waiting for
land.
°
Tamworth, on the other hand, " I s an object-lesson of
the benefits of closer settlement. . . Had the Peel River
Company not cut up some 50,000 acres of their land,
Tamworth to-day would be in the same unfortunate
position as its neighbour, Quirindi."
THE POSITION

SUMMARISED.

Climbing on to the ranges you pass Armidale ( " a
substantial town . . . " whose principal neighbour, Mr.
A. A. Dangar, " has made a large portion of Gostwyck
available for farmers ") and reach Glen Innes, " a thriving
commercial and industrial centre," which " owes its success
to the fact that there are practically 110 pastoral properties
of any size surrounding the town." And when the writer
reaches Tenterfield, at the State's northern boundary,
and sums up his impressions, this is what he gives us :—
"Looking back from the border after travelling close
upon 500 miles, this long track of particularly fertile
country, unrivalled in Australia, is still a country of
magnificent distances. Passing sheep-walk after sheepwalk, it is hard to realise at times t h a t one is following
' closely the main trunk line, along which are to be found our
most thriving towns and the largest portion of our country
population. Almost without exception the towns are
cramped and want room for expansion. When the
pressure becomes too great, a small slice—in most instances
a very small slice—is grudgingly given by the owner of
the closest grazing paddock. Then the town has to wait
indefinitely. . . All along the track there is room for
unlimited expansion. The fertility is there, also the climatic
advantages, and for this reason it will be absolutely
impossible to keep the land idle much longer. Meanwhile
one can only deplore the great misuse of these fertile lands.
Population is wanted, and the squatter abuts the main
trunk line and bars all progress. If disinclined to utilise
the land to some profitable advantage, he must go."
These quotations, remember, are taken from issues of
the " S y d n e y Morning H e r a l d " within the last week.
They cannot be discredited as inventions of anti-capitalistic
or anti-immigrationist agitators;
the oldest, most
respectable, and least Socialistic morning daily paper of the
Commonwealth prints them as the verdict of " Our Special
Reporter." They demand consideration.
Two questions suggest themselves immediately. Why
do not the graziers split up their own estates ? Why does
not the Government at once " step in on behalf of the small
man " \ The first question only the graziers can answer.
Those who have subdivided their estates—Mr. Greene of
Iandra and Mr. Bettington of Brindley Park, to name t w o are both successful and popular ; that they retain the
ownership and sub-divide for tenant farmers only makes
no difference ; though men would prefer to work on their
own freehold, they bear no grudge against the big landlord—if only he will be a landlord, and not merely a dog
in-the-manger. I believe that the main objection of owners
to agriculture is that they fear labour difficulties or quarrels
with their tenants ; sheep-runs necessitate merely the
employment of a few station hands, and occasional trouble
with shearers, while farming needs many employees, a large
wage fund, constant supervision, and perpetual contact
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with an independent class of men. But the desire of a
tew men for ease and quiet cannot for ever keep empty
a country m dire need of population.
As for the Government's slackness, in part that is
accounted for by its dislike of running counter to the
wishes of influential supporters. It is simpler, as I have
said m other letters, to disturb an English land-owning
company at Tamworth than to have friction with local
magnates nearer the seaport. But the financial problem
supplies an almost equally cogent argument.
The
resumption of huge estates on any reasonable terms costs
millions, and the State wants all the millions it can raise
for railways and irrigation schemes. The Peel River
resumptions, costly as they are, look small beside the
resumptions that ought to be made round Singleton,
Muswellbrook, and Quirindi. Where is the money to
come from ? It will all be recovered with enormous
profit—there is no doubt of t h a t ; but New South Walesis like many a small business man just now—it sees an
investment which must bring in huge profits, but it has
not the cash to invest.
THE

REMEDY.

What then ? Wei1, I do not want to be an alarmist;
but if the lands mu t be released, and we have not the
money to buy them, there is another way. The big owners
have their choice still to make, but they must make it soon ;
unless they quickly follow the example set them by the
Greenes and Bettingtons, and sub-divide of their own free
will, they will be taxed into doing so. Again I prefer to
quote the " Herald." A few days ago the Minister for
Lands " looked forward hopefully to the time when men
would not be running about the country looking for
land," whereon the " Herald," in a leading article,
commented thus :—
" We hope this good time is nearer than it appears to
be. But we doubt if the policy of State resumption alone
will bring it about. The active co-operation of landowners themselves might enable the Government to do so ;
and perhaps the neglect of owners to see matters in this
light may prove to be strengthening the hands of those
who are only waiting the chance to apply the goad of a
graduated land tax."
The warning is urgent. A Federal land-tax will be the
Labour party's war cry, if not in the coming session,
certainly at the coming elections. And, under present
conditions, it is likely to carry that party to victory.
If the land-owning class stubbornly keeps its lands locked
up, either from laziness or from a desire to sell later on
at a greater profit, it will force other classes, not usually
in sympathy with Labour, to vote for candidates of the
only party which provides in its programme a simple and
inexpensive way of increasing the Commonwealth's
population—or it will force the other parties to adopt the
same proposal.
But why explain all this to English readers, who have
no votes out here ? Because, as I have said before, much
Australian land is owned by or mortgaged to English
companies and individuals, and much more of the locked-up
portion is held by ex-Australians resident in England.
The warning—not mine, but the " Herald's " and the
" Telegraph's," and that, I hope, of most well-informed
advisers—is to the absentee owner and the London-managed
company.
THE domain of law is not confined to'physical nature.
It just as certainly embraces the mental and moral universe,
and social growth and social life have their laws as fixed
as those of matter and of motion. Would we make social
life healthy and happy, we must discover those laws, and
seek our ends in accordance with them.—Social Problems.
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LOCAL COUNCILS A N D

ASSOCIATIONS.

EAST HAM TOWN COUNCIL.—On the motion of Councillor

Ford, the East Ham Town Council, at their meeting
on April 27th, decided to support the Poplar Board of
Guardians in urging the Government to tax land values.
HOLMFIRTH LIBERALS.—The annual Council meeting
of the Holmfirth Liberal Association was held at the
Netherfold Congregational School, Penistone, on April
24th. Dr. Wilson, J.P., presided over a good gathering,
and was supported on the platform by Mr. H. J. Wilson, M.P.
Mr. Percy Jackson, C.C., Mr. Arthur Beaumont, Agent
to the Division, and others. Among the resolutions submitted was one by Mr. Fred Adams, of Penistone :—
" T h a t this meeting, believing that the maintenance of Free
Trade and the future of Liberalism are seriously menaced by the
evils of land monopoly, which, by acting as a hostile tariff upon trade,
is the root cause of unemployment, respectfully urges the Government to include a substantial tax on land values in the forthcoming
Budget."

The resolution was carried unanimously amid loud
applause.
BELFAST CHAMBER OF COMMERCE.—At a meeting of the
Belfast Chamber of Commerce on May 7th, Sir Robert
M'Connell, the Chairman, in the course of his remarks,
went into the details of the Bill outlined by the Chancellor
of the Exchequer, and explained very clearly what the
effect of the measure would be. He pointed out that
Belfast was in an exceptional position, as there was Free
Trade in land there, and no land was held up for the market.
It was proposed by Mr. J. S. Irwin and seconded by Mr.
George Tate that a committee should be appointed, which
was carried into effect. Mr. Lawther, Mr. George Andrews,
and Mr. Dunlop alluded to the different points of the proposed tax, and explained how, in their opinion, it would
be injurious to the landowners of Belfast. It was unanimously resolved to draw the particular attention of all
landowners, large and small, to the ramifications of this
Bill, and it was decided that the measure should be most
strenuously opposed, for which purpose a guarantee
fund was necessary. A number of those present subscribed
a considerable amount on the spot.

NOTES

FROM

NEW

SOUTH

WALES.

B y A. G. HUIE.

The cause of human freedom throughout the world has
lost one of its foremost champions. Max Hirsch, of
Melbourne, died at Yladivostock, Eastern Siberia, on
March 4th. It was quite unexpected. Mr. Hirsch was
away from Melbourne on a business tour. He was on his
way back when the end came. Max Hirsch was born at
Cologne, Germany, in 1852, and came to Australia first
in 1879. By 1890 he had become convinced of the soundness of the teaching of Henry George. In 1892 he gave up
his business so that he could devote all his time to publishing his political and economic views. For seven years
he edited the " Beacon." He wrote several works, notably
" The Fiscal Superstition," " Economic Principles," and
" Democracy v. Socialism." Early and late, with limited
resources, he toiled to overthrow the dense fiscal heathenism
of Victoria. Probably no part of the British Empire is so
steeped in Protectionist sophistry as Victoria. Under his
guidance the work prospered and victory was within sight.
But Federation came too soon, and now there is but little
to show for so much labour. Max Hirsch was the leader of
the single-tax movement in Australia. It was not my
privilege to see much of him, but to many his death is a
severe personal loss. Others will miss him because he had by
his work established himself in their hearts as a friend of man.
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I had hoped by this time to be able to report another
step in advance in New South Wales. It was thought that
the City of Sydney would at the earliest opportunity take
advantage of its new" powers to rate on unimproved
values only. It was understood that a majority of the
City aldermen were favourable. But they jibbed; the
difficulties in the way were magnified, and the advantages
minimised. Unfortunately there is no provision for taking
a poll in the City. We hope, however, that the old state
of affairs will pass away with 1909. There is to be an aldermen's election towards the end of the year, and every effort
will be made to secure the election of a Council pledged to
rating on unimproved values. Here are two examples to
show the character of the system of rating on rental values
in the City. In 1907 there were three old shanties on a
piece of land in Clarence Street, near the Town Hall. The
rates amounted to £2 19s. 9d. They were pulled down and
a modern, well-lighted building erected on the site. The
rates in 1908 were £70 17s. 6d. In another part of the City
there is land belonging to an English nobleman. The
buildings are worn out, were worn out years ago, but the
assessment on the annual value was deemed too high, and
was reduced on appeal.
As far as all the other municipalities are concerned, the
advance made last year generally has been maintained.
One might have expected a reaction, as the change in many
cases was drastic. As particulars come to hand it is seen
that in most cases the rates are the same as last year.
Several polls have been taken, and the result in every instance has been in favour of rating on unimproved values.
East Maitland furnishes an interesting example. Last year
it was one of the 32 that rated partly on improved values.
(The exact number rating entirely on land values was 159.)
Being a very conservative place, the local Council put the
minimum of one penny on land values and an additional
general rate of one penny and a lighting rate of a halfpenny
both on improved values. It proposed to do the same this
year. But Aid. Tickell and Mr. J. Rooney promoted a
poll. It was a stiff fight, the rich men guarded the polling
booth, and had five buggies and a cab bringing up every vote
they could muster. The reformers had no vehicles at all.
The result was: Additional general rate, unimproved
values, 88 ; improved values, 84 ; majority, 4. Lighting
rate, unimproved values, 84; improved values, 72;
majority, 12. East Maitland has a population of about
4,000. The numbers voting may seem small, but the
reason is that landowners only are permitted to vote.
With a view to getting authoritative information as to
the actual working of the new system, I wrote recently to a
prominent man in a number of municipalities for an expression of opinion. Replies are now coming to hand, and I
will attach three of them, together with the questions
asked, and a few particulars concerning each place.
The Questions.
1. Is there any difficulty in securing ample revenues
by rating on unimproved values ?
2. Can you give :—
(A) Some idea of the number of ratepayers who are
paying lower rates ?
(B) The number who are paying more.
(c) And how many of the latter do not five in the
municipality ?
3. Has the change really caused any hardship ? If so,
what is its nature and extent ?
4. What has been the effect where valuable land was
occupied by improvements unworthy of the site or vacant ?
5. Does it promote overcrowding of buildings on land ?
6. How has it affected :—
(A) The property market ?
(B) The building trade ?
(c) The employment of labour ?
(D) And general business ?
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7. What has been the influence of the change on any
special interest in your municipality, such as manufacturing,
mining, and so on ?
8. Do you think that the experience of the change warrants
extending the principle of taxing land values to raising
State or Federal revenues by means of land value taxation,
instead of getting it as at present ?
MARRICKVILLE.
Marrickville is a suburban municipality with an area of
2016 acres, population, 24,630 ; unimproved values after
appeals were settled, £1,159,721 ; general rate, 3fd., and
a local street watering rate of fd., both on unimproved
values.
Aid. A. A. Blackwood's Views.
In reply to your questions :—
1. There is no difficulty in securing ample revenue, by
rating of unimproved values.
2. I cannot give you a correct idea of the number of
ratepayers who are paying lower rates, but I should think
it would be the large majority.
(B) Cannot state.
(c) Cannot state, but I would think the majority.
3. The change has not caused any hardship, and I have
not heard of any dissatisfaction, only from a few old
Conservatives who are opposed to all taxation.
4. Only one new subdivision of valuable land, viz.,
" Schrublands," is being put on the market.
5. I t does not promote overcrowding of buildings on
land, because the public demand cottage residences and
plenty of land. People who have a large amount of land
roqnd their house can afford and ought to pay more, as
they receive more services from the Council. Selfish
builders and selfish owners would build on small allotments,
the same as they did years ago in every suburb of Sydney,
but the public would not live in them. The tendency for
some years past has been larger allotments of land.
6. (A) It has put a large amount of land on the market,
but the buyers are much less, for hundreds of small people
bought land as a speculation, but will not hold it to pay
heavy rates on it. One important reason for this is that
the valuators have overvalued most subdivisions in many
instances three times their value. It does not affect the
sale of good property, that people are going to use.
(B) The building trade has not been affected.
(c) The employment of labour ditto.
(D) General business ditto.
7. Our municipality is fast improving, both having the
largest number of new buildings erected last year, but you
must notice it is four times the size of most other municipalities. The country is also in a prosperous condition, so
that we benefit by that, and do not think it has anything
to do with the rating system.
8. I do not think it warrants extending the principle
of single tax only, as I am not a single taxer, but a
Protectionist, and do not believe in penalising a man
who happens to be a landowner, for I have had a deal of
experience in country districts, and know what a hard time
landowners have.
Although I am a large speculator in vacant land—-I presume one of the largest in Sydney in an individual way,—
and the rating of unimproved values has had a very bad
effect on my business ; but the municipal taxation, it is
the only tax, and I am prepared to suffer financially for
what I believe to be right and just, and there is no more
chance of reverting to the old system than there is
of keeping the tide back from Bondi ; and in municipal life
I will always be one of its strongest advocates.
I am also a strong believer in the city rates being raised
the same way.
Yours truly,
20.2.1909.

A. A.

BLACKWOOD.
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GOULBURN.

Goulburn is the leading town on the southern line,
134 miles from Sydney. It has an area of 8,320 acres ;
population, 10,600; unimproved values prior to appeals,
£447,603 ; general rate, 3|d. ; water, 2d., both on unimproved values.
Emphatic Statement by the Mayor.
1. There is no difficulty whatever in securing ample
revenue under the unimproved capital value system of
rating.
2. Total number of ratepayers, 1,500.
(A) About three-quarters, say, 1,125, are paying lower
rates than under the old system of rating.
(B) About one-quarter, say, 375, are paying more.
(c) About 30 of latter are non-resident.
3. No doubt those who pay more consider it a hardship,
especially those who bought land for speculative purposes
in the boom time of 1880 to 1890, and have escaped paying
their just proportion of the rates in the past, as they also
anticipated the value of 50 years hence in their purchases.
But as to any real hardship I do not think such a thing
exists in this municipality. In my own case, I own
improved property in the main street, and also in the residential parts, and some vacant land in the main street,
but when I add the land tax paid under the old system to
the rates paid under that system, I find that under the new
order I only pay about 2 per cent, more rates, and I am
well satisfied to pay that extra amount for the benefit of the
community, as it is the only just way in which to levy
rates ; and others who pay more are on much the same
footing, excepting the very few land speculators.
4. Some old dwellings have been pulled down, and new
ones worthy of the sites have been erected (see my later
remarks).
5. The new system has not caused any overcrowding of
buildings here, but has had the opposite effect, as all the
new dwellings are being built on larger blocks of land than
formerly.
6. It is too early yet to see the beneficial results under
these headings ; but as soon as the rate was struck, a lot of
vacant land was put on the market, at lower rates than
formerly, and this enables a man wishing to build to secure^ a
suitable site nearer the centre of population, instead of
being driven into a distant suburb. But the panic is over
now, and sales are more normal, but prices of land are lower
and within the reach of anyone wishing to build.
We have had several very bad seasons in the district,
otherwise a greater result would have been shown.
7. Nil at present.
8. From my experience of the change, I feel sure that a
very large proportion of both State and Federal revenue
can be raised by a tax on the unimproved value of land,
with less hardship than under our present system of raising
revenue, and I feel sure that if a tax of 3d. in the £ was
levied on all land in the Commonwealth for State and
Federal purposes, it would be of the greatest benefit to
Goulburn, as all the surrounding good land is held in large
estates for grazing only, and agriculture is carried on mostly
on the inferior land of the district.
Reverting to the new rating system, the following
examples will show you the benefit to industry generally.
Conolly's old flour mill paid in 1907 £19 2s. 6d. ; and
now pays for site, 1908, £5 16s. 8d. This firm have pulled
down the old mill and erected a new one alongside the
railway, with sidings, &c., and they now pay on present
site in 1908, £4 7s. 6d. only.
Baxter's boot factory, 1907, £9 18s. 4d. ; in 1908 they
paid £3 12s. l i d .
Bartlett's brewery paid, in 1907, £15 lis. 8d.; in 1908,
£1 15s.
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Take the other side of the question, and I find the
University land in Sloane and Verner Streets, opposite the
railway station, unoccupied, paid in 1907 £2 16s. 8d. ;
and in 1908, £29 6s. 3d.
Brodie's Estate, Montague and Bourke Streets, opposite
the Anglican Cathedral, paid, in 1907, £1 6s. lid. ; and in
1908, £17 7s. 5d. This last was occupied by three old
hovels—a disgrace to the site. These have been demolished,
and a fine, large, two-storied dwelling has been erected.
Another instance : Badgery's (late Brady's), corner of
Verner and Bourke Streets, opposite the Technical College :
rates, in 1907, 17s. only; in 1908, £4 18s. An old shanty
on this has been demolished, and a fine doctor's residence
has just been completed.
Also during last year 23 new dwellings of a superior
class were erected in Goulburn, and 14 old and insanitary
dwellings were demolished, and most of them owing to
the change in system of rating.
N.B.—These figures apply to general rate only.
I think this will be sufficient to show the benefit, and I
have no fear of the result at our next municipal election in
191b
I remain, yours truly,
R.

HOLLOWAY.

JUNEE.
Junee is a country town on the Southern railway line,
287 miles from Sydney. The area of the municipality is
5,517 acres, population, 2,500 ; unimproved values after
appeals were settled, £111,212 ; general rate, 4|d., and
gd. fire brigade rate, both on unimproved values. Aid.
Hoad has been Mayor for four years.
What the Mayor of Junee says.
1. We certainly had no difficulty in securing sufficient
revenue last municipal year. As you are aware, we struck
our rate to cover all our services, namely, general, sanitary,
and lighting, 4Jd., and after paying for sanitary and lighting, it left us over a thousand pounds for general works.
Under the old system we used to collect about £400 to
cover our general services ; so you can see the very much
better position we are in, and on the top of that we had to
instal the weekly sanitary service; previously it was
fortnightly or as required.
2. (A) I consider that at least 80 per cent, are paying
or did pay less last year than previously, and some enormously less—75 per cent. less.
(B) I should say 20 per cent, more, and probably 2 | per
cent, pay enormously more. One large landowner under
the old Act paid on an average for general and lighting,
£100 ; this year he paid £616, so you can see who paid our
rates. His rate notice was £746, but after deducting all
lessees the cheque he paid was £616. That explains our
position better than anything I can say.
(c) I should say 10 per cent.
3. Took the tax off the little man's home and put it on
the land monopolist.
4. None so far.
5. No.
6. It certainly, I think, has reduced land values, not
property. It caused the large landed gentleman, who
paid the large rate, to put up one of his subdivisions for
auction, and he sold it to the highest bidder. Now cottages
are being dotted over it, and the little plots are being fenced
in, which, I think you will see, gives employment.
7. Nothing so far. It has not been in existence long
enough. Ask me in a few years. 1
8. I am a land taxer, like yourself.
JAME'S A .

HOAD,

Mayor, Junee.
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FREEHOLDS

AND

LEASEHOLDS.

From " The Statist," April 3rd, 1909.
FINSBURY

CIRCUS

GROUND

RENTS.

An auction which is shortly to be held by Messrs. Edwin
Fox and Bousfield recalls to mind that series of important
lettings 'effected about 10 years ago which resulted in
the complete transformation of the appearance of Finsbury
Circus, as previously existing. That open space had long
been surrounded by buildings, but they were mostly
of poor class, and unworthy of the importance of the
position they occupied, which forms a distinctive part of
the northern boundary of the City itself. Hence, as
leases fell in the freeholders took advantage of the
opportunity to deal with large areas as though they
were so much vacant ground, and a series of lettings
were effected, both publicly and privately; lettings
which, so far as regards the magnitude of the individual
ground rents thus created, probably constituted new
records in the City, where land always commands big
figures ; but in these instances, of course, the rate per
foot is not especially remarkable, owing to the comparative
distance of these sites from the great business centres.
The first of the great blocks of property which then
became available was one fronting upon Finsbury Pavement for a distance of 197 feet, and having a return
frontage to the south side of West Street of about
80 feet, upon which eight houses were standing with a
riding school and stables at the rear, the whole property
extending over an area of about 15,700 feet. This was
offered in June, 1898, by order of the City Corporation,
and the importance of the area for disposal, coupled
with the fact that it was known to constitute the first of
a series of similar areas to be dealt with in the near
future, led to the assemblage of a large and influential
company of men interested in City property. The site
was well described as being admirably adapted for the
erection of a bank, insurance offices, and high-class
shops, and considerable competition ensued, with the
result that the ground was let on building lease for
80 years at a rent of £7,100 per annum, or about 9s.
per foot, the lessees being the Eastern Telegraph Company, who have since erected a splendid block of buildings upon the site.
In October of the same year anotlfer large area, likewise belonging to the City Corporation, was submitted
to auction. This fronted for a distance of 300 feet on
London Wall, 95 feet on Circus Place, 285 feet on
Finsbury Circus, and 70 feet upon West Street, thus
forming a very compact block, having long frontages upon
four sides, and covering a superficial area of 49,200 feet,
or more than an acre of ground, within the boundaries
of the City. This met with good competition, and a
letting of the whole was effected on lease for 80 years
at a ground rent of £17,000 per annum, or about 7s. per
foot.
The next important site to be dealt with was one in
the immediate vicinity, also belonging to the Corporation,
having a frontage of 235 feet to London Wall, 290 feet to
Finsbury Circus, and 182 feet to Blomfield Street, with
smaller frontages upon Circus Place and East Street, the
area contained within the boundaries just mentioned
being about 44,000 feet. This was offered by auction in
October, 1899, and met with even keener competition,
with the result that it was let by auction for .the same
term at a ground rent of £18,000 per annum, or about
8s. per foot. A few days later another of these sites
was offered, having a frontage of 160 feet to Finsbury
Pavement, a return frontage of 109 feet to South Places
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and a smaller frontage to South Place Mews, the area
being about 16,750 feet. This belonged to the Fishmongers' Company, and the success which had attended
the offering of the other sites was apparent in this case
also, though this land was regarded as being less favourably situated, so that the biddings advanced to £4,700,
or about 6s. a foot, at which the property was let on
building lease for 80 years, as in the former instances.
The last of these big areas to be dealt with by public
auction was one on which the St. Mary's Chapel, School,
and Chapter House were then standing. I t had a frontage
of about 318 feet to Finsbury Circus, East Street, and
Blomfield Street, and occupied a superficial area of about
18,200 feet. This was offered in July, 1900, for a private
owner, and derives additional interest from the fact that
it was, we think, the last occasion vipon which Sir
Whittaker Ellis made his public appearance in the rostrum
as an auctioneer, before retiring definitely from the
profession, of which he had been a member for 50 years.
As had been the case with all the other properties ofEered
in this locality for building purposes, the competition
evoked was of a very determined character, the bidding
possibly being stimulated by the confident manner with
which Sir Whittaker expressed his opinion that the
value of eligible land in the City, although it had increased
immensely within the time covered by his experience,
was likely to rise still more in f u t u r e ; and he gave
sundry notable instances of properties which he had
himself sold years ago, and which had since undoubtedly
doubled in value ; and in the result the site was let on
building lease at a rent of £9,500 per annum, being more
than 10s. per foot. All the sites above mentioned are
now covered by handsome and spacious buildings—so
spacious, in fact, that a visitor unacquainted with their
internal arrangements might require the services of a
guide, as he would do when seeking to find his way about
the Law Courts. I t is obvious that they are in good
demand amongst tenants, and in each instance the iarge
ground rents at which the sites were let appear to be
amply secured.
The property now for disposal consists of ground rents
amounting to £8,766 per annum, secured by the erection
of buildings now standing upon the site last mentioned,
the difference between the ground rent now on offer
and that at which the site was originally let a few years
ago being probably accounted for by some readjustments
of the boundary of the site then offered and the boundary
of some adjoining land which would appear to have been
dealt with privately. The buildings securing the ground
rent now for disposal are those known as Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4,
Broad Street Place, extending from Finsbury Circus to
Blomfield Street, and they will be dealt with in three
lots, of which the first will comprise a freehold ground
rent of £3,500 arising out of No. 1; Lot 2 will be a freehold
ground rent of £2,656 per annum arising out of Nos. 2
and 3, and a third lot will consist of a freehold ground
rent of £2,610 per annum arising out of No. 4. In each
instance these large incomes are amply secured by the
importance of the buildings standing upon the sites, so
that they would offer excellent opportunities for trustees,
capitalists, or insurance companies wishing to employ
large funds.
Although the lettings before mentioned followed one
another in quick succession, there is little probability
that the freehold ground rents then created will likewise form the subject of a series of auctions in the future,
or that the sale under notice will be succeeded by others
of the same class. For it will be seen that the lands
forming the subject of this remarkable succession of
lettings by auction belonged, with only one exception,
either to the Corporation of London or to one of the
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wealthiest of the City Companies, bodies which in course
of centuries of existence have become possessed of many
freehold properties, which, however, whether situated
within or without the City boundaries, they never part
with, except by way of lease. The one exception relates
to the large area let in July, 1900, when freehold ground
rents amounting to £9,500 per annum were created, and
which, in a little less than its entirety, will form the subject
of the approaching auction, when freehold ground rents
amounting to £8,766 will be offered, secured by the splendid
pile of buildings standing upon the land, with ultimate
reversion to rack-rents of great magnitude.

" W H A T ' S the use ? "
Some of us say this all the time,
all of us say it some of the time. Those who say it all
the time show that they have not been bom of the spirit
that loves the truth and is capable of enthusiasm and
sacrifice. But the men who are most devoted and who
work the hardest for noble ends will sometimes fall into
despair, and though they may despise themselves for it,
they will succumb occasionally to the blackest doubts.
These men, perhaps, are guilty of excessive zeal and their
doubts may be nothing more than the natural remorse
of intemperance. Sobriety is commendable, even in a
reformer, and the soul grows weary, like the body, and
requires rest. But no man who has been born of the
spirit, no man who has once seen the light of some great
truth, no man who has once heard in his heart the clarions
of a noble cause, will long be cast down.
H E R B E R T S.

BIGELOW.

Bridget's Ultimatum.
Mistress—"Well, Bridget ! How are you this morning?"
Bridget—" Able to sit up and give notice, mum, if you don't give me
Fels-Naptha to work with."
Anty Drudge (aside)—"Bridget is a good, sensible girl, with a mind of
her own."

D o you d o your family
washingthe Fels-Naptha
way?
O h ! — Y o u don't think
clothes can be cleaned
without boiling, unless
injurious chemicals are
used !
Well,
you're
wrong, all wrong.
F e l s - N a p t h a soap is
absolutely free from t h e
chemicals you dread. I t
c a n n o t injure fabrics or
colours. I t loosens every
speck of dirt and the dirt

comes out with very little
rubbing and a thorough
rinsing.
W h e n you use FelsNaptha,
follow
the
directions.
H e r e they
are : S o a p the white
clothes withFels-Naptha,
roll a n d soak in cold or
lukewarm
water about
thirty minutes. T h e n rub
out slightly a n d rinse
thoroughly—your clothes
are r e a d y for t h e line.

Why not let Fels-Naptha do it ?

Fels-Naptha
will do it. Isn't it worth trying ?
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JUNE,
On May 3rd, the House of Commons
Committee on the Budget resolutions.

went into

Mr. A. J. Balfour : This is the beginning of what everybody
the least acquainted with the signs of Parliamentary times
will know must be a very long and arduous and complex
discussion. How long that discussion will go on I know n o t ;
but the Chancellor of the Exchequer has decided to make proposals, many of them so novel, all of them so complicated,
covering so great a field of finance, and, let me add, so large a
field of politics, t h a t it is quite impossible for this House readily
or quickly to deal with the questions t h a t are put before it.
I must observe in the first place that I think the right hon.
Gentleman did very scant justice to what has been done for
English agriculture, and to what the condition of English
agriculture is. I am quite sure strangers in the Gallery, if
strangers had been admitted to the Gallery during the course
of the right hon. Gentleman's speech, would have taken away
the idea from the Debate that in the opinion of the Government
English agriculture has in the last hundred years lagged behind
the agriculture of other countries, and that our record in t h a t
matter was one of which we have little reason to be proud.
That is not my view, and I do not believe t h a t it is the view
of any Gentleman really acquainted with the progress of
agriculture in this country. I t is quite true that agriculture
in this country owes very little or nothing to organised efforts,
or to patronage by the Government. It is quite true that
has not been a British tradition. We have so far, in this matter,
I take it, been individualists to excess. Nobody now supposes
t h a t our individualism has been unfruitful. On the contrary,
the progress, and all that has been done for British agriculture
without the aid of the Government, is in the highest degree
creditable to every class connected with agriculture, occupiers,
owners, and everybody else connected with ,that great industry.
In many respects we still retain the lead, but we have obtained
it, in so far as we have it, entirely by the individual spirit,
ability, and efforts of the landlords and tenants of this country.
But let me say, further, that we have gone through almost the
gravest crisis t h a t ever attacked an industry. The crisis of the
last 20 years, without any assistance from the general body
of the public, tax-payer or Government, not, indeed, without
great suffering and loss to all concerned, but, on the whole, as
I think, with credit to all those who have sustained the struggle
and, in some respects, a very unfortunate industry.
I do think you have got to remember—and statesmen must
remember—that the danger of democracy has been always
supposed by its enemies to be t h a t the great body of the community will throw an undue financial burden upon a fraction
of the community—that the great body of the people, who
necessarily do not belong to the richest class, having the whole
power of taxation in their hands, may abuse it. That is the
rook on which all the old democracies split. I am not a pessimist about t h i s ; I do not believe the people of this country
are the least animated by the spirit which did induce old time
democracies simply to use their political power to destroy
those who happened to be better off than themselves; but
undoubtedly it is very easy for a Chancellor of the Exchequer
in a democratic Constitution to throw a very great burden
on a very small number of people, who themselves, from the
very fact that they are a small number of people, have very
little practical power of making their voices heard. The bulk
of the great fortunes now are in a highly liquid state—I think
t h a t is the proper term. They are not in that form in which
they present themselves to the imagination of some rash,
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ignorant speculators. They do not consist of huge landed
estates, vast parks and castles, and all the rest of it. They
consist of funds which can be transferred, by telegram almost,
from one country to another, and from one occupation
to another.
Are you sure t h a t a certain proportion of
those who are subjected to this very high differential taxation
will not only try to evade, but will succeed in evading,
your duty ? And if they do, observe that the evil to the
Exchequer, to the country, and to public morality does not
stop with the loss to the Exchequer which the evasion occasions.
I t throws the burden upon others, who are either more honest
or possess property of a less mobile character. The idea t h a t
you would give anything like an excuse to any class of the
community to evade its proper share of obligation to the State
is one which, I think, must be repulsive to all of us, and make
us cautious. I am convinced t h a t everybody I am addressing
quite recognises t h a t we ought to be very cautious not to give
them any sound or just excuse to do so.
The Chancellor of the Exchequer has been very angry when
accused, as the authority levying taxes in this country, of having
in t h a t capacity used his powers against certain classes of
property chosen in no small degree because they differ from
him in politics. He is very angry when t h a t charge is made.
[Ministerial cheers.] I see t h a t hon. Gentlemen opposite think
the charge a very unreasonable one. I will defer saying any thing
further on that point until I come to his treatment of the liquor
trade, which I think shows it conclusively. I propose to deal
first with his treatment of certain classes of land and what
is called real property. I do not in the least understand on
what principle he proposes this differential treatment of one
kind of property. H e has never explained it. I do not think
he can explain it. But I will take his three taxes in turn.
Let us begin with the tax upon vacant land near towns. Why
is the Chancellor of the Exchequer going for that particular
kind of land ? I do not believe it is to get money. I believe
it is because he is bitten with certain theories of social and
municipal reform, which he will not swallow in their entirety,
which he will not take as a coherent whole to be driven to their
logical conclusion, but which he nibbles at, and of which he
takes a fragment here and a fragment there, hoping that those
who do accept the theories in their entirety will haply be content
with the morsel which he is pleased to toss to them. If it is
not merely a source of income, what is it he hopes to get by
his tax on unoccupied land ? Is it a just tax ? If it is a just
tax, ought it to go to the Government and not to the municipality ? These are questions which I seriously commend
to the attention of the Committee. One reason why I understand the Chancellor of the Exchequer desires it is because
he thinks that land near great cities is being artificially held
up, t h a t there is a " comer " in land, to use the modern expression, and t h a t those who have what he inaccurately calls
monopoly in land round the towns are squeezing up prices
with a view to filling their own pockets a t the cost of the
community, at the cost of the towns, and especially a t the cost
of the poorer classes in the towns. I do not believe there is
the slightest proof t h a t anything like t h a t is taking place.
There may be here and there cases of it. I t is very difficult
to prove a universal negative, and I am not going to try to
prove it. Where it can be proved it seems to me to be a case
absolutely and overwhelmingly conclusive in favour of the
compulsory purchase of the land by the public in some form
which this landowner or these landowners are supposed to be
holding up in this iniquitous manner. Buy it, and buy it
compulsorily. But it is not a common case, and it cannot
A
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be a common case. Take Glasgow, a city which was the
subject of a great deal of discussion in connection with all
these subjects of land values. I believe it has been calculated
t h a t the whole increase of Glasgow can be accommodated by
the occupation of new buildings on 40 acres of land per year.
Let anyone think how insignificant is the fraction of land
belonging to the many different owners forming the present
periphery of Glasgow to be extracted from those different owners
per year ! I t is quite a new doctrine—at any rate, for those who
conceive themselves to be economists of the modern type to
suppose t h a t you get worse results by leaving people in these cases
to pursue their own ordinary interest than by driving them artificially to sell where they do not want to sell, and driving them
to build whero they do n o t want to build. I do not believe it
has been calculated t h a t the people seem to think you help the
poor of the town. If you produce any result at all, I venture
to ask the Committee whether you do not artificially encourage
further migration from the country. Evidence of the growth
of Glasgow under existing circumstances shows it to be 40 acres
annually ; but if you compel the owners of the land around
Glasgow against what would be under existing circumstances
their interest to hurry into the market to sell or to put up
buildings, no matter what their character, provided they do
build, you will not accommodate in Glasgow more than the
same number of people t h a t are accommodated now each year.
W h a t you will do, or what you may do, is to attract more
people to Glasgow who would otherwise be living in the country.
You are giving artificial stimulus to t h a t very exodus from the
country which you say you deplore. But consider some other
classes. How about the market gardeners ? Whenever we
are talking about the land everybody says, " We want more
small-holders." The most profitable occupation for smallholders is market gardening. We all expend our energies in
expressing pious wishes t h a t there were more market gardeners,
and say t h a t if we did not import so many vegetables from
France small-holders of t h a t class would be encouraged, and
t h a t intensive cultivation would greatly increase. Directly
you come to the Chancellor of the Exchequer—not in his
capacity of a gentleman who is going to apply this Development
Grant out of his own estates—but in his capacity as a gentleman
who is dealing with land which has a value which he thinks he
can tap, what becomes of the market gardener ? He is going
to be turned out. Every fiscal machinery is going to be used
to make it impossible for his landlord to retain him as a tenant.
Who is to benefit ? Is it this class, which on every occasion
we all admit to be peculiarly deserving of our sympathy and
encouragement, and who in this case yOu are going to do your
very best to destroy ?
1 go from the market gardener, on whose behalf I fcay,
perhaps, claim some slight scintillations of sympathy, to the
case of the owners of land, on whose behalf I gather I must
not expect any sympathy a t all. Well, do not let us give him
sympathy.
Let us give him a little justice. W h a t the
Government are doing is, in taxing this man—he may be very
small or very big, he may be poor or he may be wealthy—
you are taxing him not. on what he has, not on his income on
which he lives ; you are taxing him upon his hopes, upon his
expectations—sxpectations which may be realised, but also
expectations which may not be realised. What is more, you
are, by doing that, hitting him in two ways. First, by a special
tax upon one kind of property, which, of course, depreciates
the value of t h a t kind of property. You are, in other words,
appropriating a portion of the property which he has hitherto
believed he held on the same tenure as everyone else who holds
their property. You are taking a fraction of it, by direct and
obvious means, out of his possession. You are doing more,
because you are compelling either him or his neighbours, perhaps
both, to go into the market and sell, weighted down as they are
by a tax which they oannot pay. In the next place, you t a x
him not upon what the land is bringing, b u t upon what he, or
somebody else, hopes the land is going to bring a t some future
period. That is the first way in which you "mulct him. In
the second way you mulct him by compelling, not naturally,
and I believe quite unnecessarily, more land a t this particular
time to come into the market, so t h a t you lower the value of
the whole body of property with which you are dealing over and
above the diminution of the value which follows from the tax.
W h a t I never was able exactly to understand is on what ground
the Chancellor makes the distinction he does. Mr. Henry George
held t h a t the possession of all land was intrinsically robbery,
and t h a t it ought to be taken away without, compensation
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from the existing owner. I do not think that that theory will
bear examination. If I had to characterise it in terms of the
ordinary morality I should characterise it in very violent terms,
but at all events it is perfectly clear and original from Henrv
George's point of view. If you start from the point of view,
and if a man has any moral right to own land of any kind or
description then unfortunate individuals who are in the
possession of these stolen goods must give up possession of
such stolen goods. That a t all events, be it right or wrong, just
or unjust, is fairly coherent. What on earth lies at the bottom
of the proposals of Mr. Henry George's great namesake ? Why,
of course, I grant that if by unearned increment you mean the
growth in the value of property to which the general community
and the world at large is partly responsible, for of course I agree
t h a t the amount of unearned increment in the world is growing,
and I hope it will continue to become greater. I t is the result
of society, it is the inter-play of the various social forces.
Supposing you have a railway which goes through a country
which is very ill-served by means of communication, a t once
the farmers and the owners—probably the owners and certainly
the farmers of the immediate neighbourhood get unearned
increment. The owner may be the occupier or the owner
may have let his land on lease. At all events the occupier for
certain, and the owner possibly, gets a large increase on the
value of their property, and you say t h a t is unearned increment.
Agriculture is greatly developed, intense cultivation takes the
place of pasture lands, there is enormous growth of traffic, and
t h a t is unearned increment for the railway. The two things
play into one another. They mutually act and re-act upon one
another. I do not know that the railway deserves the great
increase of the local wealth any more than those who made the
local wealth deserve the advent of the railway. No human being
thinks of taxing the railway because of the unearned increment
of the farmer, or of taxing the farmer because of the unearned
increment of the railway.
Take the case which must have
been present to the mind of the Chancellor of the Exchequer
when he explained his Budget. He is going to take a fine from
the owner of land when the house falls in and he is going to take
a fine whenever the land increases in valuation and passes
either by death or sale.
Supposing a house is built on a
perpetual lease, which is very common both in the North of
England and Scotland, and which I as an individual wish was
more common in the South of E n g l a n d ; supposing the land
was let upon a perpetual lease, you have a house and land
precisely the same kind of house and the same kind of land which
you have on a 99 years' lease. You are going to tax the owner
of the land on which the 99 years' house is built a t intervals
and in two separate ways. As I understand you are going to
t a x him on the value of the site increasing, and you are going
to tax him when the house falls in. W h a t about the man who
holds the land on a perpetual lease? There is precisely the
same unearned increment. It does not go to the landlord.
He has got a fixed land for all time. I t may be 10 or 20 acres,
therefore in t h a t case there is unearned increment which you
do not propose to tax. There is precisely and exactly the
same amount of unearned increment from precisely and exactly
the same social and local causes in the case of the landowner
whose land is let on perpetual and unaugmentable lease for a
time, as in the case of the landowner who lets his land upon a
99 years' or short lease. Why are you going to tax the unearned
increment in one case, and not tax it in a precisely similar case ?
Your scheme is arbitrary and u n j u s t ; your scheme, I am
convinced, will be costly in its incidence, although until we see
the machinery of your Valuation Bill, a final judgment on t h a t
point cannot be passed. What undoubtedly is certain is t h a t
by the very proposal you have made you have given a shock to
confidence and credit which will take a long time to recover.
The Postmaster-General (Mr. Buxton) : I have been
endeavouring to follow the right hon. Gentleman in the speech
he lias just delivered. As I understand the proposals in reference
to land, they are these : That a man shall not be taxed or rated
on any investment of his own for any energy or enterprise of
his own which he has put into the land. All t h a t will fall upon
him will be additional taxation in one, two or three ways on
t h a t part of his property which, as far as the increased value
of it is concerned, he has had nothing to do, but the whole of
which is due to the energy and enterprise of the community a t
large. Is there any unfairness in t h a t matter ? The right
hon. Gentleman made a great point, as I understood him—I
do not understand the Scotch system of land tenure as he does—
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but he said as regards the feu system and the system in England,
in the English system the unearned increment would be taxed
and as regards the Scottish system it would not. That is
certainly not the proposal of my right hon. friend. In Scotland
under the feu system the landowner gets a perpetual rent, while
in England the landowner gets the ground rent for a certain
number of years, and then comes in for the reversion. I t is
perfectly true t h a t the feu rent charge—that is, the same rent
from the day of birth for ever—never does have any part in tho
unearned increment. That should bo taxed on the other
income. I t is going to be obtained on some of the other
interests of this property when this property either comes
into the market or in case of death. In the case of England
no doubt the rent charger will have to pay a considerable
proportion of the tax, because he is the person who obtained the
increment income; but in the case of Scotland it will be the
person who obtains the unearned incomo which actually takes
place.

Mr. Balfour : I do not quarrel with the right hon. Gentleman's version of my argument, but take the case of these
perpetual leases of 999 years, the unearned increment certainly
does not go to the lessor, and who is going to pay for that
unearned increment ?
Mr. Buxton : The unearned increment is discovered on
the sale of a particular property.
1 have endeavoured to say
two or three times that the sole object of these proposals is,
t h a t the taxation should fall on the owner of the property
where the increased value is in no sense due to the capital or
enterprise of the owner. Then the right hon. Gentleman said
it was not the fact t h a t the owners of vacant land held up their
land in order to get an enhanced price. I am afraid that is not
quite in accordance with the evidence before the Royal Commission, and, I think, unfortunately, it is largely the case; but I
am not going to blame the man for holding up his property,
but if he is going to be a dog in the manger he will have to pay
for his manger, and if he is going to hold the land only for future
purposes and for a higher price, then I think it is only fair t h a t
he should contribute a larger share of the local and Imperial
taxation than he does at present. At the present moment he
only contributes on a nominal rent, and not the value of the land,
and the whole of this proposal is really founded on the value of
the land a t the particular moment, and all the improvements
which the owner has made himself will be deducted from the
price.
Mr. John Redmond : If I were a British Member, holding
the views I do on these great social questions t h a t are touched.
I should regard this as a great and courageous Budget. I t is
a Budget advancing into the reforms for which I have contended
and laboured all the time I have been in this House. I t aims
a t redressing burdens which to-day are borne on the shoulders
of the least able and the least bound in justice to bear them.
I t aims a t ameliorating the lot of the masses of the working
classes of this country. There is not one of the reforms touched
upon in this Budget which has not the complete sympathy,
and which has not always had the support, of my colleagues
in this House. Tho right hon. Gentleman's land tax on' the
unearned increment, his increased death duties, his super-tax
on large incomes—all these have our complete sympathy,
and those who specially represent the working class electorate
in this country may rest quite sure that Irish Nationalist
representatives in this matter will not be false to their record
in the past.
Mr. G. N. Barnes : In the absence of my hon. friend, the
Member for Barnard Castle, it falls to my lot to offer a few
observations on the Budget for myself and for those with whom
I am associated on these benches. Last Thursday we voted
unanimously in favour of the first Resolution submitted, and
we voted also by a large majority in favour of the latter proposals
—that is to say, those in regard to taxation. Moreover, those
of us who thus cast our votes on the spur of the moment did
so without any consultation between us, and, therefore, every
Member of the Labour party acted as he thought best, and
those votes, in consequence, may be taken as fairly and accurately
indicating the mind of the Labour party in regard to this Budget.
We rejoice to find that principles which have been fought for

and for which many have suffered have a t last found expression
from a Government which, we believe, is strong enough to
carry them into effect, and which we hope will carry them into
effect. For many years the schoolmaster has been abroad ;
for many years we of the Labour party and others have taken
part in agitation for those principles. We and many others'
have pointed out t h a t wealth did not contribute its fair share
to the burdens of the nation. In season and out of season
we have pointed out that landlordism appropriated to itself
social values for which it gave no return. We have, further,
pleaded t h a t there were great social questions waiting and
ripening for solution, and a solution of which in large part
depended upon diverting those social values from private to
public uses. While expressing satisfaction that this Budget
has been introduced embodying principles that, as we think,
will be beneficial not only to the Labour party, but to the whole
community, I think I may fairly and without egotism take
some sort of credit to those with whom I am associated, and
to myself. [An hon. Member : " Not you alone."] And many
others also, who, if they are not in favour of many of the projects
we have in our minds, at any rate see together with us in regard
to landlordism. Having said so much, I need scarcely say that
we of the Labour party will give a steady and consistent support
to the Government in all the steps necessary to carry this
Budget into effect.
I also appreciate the fact t h a t the new taxes which it is
proposed to levy are, many of them at all events, of such a
character as to constitute the thin end of the wedge being
inserted this year. (Hear, hear.) Hon. Members above the
Gangway cheer, but the best point about these proposals is
the impost on land. We are to have the thin end of the wedge
put in this year, and, as the Chancellor of the Exchequer pointed
out the other day, t h a t is to be done without raising any further
disturbing element, and especially without disturbing trade.
We shall be able to drive the wedge home in the future so as
to gain a great deal more revenue from these sources of taxation.
The results will be small so far as the land and spirit taxes
are concerned during the first year, but in the future it will
be found that they will yield more revenue, and, for my part,
I believe that the result of this tax upon land is commercially
of greater importance than it is from the revenue point of view.
We welcome it because of that fact.
Mr. F. W. Lanbian : In the speech, interesting as usual,
of the hon. Member who has just sat down, in his remarks,
and also in his peroration, he took credit to himself and his party
for having inspired the Budget. I think there is no doubt
t h a t that was the case. That is why so many of us on this
side of the House are so bitterly opposed to it. He told us
of the wish of those with whom he associated to get social
reform for the people, and he said he approved particularly
of the taxation of the landed interest. I do not think the
working classes desire the confiscation or the spoliation of
the property of those who have any. We have only got to look
round the country to see t h a t every person in this country
has a chance of raising himself to-day. We have only to look
a t this House, and see the general condition of trade, and to
know, however much we may suffer a t one time of the year,
yet there are enormous opportunities for the people of this
country to make comfortable livelihoods and good fortunes
for themselves. There is a fair field for everybody, and to
talk of landlordism as being responsible for the evils of our
country is to show want of knowledge of the true condition of
things.,
The

President of

ihe

Board

of

Trade

(Mr.

Churchill) :

The Leader of the Opposition this afternoon told us t h a t we
were a t the beginning of what would be a very complex and
a very protracted discussion. Sir, if that discussion continues
on the lines upon which it has begun, the Government will
have no reason to complain of it. When the right hon. Gentleman seeks, by comparison, to show that the same reason which
is applied to land ought also, by every argument of symmetry
and in logic, to apply to other processes which are a t work
in modern civilisation, he only shows by each example ha takes
how different the conditions are which attach to the possession
of land and the value of land from other forms of business
speculation. I t is asked : " I f you tax unearned increment
from land, why do not you tax unearned increment on stocks ? "
If I buy a piece of land, and I buy stocks, and their value rises,
their operations are entirely distinct and different. The un-
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earned income derived from land arises from a wholly sterile
operation, Land is a commodity which is needed by the
community, and the unearned income is derived from that
sterile operation. I t is always something t h a t is needed.
On the other hand, the investment by an individual in a block
of shares is not withholding from the community what the
community needs, but it is stimulating by a judicious and
economical investment. The one operation is an operation
in restraint of trade and in clear conflict with the general
interests ; the other is p a r t of a natural and healthy process
by which the capital fund of the world and the economical plant
of the world is nourished and year by year is notably increased.
Then the right hon. Gentleman dealt with the railway and the
country district enriched by the railway. The railway is built
to open up a new district. The farmers—the landowners—in
t h a t district are endowed with unearned increment in consequence
of the building of the railways ; but after a while their business
aptitude and industry creates a large carrying trade. Then,
he says, the railway gets its unearned increment in its turn.
The right hon. Gentleman cannot call the increment which
the railway acquires by a regular service of carrying goods
as unearned, and the methods adopted a process of getting
rich merely by sitting still. The right hon. Gentleman's intellect
is so acute and so clear t h a t he needs only to look fixedly on
this question to realise the embarrassment this kind of attitude
is likely to place him in these next few months.
Then the
right hon. Gentleman went on to say t h a t my right hon. Friend's
proposals were based upon the general assumption t h a t there
was a corner in land, and t h a t land was being unduly held up
by the owners in order to secure a very high profit, and ho
said that was a fallacious argument, and t h a t there was no
corner in land. The right hon. Gentleman instanced the case
of Glasgow. I do not think he could have introduced a more
unfortunate instance. He said the demand of the great
community of Glasgow for land was not more than from 40 to
60 acres a year. Is t h a t the natural demand of the people
of Glasgow for land ? Does t h a t really represent their complete
economic and natural demand for the amount of land t h a t a
population of t h a t size require to live on ? I will admit that
a t the present crisis it may be" all t h a t they can afford, but
there are 120,000 persons in Glasgow who are living in one-room
tenements. We are told t h a t the utmost land t h a t these
people can absorb economically and naturally is from 40 to
60 acres a year—[An hon. Member: " F o r t y acres "]—we are
told it is 40 acres a year. Because the population is congested
in the City the price of land is high in the suburbs, and because
the price of land is high in the suburbs the population must
remain congested in the City.
That is the position which we are asked to believe is in accordance with the principles w^hich have hitherto dominated civilised
society. But when we seek to rectify this system, to break
this unnatural and vicious circle, by interrupting this sequence
of unsatisfactory reactions, what happens ? We are not
confronted with any great argument on behalf of owners.
T h a t is p u t in a minor position. Something else is p u t forward,
as is always p u t forward in these cases, to shield the actual
landowner or capitalist from the logic of argument or from
the force of Parliamentary movement. Sometimes it is a
widow, but t h a t person has been used to exhaustion. I t would
be sweating in the cruellest sense of the word, and overtime
of the grossest description to bring the widow out again so
soon. She must have a rest for a bit, so instead of the widow,
we have the market gardener. The market gardener is liable
to be disturbed on the outskirts of great cities. If the population
of these cities extend, and the new areas which they require
for their health and daily life is larger than it is at present,
the market gardener may be disturbed. I should like to point
out to the Committee t h a t the right hon. Gentleman in using
t h a t argument about the market gardener, recognises, and
very clearly, and I think beyond the possibility of withdrawal,
he recognises the possibility a t any rate of these cities expanding
and taking up a larger area of ground in consequence of the
kind of taxation which my right hon. Friend seeks in these
land taxes to impose, because if the cities are not going to
expand it is clear that the market gardener will not be disturbed.
L e t us see the spectacle which is created by the speech which
the right hon. Gentleman has made this afternoon. On the
one hand you have 120,000 persons occupying one-room
tenements, and on the other you have the land of Scotland,
and between the two stands the market gardener. We are
to determine for the sake of the market gardener to keep that
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population within a limit which is unnaturally restricted, to
an unnatural supply of land, which can bear no relation to the
social, physical and economic need of the population for the
sake of a market gardener, who can perfectly well move further
out as the city spreads, and who will not be in the least injured,
b u t in many cases will benefit by the proposals which Parliament
is now making. We take the view that land cannot be regarded
as an ordinary commodity.
We believe t h a t if Great Britain is to remain great and famous
in the world we cannot allow the present social and industrial
disorders, with their profound physical and moral reaction,
to continue unabated and unchecked. We propose to
you a financial system; we also unfold a policy of social
reorganisation which will demand sacrifice from all classes,
but which will give security to all classes. By its means we
shall be able notably to control some of the most wasteful
processes a t work in our social life; and without it let the
Committee be sure that our country will remain exposed to
some fatal dangers against which fleets and armies are 'of no
avail.

On May 4th the Debate was resumed.
IWr. E. G. Pretyman : I tliink t h a t this discussion which
we are engaged in is rather more than an ordinary Debate.
I t is one of the greatest issues and one of the greatest struggles
in which our Parliament has been engaged for a generation.
I am bound to say some of us rather come down to this House
feeling t h a t we are like the lamb in the fable. We are told
t h a t we foul the water, and t h a t it is useless to say we are down
stream. We shall be devoured all the same whether we are
down stream or not. We had the last speech in the Debate
from the right hon. Gentleman who represents Dundee. He
is President of the Board of Trade, and he represents certainly
many influences which are of great interest to the House. I
do not think t h a t we can possibly accept for a moment his
statement as to the origiii of taxation upon land, and the reasons
why land should be differentially treated from any other form
of property. He stated reasons why land should be differently
treated. There is only one reason why land has had different
treatment from any other form of property. That is because
originally it was the only form of property, and therefore rates
and taxes were originally imposed on land because it was the
only property which could bear those. Therefore, as other
forms of property have grown and increased, it naturally
happens t h a t the burden has not been shifted as the abilities
to bear them have grown in other classes of property relative
to the ability of the land. There is a survival of heavy taxation
on land out of proportion to the taxation which is borne by
other forms of property. I t is entirely a delusion to suppose
t h a t in its essence property in land as regards taxation differs
from any other form of property. Let us examine t h a t more
closely. The management of land is a business, just like any
other business, and if you look a t land and money together
land is raw material, money is currency, and when you are
placing taxes on land you cannot pay in land—you can only
pay in money. Therefore it is essential t h a t those taxes when
they are placed on land, just as on any other business, should
only be placed upon the actual results in currency of any
completed transaction. This is a most important principle,
because otherwise what happens ? Industry is planted in anv
form on the land or in any other direction. It is planted by
capital, it is tended by labour, it is guarded by the S t a t e ; and
the State naturally demands its share of the fruit when the
harvest is ripe. But is t h a t the principle which the right hon.
Gentleman adopts with regard to land ? He does not wait
until the fruit is ripe. H e descends in the earlier sta.ge of
growth, when there is no fruit, and when there is nothing
which can be realised at all with which to pay the tax. He
interrupts the growth of the industry. The point in regard to
this land taxation is not t h a t it is going to ruin the comparatively
few individuals who happen to own the land, but t h a t it is going to
deprive those who cultivate and work upon the land of the source
of their wages. The industry in land concerns owners, occupiers
and labourers, and I say, without fear of contradiction, t h a t
there is no industry in which there is greater unity of feeling
and where more mutual sacrifices are made between employers
and employed t h a n in the agricultural industry. I t is true
t h a t labour will in some cases pay nothing, and in other cases
only a very small proportion, of the direct taxation thrown
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by this Budget upon the nation. But is there no injury to those
who lose their employment through it ? Does that involve
no loss to the physical efficiency of labour ? What is t h e
difficulty of labour at this moment 1 Will any lion. Gentleman
below the gangway deny that the difficulty with which labour
is confronted a t this moment is unemployment ? I say t h a t
the Budget is the worst blow at unemployment. [Ministerial
cheers.] Hon. Gentlemen are welcome to t h a t slip ; I think
my meaning is quite clear. I consider t h a t as regards
agricultural land particularly, and the industries which depend
upon and are interlocked with the development of land, those
industries will suffer to an extent which will greatly aggravate
unemployment, and tend to drive labour from the country
districts into the towns even more than is the case at present.
I t is grotesque to hear the statements made by irresponsible
speakers upon platforms, but t h a t is one t h i n g ; but for the
Chancellor of the Exchequer to come down here with such
a proposal and attempt to pass it into law is somewhat past
a joke. You upset a great industry, you create uncertainty
in the minds of investors, and you propose an absolutely
fantastic method of obtaining the value. The Prime Minister
appears to think my statement is a strange one.
The Prime Minister:

I do.

Mr. Pretyman : He does, but I will ask the Prime Minister
himself. Perhaps he will explain to us presently by what
possible means he expects the owner of urban land to state
exactly what value his land bears, so as to be subjected to the
burden of taxation which this Budget is going to impose. How
is he going to get it ? A long period will elapse before the
market will adjust itself to the new conditions. A new standard
of values altogether would have to be established. A private
owner, before any of, these transactions have taken place, is,
when in absolute- ignorance of the value of his own land,
to be asked to state the value upon which his land ought to be
taxed, and if he states it wrong he is to be subjected to a very
high penalty. A more unfair, more ludicrous, a more monstrous,
a more preposterous, and a more impossible proposal was
never p u t before any legislature. A man may not be able to
sell his land. He is forced into the market. Hon. Members
opposite desire to force him into the market. If they do,
what will be the consequence ? Who is going to buy the land ?
Hon. Gentlemen opposite imagine thousands of eager artisans
with their pockets full of money desirous of acquiring the whole
of the building land and of erecting houses upon it. Of course,
the proportion t h a t could be taken by them would really be
an infinitesimal part of the whole. Those who buy the land
will for the most part be speculators. I am not speaking a t
random. That is what has been the result of similar legislation
in other countries. I n the United States land changes hands
very quickly. I t does not remain long in the hands of any
individual. Notwithstanding what the right hon.' Gentleman
said, I maintain t h a t in this country in most^instances those
who have land, acknowledge their responsibility, and t h a t
a good deal of the money derived from it is spent by the owners
of land in furthering improvements, in the promotion of charitable
objects, and for the benefit of the community. How many
parks have been given by owners of land near towns ? The
benefactions of the owners of urban lands amount to a considerable sum, so if the land, instead of being held by men of
t h a t class, passes into the hands of speculators, who will hold
i t from year to year anckthen pass it on a t an enhanced price,
all t h a t will be changed and the condition of those who hope
t o benefit will be ten times worse than it was before.
The Attorney-General (Sir William Robson) :

I think

that

the able speech to which we have just listened calls for a reply.
. . . Now I come, and I am sorry I have been so long in coming,
to the question of land values, and first of all let me refer to
the argument which has been put forward as if it was obviously
an answer to our proposals. " Why," hon. Gentlemen say,
" should land receive different treatment ? W h y should t h a t
property be treated for purposes of taxation, or any other
purpose, as being different from any other form of property ? "
Do other forms of property and industry receive loans from
the State a t 1 per cent., such as those which are made to landowners for drainage, &c. ? Do other forms of property get
bought out at the public expense as the Irish landowners are

being bought out now ? I should like to know what the landlord
would say to any other trade in the community which came
and pointed out t h a t it no longer made its normal profit, and
asked the State to buy it out a t a price which would give it its
normal income ?
Land is differentiated, and must be differentiated. Take the
case of settlements. Every lawyer knows you cannot settle
personal property as you can settle real property for a very
good reason, so t h a t land in England has always been, is now,
and must ever be, treated in some respects differently from any
other form of property. I am not going to say a word against
the ownership of land or against landlords. I have always—
whatever the effect may be on the controversy immediately
in respect to the land—said t h a t the English landlords are
entitled in any discussion in which they are concerned to have
it said in the most emphatic terms t h a t there is no class of
property owners in England or anywhere else, who, on the
whole, have been less sordid or have, on the whole, been more
generous in the way in which they have shown a sense of the
obligations of ownership than the landowners of England.
Therefore, do not let it be supposed that in my references to
landlords that I am speaking of them in a spirit of vindictiveness,
or in any depreciation of their virtues. In the case of Glasgow,
in the case of suburban land, the right hon. Gentleman, the
Leader of the Opposition, contested the proposition that there
was a corner in land. I t is very easy to take up a phrase like
a corner and call upon anyone to prove its actual existence.
No one has ever suggested a corner in land. You do not need
a corner in land to bring about what happens in fact. You
get land in the neighbourhood of a great city valued at £25
an acre going up, and sometimes very suddenly, to £2,000 an
acre. Does not that indicate a demand for land in a particular
neighbourhood above the proportion of the supply ? The
land is there. There are 3,000 acres within the boundaries
of Glasgow, and yet only 40 or 60 acres every year for building
are obtained. Moreover, in spite of that great quantity of
available land, you get a most enormous increase of capital
value. Does not that show a very great and pressing need for
some adjustment which shall bring that land more quickly
into the market ?
Lord Robert Cecil : The land taxes are taxes directed against
property, and therefore against a very small class of the
community indeed. Take the tax on unearned increment.
I am not saying for the moment t h a t unearned increment is
sacrosanct, and ought never to be taxed ; but the unhappy
owners of the increment pay taxes, like others, through income
tax and the other taxes t h a t fall upon them. I do not say
that they ought not to be taxed, b u t I confess I was a little
surprised a t the defence of t h a t t a x put forward by the President
of the Board of Trade. H e and the Attorney-General both
seem to regard land as in a different class for financial purposes
from any other property. I cannot imagine why. I listened
carefully to the President of the Board of Trade, and I did not
hear him give a single reason why it should be treated as a
different class. The Attorney-General described all sorts of
conditions which affect the tenure of land and the legal position
of landowners. That has nothing to do with fiscal capabilities.
Why should one man who has £1,000 invested in land pay a
tax on one principle, while another man who has £1,000 laid out
in stocks be taxed on another principle ? Of course, if the
speech of the President of the Board of Trade is, and I rather
think it is, to discourage private ownership of land, t h a t is a
different matter altogether. T h a t might be a good ground
but you may carry it rather far.
I pass from the defence which has been offered of these
peculiar taxes to consider the method by which they are to be
exacted. That will involve considerable inquisition into private
affairs, and every conceivable kind of additional grievance which
can be thrust on the taxpayer's back. The tax on undeveloped land
is the most oppressive you can conceive. That is a tax not
on what a man has got, b u t on what he has not got and may or
may not receive. I t is a tax on the capital value which land is
thought to possess. I t is the most oppressive kind of tax t h a t
can possibly be devised, and that is a kind of tax which you
impose upon this small, rich, and powerless class. I t is all
very well for hon. Members whose imagination takes them back
into mediaeval times to talk about things though they may
know little about them. But to suggest that nowadays the
rich class in this country is the most powerful class really is to
go against the facts of the case.
B
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8ir Charles Dilke:
The Noble Lord
is under
the
impression t h a t the feeblest classes of persons in our community,
and relatively the feeblest class in all the world, are those who
command one House in t h e Legislature exclusively, and have a
pretty strong representation in the other. He also asked us
triumphantly, as did his predecessor the Member for mid-Essex,
how it can be asserted by any reasonable man t h a t land is
different from any other form of property. I thought it was
accepted by all, except a very few, of the Tory Conservatives,
to some degree greater or less ; b u t I will appeal to the late
Lord Salisbury. He admitted the position, though he contested
a particular form of applying it. I received from Lord Salisbury
confidentially his suggestions to the Members of the Royal
Commission on Rural Housing of the Working Classes. I
made special proposals with regard to vacant land in towns.
When signing the Report he dissented after signing. H e added
an explanation t h a t he would not accept the particular form
which was signed by Lord Cross and other Conservative
Members generally of the Commission. He added t h a t after
his signature because he wished to tax capital altogether
instead of income. Lord Salisbury himself protested, in tha
case of vacant land in and around towns, t h a t there should be
exceptional power of compulsory purchase a t a low price, and
t h a t the power should be confined to the local authority alone ;
no one else was t o have the power to buy—[" W h a t price "]—
a t a price to be fixed by arbitration, b u t with none of the usual
conditions, none of the usual forms by which you have
arbitration. I t was to be confined to land in and around the
towns, and the proposal was based entirely on the same doctrine
which has been asserted chiefly from this side, namely, t h a t
there was pressure upon towns by reason of lands being kept
vacant, and t h a t they must be dealt with by special legislation.

than any other class, and t h a t they have so benefited without
doing any single service to the community. Other classes
work, and, by working, benefit the community. This particular
class not only has it not paid its fair share, but it has been
improperly and unrighteously excused from its fair snare of the
taxation of the country, both local and Imperial.
I congratulate my right hon. Friend in t h a t he has at last
attempted to do justice between this particular class and the
rest of the community. Do not let us suppose t h a t we are
going to be harsh to any class of poor people in the taxes upon
urban lands. The poor man who is an ownei of urban land
does not hold his land up. I t is only the wealthy among the
owners of urban land t h a t are able to take advantage of the
unjust exemption from taxes that exists to-day. If it had
been the rule for hundreds of years that all rates and taxes
should be levied on capital value and not on the accidental
rent coming in, this inequality would never have obtained;
and I want to go back or to begin to make a change, so t h a t
all the rates and all the taxes shall be p u t upon the capital value
and not upon the accidental rent. When there is no rent coming
in there is in reality a great income—I am speaking of rich
men who can afford to wait—because the increase in value
is the equivalent of an income. I t is only the rich t h a t we are
accusing, and I thank my right hon. Friend with all my heart
that he is at last rendering justice—for it is nothing but absolute
justice—as between man and man. The ordinary method
of assessing land is upon the rent t h a t a willing tenant would
pay from year to year, and in the case of a house the tenant
does the ordinary tenant's repairs. Therefore, when the rent
is below the value of the land, the occupier would also pay a
very small amount in rates and taxes ; and if only we begin
to put the tax upon the capital value instead of upon the actual
I rent, we shall be doing an act of the purest justice. I have not
the shadow of a doubt that this Budget is going through. I
Mr. H. BellOC : As to thejlland. tax, it seems t h a t during
am ready to support the right hon. Gentleman as long as he
this Debate all history books have been burnt and t h a t political
finds it necessary that I should attend here, and I shall give
economy has not been taught in England. I n the abstract,
my last vote on the Budget with a heart as full of thankfulness
one can make out a case of land on the assumption t h a t it is
to him as I had in giving my first.
different from other kinds of property. If land were well
distributed I do not think people would bother their brains very
much about abstract considerations—about it being different
Ms*. Lioyd-George : . . . Take, again, land.
We are
from other forms of property. In agricultural countries where
discriminating against l a n d ; the only civilised country, we
land is well distributed you do not find land a question of
are told, where it has ever been suggested. I wonder somenational dispute, but in English history the fact remains we
times whether people read the newspapers. Are they acquainted
have allowed the land to fall into fewer and fewer hands so far
•with t h s proposals of their own party in Germany ?
as great blocks aie concerned. I t will be found t h a t no State
has ever tolerated such a condition of affairs for so long a period
Mr. A. Chamberlain : We have no party in Germany.
as we have. You have no case like it in a nation of free men
or in a self-governing country. I t is a social anomaly t h a t
Mr. Lloyd-George:
I mean the Conservative party, of
9 000 men own the better half of a country in which some '
course.
30,000,000 people live. T h a t is an anomaly of the grossest
kind ; and it is t h a t question with which this Budget is dealing,
and dealing, I may say, in a most gentle manner. Ear more
Mr. A. Chamberlain : I do not care what party in Germany
sweeping methods might have been found. We have heard
the right hon. Gentleman means ; he has no right to assert
about the ungotten minerals and about land being kept back
t h a t we have any connection with any party in Germany. The
from the builders, and kept back deliberately. Everybody who
German party ijpes not sit in this House.
cares for municipal reform can point t h a t out as a grievous
anomaly. I n my constituency I can point out lands which
Mr. Lloyd-George: Whatever effect this Budget may
have been kept back. The assessment of those places will
have upon property, it seems to have the most disastrous effect
not be difficult. A halfpenny on capital value will not be
upon the right hon. Gentleman's sense of humour. I am not
oppressive. We should have supported, quite properly, double
sure t h a t it was ever very strong, but it is now completely
Buch a tax. I cannot but regret t h a t the tax on unearned
shattered. I was saying . that the Conssrvative party in
increment has come so late in our national life.
Germany, the party which holds his views in Germany.
Sir J. Brunner : The proposals of the Government with
regard to the taxation of land are what I have been advocating
for more t h a n a quarter of a century. I have, therefore, to
thank the Government for having brought them before the
House. The hon. Gentleman the Member for mid-Essex spoke
of the great hardships of the owners of agricultural land and
these new taxes. But the owners of agricultural land do not
own anything like half the total value of the land of the country.
I do not look upon the agricultural landowner as a mischievous
creature. Therefore I bear him no grudge ; but I am thinking
of the urban landowner, and I say of him t h a t he is a man who
has absolutely no economic value towards society.
He
is of no value whatever—a mere receiver of rent, and is of no
economic value whatever. Those owners of urban land are
a very small class, but I think I may say without exaggeration
t h a t they have benefited more, actually benefited more, in
money b.7 the progress of the country during the last 60 years

Mr. A. Chamberlain : That is not true. A joke is a joke
when it is not an untruth. The statement which the right
hon. Gentleman has just made has no foundation in fact.
Mr. Lloyd-George : When I said the party which holds
the right hon. Gentleman's views I meant the party which
believes in Protection. I understood the right hon. Gentleman
was a Protectionist and believed in Protection. So does this
party.
Mr. A. Chamberlain :
countries.

So do the Radicals in all

other

Mr. Lloyd-George : The Conservative party in Germany—
I do hope I shall be allowed to use that phrase ; T never knew
it was a term of reproach and opprobrium—the Conservative
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party in Germany, the party of the land, the party of Protection,
and the party that believes in building more " Dreadnoughts "
—the suggested alternative for the purpose of raising the revenue
there is an increment tax on land. That party, if I may be
allowed to say so, is civilised, I believe, in Germany; but the
right hon. Gentleman will not allow me to associate with
Germany. I t is not merely that. This revolutionary socialistic
proposal is actually in operation in the most advanced commercial
cities of the Continent. I t has been for years a great success.
The only difference between our proposal and theirs is, as one
might expect, that ours is much more moderate. There you go
back to the increment of 50 years. In some cities of the Continent
you assume an increment where land has been held 20 years.
We d o not propose to go back at all. Whatever is in the
possession of a man now we say, " Very well, you retain t h a t . "
We begin by valuing the land at its present position, and we say
whatever increment there is which is due not to the money
which he spends, as t h e hon. and gallant member does on the
development of his property, will be credited to him every penny,
but whatever is due t o the industry and enterprise of the people
we ought to have one-fifth of it for the people who made it.
Then I am asked, why do you do this with land and with nothing
else 1 I will tell the hon. Member. My right hon. Friend the
Member for the Forest of Dean referred to the very important
Committee on the Housing of the Working Classes. This is no
novel proposition. That Commission was presided over by the
then Prince of Wales, the present Sovereign, and they, by ,their
Report, actually proposed a tax of this sort. They actually
proposed a tax upon undeveloped land near the towns. Really,
would a Commission under such [auspices and with such
signatures 20 years ago propose a revolutionary socialistic
scheme ? Hon. Members have only to apply their common
sense to see the absolute distinction there is between land and
other property. Take if you like a town like Devonport.
Devonport has been created as a great aggregation of people
purely by the expenditure of Government money. The land
there was practically worthless before the Government began
spending money on it. At least, it was worth very little. Millions
of money have been spent there, and hundreds of thousands are
spent in keeping the place going by wages. W h a t is the result ?
The landlord has done nothing, b u t his property has gone up in
ralue a lumdredfold and even a thousandfold what it was
before. B t h a t due to his enterprise, his energy, or to any capital
he has expended ? I t has all been done by the expenditure of
the Government. Take, on the other hand, the case of a man
living in a town—a tradesman or a professional man. H e
makes his business there and he makes his income there. W h a t
he makes out of it is due to his own brains and exertions, and the
moment these exertions cease his income ceases. But though the
landlord makes no exertions the value of the land goes up. To
say t h a t there is no distinction between the two cases is to fail
to grasp the elementary principles in a matter of this kind.
The same thing applies to mining royalties. Anyone who has
lived in a mining country as I do knows that. Take the case of
South Wales or some of the mines in North Wales. Within
living memory that land was common land. I am not going
into the question how it ceased to be common land, but it is not
'so now.
I t was perfectly worthless land for agricultural
purposes. Why is it now of enormous value ? I t is because
a capitalist .comes along and risks the whole of his capital. The i
capitalist takes great risk with respect to his capital in sinking
a shaft. If he does not discover coal his money goes. But
what does the landowner risk there ? Not a penny. He gets
his mining royalty if the thing is a success. He gets his rent
even when the mine is not working—[An Hon. Member : " And
when it is losing money "]—and when money is actually being
sunk in trying to find out if there is coal. The rent is paid
a t an extravagant price, and not only that, but for the surface
he gets compensation, which is three times the value of it for
agricultural land.

Mr. M a r k h a m : May 1 inform the right hon. Gentleman that
he gets ten times the value of the surface for the damage caused?

Mr, Lloyd-George : Very well; I am glad to know t h a t I
have rather understated the case. Bur to put t h a t in the same
category as mcQii e which is made by t h a t man who risks his
capital in a mine is grotesque. W h a t we propose to do with
municipal property is this : we do not propose to tax municipal
property a t all, because that would practically be simply takm„

it out of one pocket and putting it jjito another. Therefore
there is no obj.qct a.t all in taxing municipal property. With
regard to another question which was asked, that depends a good
deal upon the landlords themselves. The hon. and gallant
Member (Mr. Pretyman) said t h a t he, for his part, would not
send in any declaration at all. If that is to be the attitude of all
the landlords in the kingdom, then I agree that it would be a
much more costly operation. I n that case all t h a t would have
to be done would be to send a valuer at once to the landlord's
property. That would increase the cost enormously. I have
estimated on the assumption t h a t landlords will do exactly
what income taxpayers do now—send in their valuations—and
I have not the slightest doubt that, in the vast majority of cases,
will be accepted exactly as the declarations of the income taxpayers are accepted a t the present moment. When they are
not accepted, what will happen will be exactly what happens
with regard to income tax. There >vill he some negotiations
between the revenus officials and the landlords, and if they fail
to come to an agreement then there will be a valuation. But
I do not anticipate t h a t during the coming year it will cost more
than £50,000.

On May 5th the debate was resumed;
Mr. P. Snowden : I have taken the trouble to make a total
of the amount of Customs and Excise revenue paid by thp
people of this country from the beginning of the nineteenth
century up to the year 1884, and I find in those 84 years th&t
the proportion paid in Customs and i,n Excise by the working
people of this .country amount to six-sevenths of the whole..
I wish to point out t h a t during .those 84 years, or, a t least, 50
of those years, : the working people of this country were in a
condition of poverty the like of which has never been experienced
by any working-class people in any country in the world,.
During those years how was the taxation levied ? Did the
rich ;tax themselves out of theiir abundance ? No. On the
contrary, they taxed the poverty and the starvation of the people
by a tax upon the necessaries of life. At one time, as is well
known, taxes were p u t on no less than 1,200 separate articles.
Why, even the very light from heaven was taxed in order
to relieve the rich and the rapidly growing richer landlord
and capitalist classes of ,this country from bearing their fair
share of the burdens of taxation. During those 84 years
the Government levied in taxation from the working people
3,458 million pounds, while .the taxation raised during .the
same period from all other sources—such as stamps, Post O ffiee,
land tax, and inhabited house duty—was less t h a n 2,000 million
pounds.
I t does not do to talk about the democracy placing
taxes on people to relieve themselves. There is a long leew;ay
to be made up.
We have a number of citizens who have certainly not a decent
standard of living. Do you want proof ? I will give you proof.
The President of the Board of Trade said at the National Liberal
Club just 12 months ago, after he had returned from Africa,
that:—
" The condition of the poor in our great cities is much
worse than that of naked savages in some parts of Africa,"
Then how can you defend the levying of taxation in a civilised
community on people whose condition ;is worse than t h a t of
naked savages ? I t cannot be defended on the ability of the
poor,to pay taxes—an ability which was always small and is now
getting rapidly less.
The right hon. Gentleman said the wealth of this country
was not invested to any great extent in very large estates,
castles, etc. He seemed to think it was invested in scrip.
He seemed to think t h a t all a m a n had to do to transfer lys
capital was to sign his name to a piece of paper. You can send
all the paper out of the country to-day and the country
would not be a penny the poorer. The capital of the country
consists i n its land, in its railways, in its mines, and in its
factories. You cannot send these out of the country. I sometimes .think it would be a good thing if we could see the landlords leaving the country with the land on their backs, provided
they would leave, the country for ever. Now I come ,to the
proposal in regard to land, and I do not know, speaking as a
Socialist, that I am altogether in agreement with my Friends
who attach great importance to the taxation of land values.
I am in favour of it as a financial reformer. I believe it will
do a good deal to stimulate industry, especially the building
trade of the country. The right hon. Gentleman the leader
of the Opposition said it was not the fact t h a t a great deal of
B
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l a n d was being held u p outside our large centres of population.
I used to t h i n k so myself some years ago, b u t I h a v e made a
good m a n y inquiries into t h e m a t t e r , a n d I a m inclined t o think
t h a t t h e a m o u n t of land which is so held u p is m u c h more
t h a n is generally imagined.' They adopted a n increment
t a x in one of the German states, a n d it was estimated t h a t
t h e increment t a x for t h e first year would produce a b o u t £1,000.
To the surprise of everyone, in the first year it produced more
t h a n ten times t h a t a m o u n t . I w a n t now to p u t a direct question
to t h e right hon. Gentleman and hon. Gentlemen sitting above
t h e Gangway. They will remember t h e instance given by the
Chancellor of t h e Exchequer as to land values increasing in
Woolwich. There is n o t a member of this House who could not
of his own knowledge give another parallel to t h a t case. There
is n o t a t o w n in t h e c o u n t r y where t h e site value has not trebled
a n d quadrupled in the last five years. The Chancellor of the
E x c h e q u e r gave a n illustration of land formerly worth £15,000
which is now worth £1,000,000. I w a n t to ask hon. Members
whether t h e y agree t h a t increment is t h e result of individual
effort, or whether i t is n o t due to social causes—due to the
industrial development of t h e district a n d to t h e expenditure
of public m o n e y ? I t is n o t due to individual effort. They
c a n n o t d e n y t h a t it is t h e result of t h e enterprise a n d the
energy a n d the presence of t h e population. If this value
of land h a s been created by t h e c o m m u n i t y , is it n o t just, is
i t n o t right, t h a t it ought t o belong t o t h e community ? Are
t h e y opposing the principle of the c o m m u n i t y receiving some
p a r t of this social increment ? We u n d e r s t a n d they are prepared to maintain t h a t t h e individual landowner h a s a right
by every means under t h e protection of t h e law to enrich himself
o u t of t h e labouring community. If the private landowner has
t h e right t o do t h a t , h a v e n o t t h e community t h e right of
protecting themselves against this robbery ? T h a t is w h a t t h e
Bill to some e x t e n t proposes t o do. Take this social i n c r e m e n t
I am perfectly willing to say, " We will let bygones be bygones ;
b u t we will be wiser in f u t u r e , ' ' a n d we will say to t h e landlords,
" Thus far you h a v e gone, b u t no f u r t h e r . " L e t t h e m enjoy t h e f r u i t
of their p a s t robbery ; b u t I should h a v e gone f u r t h e r t h a n the
Chancellor of t h e Exchequer, a n d said t h a t every p e n n y of the
f u t u r e increment on land should go to t h e use a n d e n j o y m e n t
of the community. The Chancellor of t h e Exchequer still
proposes to allow 80 per cent, of w h a t is a d m i t t e d to be socially
created wealth to be appropriated by p r i v a t e individuals. The
only correct description t h a t I can give to t h a t is t h a t it is
compounding a felony. Now, the right hon. Gentleman the
Leader of t h e Opposition referred to t h e theories associated
with a n d advocated b y one of t h e greatest m e n of t h e last
century. I m e a n H e n r y George, a n d he said t h a t H e n r y
George's proposals were to t a k e t h e land f r o m the landowner.
H e n r y George proposed nothing of t h e sort. H e n r y George
was t h e strongest opponent of land nationalisation t h a t ever
existed. The only thing h e proposed to do was to t a k e the
economic r e n t of t h e land, t h e social increment of t h e land,
a n d to leave t h e landowners t o do t h e best they could. Now
t h e Leader of t h e Opposition said if he h a d to describe proposals
of t h a t kind he would be compelled to use terms n o t altogether
P a r l i a m e n t a r y . I can get t h e right hon. Gentleman o u t of t h a t
difficulty. I would suggest to him t h a t when he described
proposals of t h a t character he should say they are proposals
to a d o p t t h e same methods to get t h e l a n d for t h e people as
those who now h a v e the land adopted when they stole t h e
land f r o m t h e people. B u t really I wonder if t h e right hon.
Gentleman knows a n y t h i n g a t all a b o u t t h e history of t h e land
system of this country. I would like to recommend t h e right
h o n . Gentleman a course of study in t h e history of English
land, a n d I would suggest t o him to begin his s t u d y with
t h e story of one R o b e r t Cecil, who lived in t h e time of
Queen Elizabeth, and I t h i n k the Noble Lord behind me might
s t u d y t h a t too with some benefit. The right hon. Gentleman
will discover how t h e Cecil family became possessed of their
estates—how they became possessed of t h e beautiful estate of
Hatfield, a n d the incidents which led u p to t h e acquisition
of land in Liverpool which is now bringing t h e family probably
tens of thousands a year as t h e result of t h e tribute they are
able to levy on the i n d u s t r y of t h a t great city.
I n regard to this land plan, I w a n t t o know whether the
right hon. Gentleman proposes to include deer forests as land—
undeveloped land—land which m a y be p u t to better purposes,
a n d whether he proposes to p u t his undeveloped land t a x of
| d . in t h e £ on this 1
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The Prime Minister (Mr. Asquith) : . . . I come now to one
or two general a n d specific charges which have been made.
First of all, there was the general charge which was formulated
— I need not say with very great plausibility a n d force—by
t h e Leader of t h e Opposition t h a t t h e effect of our proposals
as a whole will be to frighten away capital from this country.
On w h a t basis is t h a t general charge founded ? I am' speaking
of t h e proposals of t h e Budget. I will pass in review one after
another. First of all, upon the land taxes, which are perhaps
t h e most crucial of the provisions in regard to the t a x a t i o n which
we are p u t t i n g forward, I will select as a n instance t h e t a x
on t h e increment of value. Is t h a t or is it not a n u n j u s t t a x ?
Does anyone in this country or in a n y p a r t of the world where
population is highly aggregated dispute t h e f a c t t h a t t h e owner
of land, a n d particularly of u r b a n land, acquires for his property
a n enhanced value, not due to a n y effort or to a n y expenditure
of his own which has contributed to it, b u t which is p a r t l y t h e
effect of t h e improvements made a t t h e public expense a n d
for the benefit of the local community, a n d partly t h e effect
of general social causes,' such as t h e growth a n d shifting distribution of population ? I t is impossible to dispute t h a t
proposition, a n d if there be such a n enhancement of value
arising from causes of t h a t kind to which I, ex hypothesi, t h e
landlord, contribute nothing—and so far as he contributes
a n y t h i n g m y right, hon. Friend makes full allowance—is it
or is it n o t fair t h a t t h e community, h a r d pressed for resources,
b o t h for national defence a n d social reform, should take a
portion of it ? I have never heard a n y answer to t h a t , a n d I
wait to hear a n answer to t h a t simple proposition.
The
Leader of t h e Opposition says, a n d m y right hon. Friend admits,
t h a t there is a n unearned increment in other forms of property
as well as land. I do not deny it. I quite agree t h a t t h e effect
of social progress, changes in demand, changes in taste and
fashion, coupled with artificial restrictions, such as in
works of a r t , m a y give to a commodity, a n d even to
a particular class of commodity, a value which has n o t been
contributed to in a n y degree by their owners or possessors.
I quite agree, b u t you have got this broad distinction between
isolated a n d w h a t I m a y call sporadic cases like t h a t and
t h e case of land, t h a t they are capricious, occasional, casual,
a n d comparatively rare. I n t h e case of land, and particularly
u r b a n land, you are dealing with a thing which is normal,
progressive, a n d regular. [Laughter.] Well, if it were n o t
so, the increment would not accrue, a n d , therefore, it
would n o t be taxed. I say you are dealing with a process
which is substantially both normal a n d progressive, a n d , w h a t
is much more i m p o r t a n t , you are dealing with a kind of property
in regard to t h e use a n d disposition of which social a n d economic
interests of t h e highest value depend. I t is there where t h e
importance of dealing with this m a t t e r , so far as it affects land
especially, comes in. I do not think a n y b o d y can dispute that.
I do not think even the Leader of t h e Opposition, in spite of
all t h a t he said a b o u t t h e case of Glasgow a n d so on, disputed
t h a t . To say t h a t t h e p u t t i n g of a t a x of this kind on the
increased value of land, which is due to social causes—a t a x
which, under our proposals, starts a t the d a t u m line of t h e present
value, a n d does not go back in the least on t h e past, a n d is only
instituted, a n d is only payable, when t h e increase or enhanced
value has been actually realised u p o n transfer or death—is
in the least degree oppressive, a n d is contrary to a n y economic
principle or rule of justice, is to state w h a t is n o t justified.
I t will certainly have t h e effect, if we m a y judge by experience
elsewhere no less t h a n by abstract economic reasoning, of
relieving t h e very state of things which exists in a community
such as Glasgow, where, as the right hon. Gentleman told us,
t h e actual space needed for the annual additional population
does not exceed 40 acres, a n d where there are 120,000 people
living in one-room tenements. You have got to consider
. b o t h these things—not only t h e fiscal effects of a t a x of this
kind, b u t whether it will n o t have as a n indirect social and
economic consequence t h e gradual spreading out of t h e building
area and the relief of this most deplorable condition of congestion
which exists in almost all the large cities.
Mr. Austen Chamberlain : . . . L e t me r e t u r n t o the
land. W h a t are t h e underlying principles of the Government's
t r e a t m e n t of land ? The land we were told b y the late Prime
Minister, I think, the land is too much t h e luxury of t h e rich.
Add to its burdens, and will you make i t more the playground
of t h e poor ?
L a n d they tell you is in too few hands,
a n d what is their remedy ? Doubie t h e s t a m p d u t y on every
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transfer from one owner to the other. I am well aware t h a t
the Government are very far from desiring to encourage the
creation of small ownerships in England. The First Commissioner
of Works devoted some time of his speech last Session to declaring
his animosity to the creation of small holdings and his desire
rather to prevent them than to facilitate their spread.
But,
having considered their process of creating an enormous number
of small holders in Ireland, amounting to 100 million and which
they are trying to convert into 180 millions; a t that very
moment they are proposing to double the stamp on the transfers
of the property. That stamp duty will have to go just as much
as preference to German beer, which could not exist for five
minutes after my right hon. Friend had mentioned it. The
Government base their proposals for taxes on land not on the
suggestion t h a t they are doing the same by land as by other
forms of property, but on the ground that land is different
from all other forms of property. So it is, in some ways.
Every form of property has its own peculiarities ; every form
of property has its own obligations. They are more uniformly
observed in the case of land than in other forms of property.
Land has no peculiarities which should expose it to special
fiscal imposts except that peculiarity of immobility which
makes it, no doubt, a convenient object for the raids of the
Chancellor of the Exchequer. The President of the Board
of Trade said :—
" We on this side of the House have always asserted a
different position with regard to the taxation of land t h a n
in regard to the taxation of other classes of property."
Always is like never, it is a long time. I suppose the right
hon. Gentleman meant ever since he had become a Member
of the party. There was no such distinction maintained by
the older Liberals. On the contrary, if there was a distinction
which was embodied in our Acts, whether passed by one side
or the other, between land and other forms of property, it
was to regard property in land as being specially secured, just
as with property in a Government sense, and which the Government was specially bound to protect. All t h a t again is thrown
to the wind in the present Budget, and new principles and
worse principles are applied.
I part company with the Government upon the distinction
which they endeavour to draw between unearned increment
in land and unearned increment in all other commodities.
There may be unearned increment, as we have had it admitted
to-day, in almost everything—in works of art, in stocks and
shares, even in the remuneration of lawyers. The fortunes
which are made depend not alone on the brilliancy of the
individual, but on the wealth, activity, and industry of the
community in which he lives, because if he lives in a rich
community his prospects will be very much better t h a n if
he lives in a poor one.
I come for a few moments to the taxes on undeveloped land.
You have not told us what you are going to do where such
land is already leased. Suppose the owner of urban land has
leased a portion of it for a term of years under the Allotments
Act, instead of covering it a t once with buildings ? Are you
going to fine him for not having developed his land ? Are you
going to tax him on the money he does not get ? Because
t h a t is doing the very thing t h a t you expressly hoped he would
do. Are you going to make him worse off than if he neglected
his land ? I t is not only the market gardener or the small
holder you are going to tax. You are going to t a ? every
recreation ground and cricket field in the neighbourhood of
our big towns. I am talking—and I do not care about the
great play fields of renown, where matches are played for vast
sums of gate money. If you like to put a tax on them, I do
not mind. But you are going to tax every little club which
has been formed with difficulty, and whose membership consist
of clerks or lads engaged in the factories, and who with difficulty
have got a field somewhere not too far removed from their
work in order to spend their Saturday afternoons playing
football or cricket. I suppose the hon. Member will reply:
" We place no tax on them." No, but you tax the ground
landlord for not turning them o u t ; for not giving them notice
to quit. Every allotment holder, every market gardener,
every cricket club with its bit of land coming within the scope
of your definition of undeveloped urban land is to get notice
to quit from the Government as soon as the landlord can use
the land for building purposes. I say t h a t in framing these
taxes you have no regard for the ability of property or the
possible charges it has to meet.
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Mr. Mastermail : I must ask the indulgence of the House
in an effort, in, I hope, a very short space of time, to reply
to some, a t least, of the wide field of criticism which the right
hon. Gentleman has covered in his argument, and to remove
one or two misunderstandings which may still exist after this
lengthy Debate [" Oh ! Oh ! " ] as to the proposals of the
Government. I am not referring to points in the proposal
of my right hon. Friend. I am referring rather to terminology.
What is to be gained, for example, by calling this a Budget
of Socialism ? The right lion. Gentleman, the Leader of the
Opposition, in his opening speech, informed us that this was
a Budget framed upon the principle of Mr. Henry George.
Mr. Henry George spent the most of his life fighting Socialism,
and I am doubtful which would be the more amazed, if they
could hear this Debate and consider what we are discussing—
one of the historic leaders of Socialism to hear this described
as a Socialistic Budget, or Mr. Henry George to hear it described
as a " Henry George " Budget.
By far the largest bulk of the discussion which I have listened
to during the last three days has been devoted to the land
proposals of the Government, and yet I believe—and I am
speaking now sincerely—the more these land proposals are
discussed and fully understood in all their bearings, the more
they will commend themselves for their moderation, for their
justice, and for their suitability to meet this particular problem
of a large national deficit. I know it has been said that if you
touch the land you must provoke a storm, but a very large
amount of that storm is due to a complete misconception of
what the Government propose to do. Let me take briefly
the three land proposals of the Government.- The first is the
increment tax. The land of the country is to be valued a t
the present time, and the Government do not take one half-penny
of t h a t value under the increment tax. All future improvements
in any particular part of that land made by the owner will
remain excluded from the increment tax, and all the Government sets itself to do is, if there be any increase in the value
of t h a t land, of t h a t general increase from time to time estimated
from the time of death or transfer, the modest amount of one-fifth
increase over and above every half-penny of its present value
will go to the National Exchequer. That is a proposal which,
given the necessity of raising revenue, no fair-minded jury of
any class of the community in any civilised place in the world
could declare was a predatory proposal, aimed deliberately
against the owners of a particular form of property. I t is an
association of the people of this country with the increase in
the value of their own land. I t may not be only an advantage
in providing revenue, but in the mere effect of t h a t association
in the treatment in future land may receive from successive
Governments, when the people know that of the increase which
the activities of the community make for the first time one-fifth
will come back to the National Exchequer.
The second tax has been called the development tax. There
I would venture to ask those who have criticised it to make
up their minds on which of the two lines they intend to stand
in this matter. The hon. Gentleman, the Member for Chelmsford,
dismissed the tax as entirely impracticable and as setting up
an impossibility in valuation. The right hon. Gentleman
who has just spoken told us t h a t the undeveloped land tax
should rightly belong to the municipality. As everyone knows,
again and again it has been recommended by Conservative
Ministers, by writers, and Royal Commissions, t h a t a tax upon
vacant land should be levied in the interests of the municipality.
The last of the taxes which the Government provide is one
which is called the reversion duty. There, I think, the right
hon. Gentleman, in his criticism of what I think was a Committee
point, will be more reassured when he sees the full proposals
of the Government as to how they interpret capital value in
the one place or the other. I n this case, what is it t h a t the
Government provide ? From some of the statements made
on the other side of the House, one would think we had defined
unearned increment and then grabbed the whole of it from
private persons. I n the case of the value placed upon urban
sites under the leasehold system, when they fall in on their
conclusion, and, therefore, when the money is available to the
landlord, the Government propose t h a t one-tenth of t h a t shall
go to the community which has very largely assisted in creating
t h a t value.

On May 11th the debate was resumed, and the following
resolution proposed:—
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" That on and after the thirtieth day of April,- nineteen
hundred and nine, the following duties be charged in respect
of land :—
(i.) A duty on ahy increment value accruing after the
said date at the rate ot one pound for eirery full live
pounds of t h a t value, the duty to be takeif on the
occasion of the transfer, or the grant of a lease' of the
land, and oh the Occasion of the death of any person
where the property passing on his death comprises anysuch land, and in the case of land belonging to a body
corporate or unincorporate on such periodical 6ccasions
as Parliament may determine ;
(ii.) A d u t y on the value of any benefit accruing to a lessor
by reason of the determination of a lease at the rate of
one pound for every ten pounds of t h a t value ;
(iii.) An annual duty in respect of the capital site value of
land which has not been developed for building or Other
purposes, and the capital value of ungotten minerals,
a t the rate of one halfpenny for every pound of that
value."—[Mr. Lloyd-George.]
Mr. James Mason : The resolution which you have just put
from the chair, I think, is a most important one, because it
proposes a complete innovation in the system and in the
machinery on which our taxation has hitherto been based, and
as for any kind of detailed explanation, either in the question
of the incidence or in the question of machinery, I think I may
safely say we are completely in the dark. No statement, of
course, has been made to clear u p the very mafiy difficulties
which confront us in attempting to understand the way in which
this new taxation of land will work. I do not think, of course,
t h a t the resolution on the paper indicates the whole scale, but
it seems to me from what we do know of the proposal, and from
what we can judge without any further explanation than we
have had, t h a t these proposals are faced immediately by obvious
difficulties and injustices, which, if they are to grow, if they are
to be law, must necessarily be very serious. I admit t h a t a
great deal of the difficulty of this form of taxation, in fact the
whole of it, arises from the idea of what I have heard described
as the monopoly of land—giving to the land qualifies other
t h a n those which pertain to other forms of property. So far
as I am concerned, I see no reason whatever for Contending
t h a t there is such a monopoly as is described. There is not the
least difficulty in parting with land, other than the fact t h a t
legislation is making tne conveyance of it more and more
difficult every year. I mentioned in the beginning Of my remarks
t h e question whether you can make land cheaper. If you
get capital 1 per cent, cheaper than you do now it would be 6f
far greater importance to the whole building industry and Other
industries than would be the case if you got the land for nothing
instead of a t a high price. Here is capital which stands in the
way of building, which stands in the way of industrial progress,
wltieh stands in the way Of the progress of this country altogether ; and it is the dearhess of capital which apparently
hon. Gentlemen on t h a t side Of the House desire to see carried
further and further. If they paid more attention to making
capital cheap than to this fantastic suggestion of getting land
expropriated for the benefit of the State, I think such a proposal
as t h a t of making capital cheaper would do far more for the
Objects they have in view t h a n any proposals they can p u t
forward on the subject Of land taxation.

Mr. Dundas White : I listened with very great interest to
t h e views p u t forward by t h e hon. Member for Windsor, and
I should like to express my thorough agreement in what he
said at the commencement of his speech, t h a t this was a complete innovation and a most important step. I would remind
him, however, t h a t it is not quite a complete innovation, because
something of the same principle was adopted in the Land
Values (Scotland) Bill which was before this House this Session
and last Session as well,- and in previous Sessions. I notice
t h a t a great part of the lion. Member's argument was directed
to criticising this resolution? and to drawing a distinction
between land and other forms of property. On t h a t I hope I
m a y be allowed to say just a word or two. The fundamental
distinction, I take it, between land—using the word land in its
gefieral sense to cove* the natural resoufces of the land—ia
t h a t the land is there naturally, while other things are more or

less the result of industry. I myself do not use the phrase
which he adopted about the monopoly of land. I t is a phrase
which is not very clear to my mind. A peculiar feature of the
land is t h a t in any country, upon any given area, the supply of
land is a fixed quantity, and the total supply of land cannot be
increased. On the other hand, if you take other forms of property they can, in fact, be increased indefinitely. I n another
part of the hon. Member's argument he said he did not see how,
if you tax the land, you would not increase its price in the same
way as when you tax other things you will increase their price.
May I say how very pleased I am to hear t h a t argument from
hon. Members opposite—the recognition t h a t the tax on any
produced article will eventually fall on the consumer.
Mr. Mason : I did not say it would increase the price ; I
said it would not make it cheaper.
Mr. Dundas White
I thought the hon. Member drew no
distinction between the two. I myself can draw very little
economic distinction between preventing the land becoming
cheaper and making it dearer ; it seems to me t h a t the one
merges into the other. In any case, I quite agree with the
hon. Member t h a t if we tax articles of production we increase
the cost as they reach t h » consumer, and so tend to prevent
their becoming cheaper, but as a matter of fact make them
dearer. If you take the case of land you have rather different
circumstances. In the case of other properties the common
supply can be increased to meet the demand. In the case of
land it cannot. Here is your land a fixed quantity. If this
land is taxed on its market value, whether it is used or not, the
result will be to bring a considerable quantity of unused land
into the market. By doing t h a t we will increase the available
supply, and bring the available supply more near to the total
supply, and, by increasing the supply the tendency will be to
reduce the price rather than to increase it.
The hon. Member spoke of the speculative character of this
proposal, and would not anticipate what the results would be.
We are not asked to anticipate what the results are. The
simple question is, what is the market value of the land as it
stands, and any purchaser, taking into consideration the market
value of t h a t land, simply considers what he will give for it
and the possible uses to which it may be put. We have heard
about the difficulty of valuing land apart from building. We
hear a good deal about t h a t when these proposals are made,
b u t the fact is t h a t has been done for many years in many parts
of the world. If you take New Zealand, it is done practically
throughout t h a t c o u n t r y ; it is done in many parts of the
Australian Colonies. We have had a great many suggestions
about fiscal reform, and in connection with it we have heard
a great deal about Germany. I would point out t h a t this
system of valuing to which I refer is in practice in German towns,
a n d now it is proposed to apply it on a wider scale in Germany.
I n fact, these proposals have more or less a family resemblance
to some of the proposals carried into effect in Germany, and
I venture to think, whether we are to have the German fiscal
system or not, we will do very well to follow her example in this
respect. As regards the value of undeveloped minerals, however
speculative it may be, I fancy what the Chancellor of the
Exchequer has in view is the market value of the undeveloped
minerals, and if the conditions are such as have been referred to,
and : if it be believed t h a t the minerals would not pay to work
them then the market value of the undeveloped mineral land
would be nothing a t all, and consequently it would have to
pay nO taxes whatever.
I was rather interested to hear the argument about land
being put up for building and t h a t it could hot always get
purchasers. I would like to ask the hon. Member whether in
t h a t case the landowner p u t on a reserve price or not. A most
important point that, because generally when I analyse suggestions of t h a t kind I have invariably found t h a t there were
plenty of purchasers to bid, b u t that the reserve price, was too
high, the reserve price being kept u p until the respective
purchasers would give a larger sum. T h a t is an instance of the
holding back of the natural resources which tells disastrously
on the whole realm of industry, and t h a t is one of the things
which I fancy the Chancellor of the Exchequer hopes by his
Budget scheme in some measure to help and prevent.
Sir Philip Magnus : The last speaker referred to this measure
as a great innovation. I t certainly seems to me to merit t h a t
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description. During the last five or six years we have heard
a great deal about fiscal reform, but I think t h a t my right hon.
Friend below me, if he were in the position of Chancellor of the
Exchequer, would not be likely to introduce any measure of
fiscal reform so radical in its tendency or so different from
anything that has been carried out in this country in former
times, as this proposal with regard to land values.
Mr. James Tomlinscn : I have carefully considered the
proposals contained in this Resolution, and after calm consideration I have concluded t h a t they are of a very moderate, just
and equitable character. W h a t is the extent of the tax which
the right hon. Gentleman proposes to put upon undeveloped
land in urban districts in the case of land held from the public
use ? H e proposes to impose a tax of one-halfpenny in the
pound, which, in the case of land worth £500 an acre, comes
to exactly £1 0s. lOd. Surely in the case of land which originally
had only an agricultural value, and which has risen by no effort
of the owner to such a value as £500, to ask for a sum of
£1 0s. lOd. each year cannot be called a very drastic or an unjust
proposal. I have had experience of land in the neighbourhood
of towns. Hon. Members know what enormous advantage is
given to a town by throwing the surrounding land upon the
market, more especially when the owner makes roads and
streets, and puts the land up to auction, not upon lease, but as
freeholds. I cordially support the proposal to p u t a tax upon
undeveloped land.
Mr. E. 6. Pretyman : A fortnight nearly has now elapsed
since the Chancellor of the Exchequer laid these proposals for
entirely novel taxes before the House, and I had rather hoped
t h a t this discussion might have been avoided by the right hon.
Gentleman telling us t h a t he had found these proposals
impracticable, because so far as I have been able to discover
amongst practical men—I say advisedly, amongst practical men
—so far as the discussions on this question of land values in all
its aspects is concerned both inside the House and out of it, I
think I am not wrong in describing them as academic discussions,
and many very important principles have been raised which are
extremely difficult to follow, and which deal with various classes
of property in various aspects, and which no doubt are extremely
interesting from the social and philosophic point of view ;
but here we have to deal with a definite, concrete proposal for
imposing taxation in the Budget of the year which will affect a n
enormous amount of valuable property by no means all
possessed by rich men upon whom you can afford to make experiments. I quite admit it might be legitimate to make a doubtful
experiment on some one whom you felt sure you could not hurt,
but the real burden of this land taxation is not going to fall
upon the great properties which have such resources in different
directions that the mere varying of a halfpenny in the pound
or paying some of these new taxes will comparatively easily be
borne by their owners. I t is really going to fall on those people
who have land and have no other resources, and who will have
to pay the tax before they realise the value of their land, and who
may have no resources whatever to meet it. I do not believe
it to be possible even a t this stage for the Committee to adequately
debate these most important and entirely novel suggestions
until we have had a great deal more information on them t h a n
we have now. We really do not know where we stand.,
I suppose hon. Gentlemen are of opinion t h a t the land, t h a t
the value of the land in this country and the income derived from
land in this country is increasing the income in proportion to
t h a t derived from other forms of property in this country.
[Hon. Members: " N o , no."] Oh, they are not, then my
contention is correct. That is all that I claim. Here we are
proposing to raise taxes for Imperial purposes, for old age
pensions and the Navy on these suggested two industries. Here
we have a great industrial community. We have a community whose population has grown enormously and of which
t h e enormously greater proportion is engaged in industry and
commerce. The soldiers of industries are all to be given old
age pensions, at which we rejoice, but two trades, and two failing
trades, are picked out to pay the pensions for the whole of
the rest of the community.
Mr. Philip Morreli : Would the hon. Gentleman contend
t h a t the ownership of land is an industry ?
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Mr. Pretyman : If he did my day's work sometimes he would
admit it. I- can assure the hon. Gentleman from personal
experience, if I may venture to say so, that the ownership of
land, if the owner attends to his duties and responsibilities,
is certainly an industry, and an industry requiring as much
close attention and,> I think, requiring as many business
qualities and as much capacity as any other industry in t h e
country. I really should hardly have supposed t h a t t h e Hon.
Gentleman could ask such a question.
This tax, which is to
be imposed for Imperial purposes, is to be placed upon an industry
the income derived from which is steadily falling in proportion
to the whole income of the country.
Mr. Haldane : The hon. and gallant Member is taking a
period, and a very recent period, with an interval of two or
three years, and five years hence, perhaps, under the beneficent
influence of Tariff Reform, the value of land may have risen
and then where will the hon. and gallant Member be ? If
taxes upon corn bring u p the value of land, what will be the
position of the hon. and gallant Member when he has to explain
what he has said this evening ? But what I wish to deal with
is not the generalities which the hon. and gallant Gentleman
has indulged in, but the taxes indicated in the resolution. Let
me ask the attention of the Committee to what we are doing.
We are not adopting a Bill, but certain very general resolutions
which are necessary to allow us to bring in the Bill.
The resolutions do not go into details. They cannot do.
They are merely the authority to bring in a change in a Bill
of this kind. I t is quite true, as the hon. and gallant Member
says, and I entirely agree with him, that it is difficult to debate
this question in matters so general. We can on the second
reading of the Bill deal with the proposals which are embodied
in the three resolutions on the paper. One resolution is in
three parts. What are the three proposals ? W h a t are the
objections which the hon. and gallant Member has made ?
The first objection was t h a t we have not answered the question,
What is the unit of value ? The second was t h a t the proposal
was one of which we had no experience in regard to its working,
and the third had reference to ungotten minerals. Let me
point out to the Committee what the principle is which underlies
these three propositions. I t is to levy a duty on what we
believe the estate would realise. I t is not a duty on what t h e
owners have not got, but on what they have got. Bearing
that in mind, let me turn to the objections—made in good
faith, but with a want of attention to the fact t h a t we are only
dealing with resolutions to enable the Bill t o be brought in,
embodying these propositions. I should be inclined to accept
the criticism t h a t there was something in the resolutions t h a t
was inconsistent with the language itself, but the d u t y is payable
only when the increment value is realised.
Mr. Austen Chamberlain : Will the right hon. Gentleman
give us the information about the leaseholder, I thought t h e
Chancellor of the Exchequer himself was going t o reply to my
hon. and gallant Friend, who p u t a case about leases granted
before the passing of the Act. I understood the Chancellor
of the Exchequer to say that the reply could not be given across
the Table, b u t that a reply should be given to my hon. and
gallant Friend. The hon. and gallant Gentleman also put the
case of minerals.
Mr. Keir Hardie : The hon. and gallant Gentleman, the
Member for Chelmsford, referred to the case of building societies,
and endeavoured to make it appear t h a t it was customary for
members of those societies to build two or more houses, one of
which they inhabited personally, and the other of which they let.
By way of proof of t h a t he pointed to the undoubted fact t h a t
it was seldom that a single cottage was built by these societies.
But he forgot t h a t whilst building societies build these houses
in pairs they are sold singly to individual members, who live
side by side. Then he also told us t h a t 100 years ago the income
for rent in this country bors the proportion of 34 per cent, to
the total income, whereas now the proportion of income due to
rent had fallen to of per cent. I presume in both cases the
hon. and gallant Gentleman was referring to rent from agricultural land 1
Mr, Pretyman

: From all land.
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Mr. Keir Hardie : How can the hon. and gallant Gentleman
distinguish the income from urban land from the building upon
it ? I want to know on what he bases his statement ?
Mr. Pretyman : The rents on all land, urban and rural,
the whole of the rents under Schedule)'A of the land of the
country.
Mr. Keir Hardie :
I am afraid the hon. and gallant
Gentleman has not examined the schedules as carefully as he
ought. May I point out t h a t in those days—that is, in 1817—
the total amount of the taxes paid b y the landed interests
represented 70 per cent, of the whole, whereas in 1891 the
percentage had gone down to less than 15 per cent., so t h a t the
proportion of the tax now being paid by the landed interest bears
a smaller relation to the whole than it did at the period to which
the hon. and gallant Gentleman referred.
Viscount Helmsley :
land ?

Was t h a t all agricultural land or all

Mr. Keir Hardie : All land. The later figures I have not
got, b u t there is no reason to assume t h a t the reduction which
has been steadily going on for 100 years, and the proportion of
taxes paid for land is not still continuing, and when we remember
t h a t under the auspices of the party on this side when in office
a relief of nearly £2,000,000 a year was given to land under the
provisions of the Agricultural Rating Act, I think my argument
is sound and substantial.
Then the hon. Member for the University of London
endeavoured to draw a parallel between the increase in value of
old pictures, old silver and similar articles, b u t he forgot t h a t
the increase in the value of these objects is not due to anything
for which the community is responsible. I t is mainly due to
the vanity of American millionaires who, having accumulated
a t the expense of the community more money than they know
how to dispose of, seek to outbid each other in acquiring articles
concerning the artistic value of which they have not the faintest
appreciation. They simply seek to gratify their vanity. The
value of the unearned increment of land—and here I join issue
with my hon. Friend the Member for Preston, and with the right
hon. Gentleman the Leader of the Opposition—differs from the
unearned increment accruing to all other sections of the
community. As I understood my hon. Friend opposite in his
former speeches, and the right hon. Gentleman the Leader of
the Opposition in his speech on the Budget on the opening day,
their argument amounted to this, t h a t every section of the
community is receiving some unearned advantage. The
agricultural labourer whose wages have gone up is to t h a t extent
benefiting, not as the result of his own labours, b u t as the result
of the general improvement accruing to the community. That,
I submit, is a case of a totally different kind from t h a t of the
unearned increment accruing to landlords. The labourer is
performing his share of t h e nation's work. The landlord qua
landlord m a y be contributing nothing whatever to the usefulness
of the community, b u t his share accrues to him just the same
as if he did. The hon. and gallant Gentleman who represents
Chelmsford, spoke of land-owning as a profession. [An hon.
Member: " An industry."] Yes, an industry. I am afraid,
if I may say so without disrespect, t h a t he was confounding the
ownership of land with the management of land. They are not
the same thing, and there is no actual relationship between the
one and the other. For every landlord who manages his own
land and acts as his own estate agent there must be a score who
hire others to perform those duties, and the gentlemen themselves
occupy no higher position in life than t h a t described by Carlyle
long ago as mere receivers of rent. I t is these men whom the
Budget will hit most heavily. Where it can be shown t h a t any
increment in the value of land accrues from the expenditure of
either labour or capital on the part of the landlord, this tax
does not fall upon him, b u t where the increment is due either to
public improvements, to the accumulation of population, or to
t h e establishment of new industries—matters to which the
landlord qua landlord has contributed nothing beyond allowing
t h e use of his land—then the tax'will fall and the t a x should
fall.
Let me p u t the Committee in possession of one or two
facts bearing upon this question. Assume t h a t the tax upon
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minerals will cause development of the coal fields now lying
unworked. That would mean the employment of considerable
extra capital. I t would also mean the employment of a large
number of extra miners. [An Hon. Member : " Hear, hear."]
An hon. Gentleman opposite says " Hear, hear." He has not
followed out the argument to its logical conclusion.
What
would be the result ? At the present time there are more
mines sunk and more miners employed a t work t h a n employment
can be found for. That is to say, the demand for coal a t the
present time falls far short of the potential supply. If you
multiply the means of mining you multiply the possibility of an
increased output, and you increase the competition and make
it more difficult for existing mines to pay, and increase the
difficulty of colliers getting their pay. The effect, therefore, it
may have does not hit me. I am trying to point out t h a t
without any advantage a great deal of injury might be done
if this tax operates in the way I fear it will. If the Chancellor
of the Exchequer wants revenue then a tax upon leased minerals
will achieve his object. One half-penny on the ton on all
output will provide him with a sum equal to what he will obtain
in the operation of this tax. Tax all minerals leased. There are
dead rents, way leaves, heir leaves, water leaves, and so on.
Tax them by all means. I know the case t h a t could be made out
showing the necessity of those taxes as a means of compelling
landowners to make mineral fields t h a t are now being held back
for a rise in the market productive. I do not say t h a t as a final
word on the subject. I p u t it forward for consideration. I
hope t h a t the Bill when we see it will show t h a t some provision
has been made for meeting the special set of facts to which I
have referred.

On May 12th the debate on the same resolution was
resumed.
Mr. Harold Cox : The supporters of this Resolution are in
the habit of repeating, with unnecessary iteration, t h a t land is
different from other things. Who ever challenged t h a t proposition ? Of course land is different from other things. I t is
necessary for h u m a n life, and it is fixed in a geographical position.
Those conditions make it different from other things ; and
these conditions make it necessary t h a t property in land should
be treated differently from other things. I t always has been so
treated, and always will be to the world's end. There is this
fundamental difference: t h a t if a man'Owns a piece of land,
he is always liable to the risk of t h a t piece of land being taken
away from him if the public require it. If he owns a picture,
a pair of trousers, he is not liable in that way.
Suppose a doctor settles down in a new country—in some
little Colonial town, where there is a very small population. H e
has to work pretty hard, and he cannot get much money in, b u t
as the town grows in population he finds he gets more patients
and t h a t they can afford to pay higher fees. That is increment
which is realised by the growth of the general community, and
t h a t is the sort of thing which is going on in other professions.
I contend t h a t no abuses in our land-owning system, and there
are many, will justify the imposition of a t a x which must fall
both on the good landlord and on the bad, both on the rich and
on the poor landlord. I contend further t h a t we are doing,
or should be doing, grave injustice if we were to try a n d reverse
the principles on which not only this country but all civilised
countries have hitherto proceeded, the principle t h a t land is
interchangeable with all other forms of wealth. U p to the
present, for centuries, these forms of wealth have been treated
as inter-changeable. A m a n has known t h a t if he likes to invest
his money in land'he is free to do so, and he will not be subject
to specialfattacksT for doing so. But now t h a t is to be reversed,
and we are to reverse another principle which is equally precious,
and towards which we have been working with remarkable
progress during the last generation—the principle t h a t the
heaviest burden of taxation should be laid upon the broadest
shoulders. T h a t principle is now to be cancelled, and instead
of making your taxation bear upon a man according to his
means to pay, it is now proposed to pick out particular individuals,
and because they have gone so far as actually to invest their
savings in the soil of their country, to h u n t them down as if they
were the enemies of mankind.
Mr. G. R. Lane-Fox : The very able speech to which the
House has just listened must convince many hon. Members who
have not before perhaps realised it, t h a t this Question is not
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one, as they so fondly seem to suppose, which only touches a
few favoured individuals in the community, but t h a t it touches
a very much larger class. The right hon. Gentleman the
Secretary of State for War yesterday told us that we were not
dealing under this Resolution mainly with agricultural land,
and that, therefore, the grievance of the agricultural owner
was not raised. Would the right hon. Gentleman really tell us,
or does he believe, t h a t agricultural owners are not being
touched by this taxation, and t h a t capital will not steadily be
drafted from the agricultural districts and out of the hands of
agricultural owners through the effect not only of this Resolution,
but of the other Resolutions we are to discuss later on dealing
with the income tax and the death duties. Everybody knows
t h a t the effect of this and the other taxes must be to diminish
t h e wealth and the capital which exists in the agricultural
districts and the power of agriculturists to develop the properties
they have. The landed class is supposed to be a small one, b u t
hon. Gentlemen opposite will realise more after to-day t h a t it is
a larger class than is sometimes supposed.
The Government have not, I am thankful to say, developed
the suggestion of my hon. Friend the Member for Newcastleunder-Lyme to the full extent. They have not endeavoured
to separate the value of the building from the land to the extent
t h a t the hon. Gentleman proposes, which, to my mind, could
be easily proved, means the absolute ruin of many agricultural
districts, but they have done enough, whether they say they are
taxing land, whether agricultural or not, to shake the credit and
capital of what is so necessary to develop and maintain the
agricultural industry of this country. They have dealt a blow
a t the whole; for you cannot deal a blow a t one part of the land
only which will not be felt by every department of agriculture.
Hon. Gentlemen will realise in a very short time that this will
affect not one class, but all classes, and when they have tried
to p u t some six new taxes upon one class of property they are
thereby hitting every development of every branch of property,
and to those who represent agricultural as well as those who
represent urban constituencies this argument will be brought
home before long. I hope during the course of these Budget
discussions we shall have some considerable development in
view of the light which will be brought to the minds of a great
many hon. Gentlemen, but I have no hesitation myself in
opposing to the full the proposals as p u t before us in these
Resolutions, whatever the future may show in the Finance
Bill.
Mr. J. C. Wedgwood : I think there are no opponents of
taxation of land value that I like better to hear and better to
answer t h a n t h e h o n . Memberwhohas just spoken and the previous
speaker, the hon. Member for Preston. I like answering them
because I feel that if our cause is right they must be answered,
and they are dangerous unless they are answered. My hon.
Friend the Member for Preston started his speech by putting his
finger on the one point which it is essential that all who are in
favour of the taxation of land values should satisfy themselves
upon. He said : " I s it just to select one particular form of
property for taxation " ? I t is because I can believe it can be
proved to be just to select one particular so-called form of property
for taxation t h a t I am in favour of the taxation of land values.
He says t h a t increment, and it has been said on both sides of
the House over and over again, accrues from every other form
of property as well as land, and he gave us the example of a small
village in which there was a village doctor, and the village
developed into a populous neighbourhood, and he said as the
value of the land in that village growing into a populous
neighbourhood increases so also it increases the wages and the
reward of his labour to the village doctor. I t does nothing of
the sort. As soon as the village increases in size the doctor
finds himself immediately in competition with another village
doctor. I n the same way the professional man, as the small
town grows into a large town, does not find that the bulk of the
population enhances his earnings. He finds t h a t a new professional man comes along competing with him. There is free
competition between the medical men or the professional men,
and the wages fall to the normal level. In the same way with
the shopkeeper. Of course, to a certain extent, the shopkeeper
who has got a freehold of a lot in the market-place gets the
benefit of an increase in the population of that market town, but
if he is merely a leaseholder and can be rackrented, he would find
himself again in competition with all the other shopkeepers

in the place—more shopkeepers, more doctors, and more
professional men tending to keep down the increase of wages
of t h a t particular form of labour.
The same principle does not apply to the people who own the
land round the growing town or in the village which is growing
into a flourishing village. That is the reason why the unearned
increment for land differs fundamentally from the return on
capital or the reward of labour. My hon. Friend said the
agricultural labourer got an increment equivalent, or to some
extent equivalent, to the increment of land value, and t h a t the
growth of wealth and population of the community pushed up
his earnings just as it pushed up the land values. I t does
nothing of the sort. So long as three men compete for one job,
and are anxious to get that job, and must get it or walk the
streets, those three men will undercut, and continue to undercut each other until wages come down. There is the strongest
competition in the labour market, but the owner of land is in
a dififerent position. He is entitled to say, " The supply of land
such as mine is limited, and when the growth of the community
forces up this land for me, I am perfectly entitled "—and he is
perfectly entitled—" to get the best possible price I can for my
land and the best possible rents." But the rents and the
land values there are created entirely by the growth of the
community.
My hon. Friend then went back to an old
illustration which he gave us two or three years ago.
He said
if a man invested his money in land 25 years ago, or, as he took
it previously, 250 years ago, if he invested £100 in land in the
City of London 250 years ago, and another man invested £100
in some form of capital enterprise 250 years ago, t h a t now t h a t
capital would have increased to so many millions, and the land
value would only have increased to so many hundred thousand.
That illustration is entirely inapplicable. He has taken into
consideration land which is not used and capital which is used.
Every year that £100, which is invested, say, in Consols, is
bringing him in rents which are re-invested, and so increasing
what we call the unearned increment of the capital. Every year
the land is lying absolutely idle. [An Hon. MEMBER : " W h y ? " ]
He is assuming that. He is assuming t h a t the increase in the
value of the land is no greater t h a n the increase in the value of
the capital, that if it had been capital the value of the land would
have increased to £100,000, and the value of the capital would
have increased to several millions.
Mr. Harold Cox : What I really did say was t h a t the man
would make a better bargain by investing his money in Consols
and getting the capital interest than he would make by investing
his money in land and waiting for 200 years.
Mr. Wedgwood : Of course t h a t is so ; but suppose t h a t the
man instead of letting his land lie idle had used his land all
along and got what rents he could, then he would obviously
have accumulated at the end of the 200 years not only the
million t h a t he would have got from Consols, but he would
have the land over and above ; or suppose, on the other hand,
t h a t both capital and land had lain idle, suppose he put the
£100 into his trousers pocket, then at the end of the 250 years
he would still have had £100 in gold, while if he had invested
it in land he would have had land worth £100,000.
If both capital and land are idle, the increment goes on for
the land. There is no increment on capital. If you consider
them both in use, then the interest on capital is no greater
than the rent t h a t could have been got for the land. Two
hundred and fifty years ago the man who invested his money
in land in the City of London bought the privilege to say
whether anybody else could use t h a t piece of land or not.
Hon. Members opposite say t h a t we attach some mysterious
connection between licences and land values. Of course there
is a very great distinction between the two ; but supposing
t h a t 250 years ago this man who had purchased land in the City
of London purchased also the exclusive right to supply liquor
on that piece of land, in t h a t way he would have acquired
another privilege, which, as the population increased and
London developed, would become more and more valuable.
I n both cases there is a privilege involved—the privilege of
saying whether people shall live on t h a t land and the privilege
of saying whether people shall drink on t h a t land. He might
have got another privilege—the same privilege as the Duke of
Bedford has—of saying t h a t there shall be no market within a
certain number of miles of his particular piece of ground. There,
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too, you would have got a privilege which, as the population
increased and the town developed, would have become of
enormous value. Another form of privilege. Suppose a Tariff
Reform Government came into power in this country, and that
they put a protective tariff around certain industries or bolstered
u p certain industries in this country. Supposing t h a t under
the protecting wings of a tariff an industry, such as the silk
industry, were to spring into being, as we all know t h a t once
you get a tariff protecting any industry into existence you will
have every succeeding five years an increase of the tariff. We
will suppose t h a t the tariff protecting this industry was in this
case a 5 per cent, tariff. I n five years it would become a
10 per cent, tariff, five years later 15 per cent., and five years
later again 20 per cent. Everybody will see t h a t under this
protective tariff t h a t industry would be perfectly well able to
flourish at the expense of the rest of the community. Under
t h a t protective tariff we will assume t h a t the widow or the
orphan of the market gardener invest their money in this
particular business—that they paid good money for a share in
this protected industry.
Will my Friend at the end of the
20 years remain a Free Trader, anxious to remove t h a t protective tariff and to deprive these people of what is not property,
b u t what is a privilege created by the law ? I believe honestly
t h a t if that came to pass my hon. Friend would not be a Free
Trader any longer. He would say t h a t the widow and the
orphan of the market gardener had invested their money, that
it was a business protected by the law, t h a t they had not only
invested in this business protected by a tariff, b u t also t h a t
they had been led to assume t h a t the tariff was to be increased
b y 5 per cent, every five years. But observe what this Government does as to the land. They do not say t h a t the privilege
shall not increase every y e a r ; they say t h a t it shall not increase
by 5 per cent, every five years, but only by 4 per cent. ; they
are only taking one-fifth of the unearned increment on the
land.
The more I see of politics the more I become convinced t h a t
the whole of politics is one perpetual struggle between the vested
interests and the public interests, or, if I may be permitted to
say so, between privilege and justice. I quite see the Conservative point of view, and I quite appreciate my hon. Friend's
point of view. I think there is a great deal to be said for their
position. If "the State has persistently allowed some privilege
to exist and to be bolstered up, there is a great deal to be said
for the position t h a t it must go on. B u t I do not think that
is the Liberal point of view. I am quite confident t h a t the
Liberal point of view on every question should be not the
immediate abolition of privilege by any harsh measures, but
to effect its gradual destruction. That is obvious enough in
the case of protected industries, and it is obvious enough in the
case of the vested interest which the licensed trade has been permitted to build up. I t is as obvious to me also in the case of
land, the privilege in connection with which has been allowed
to go u p for centuries. I want to deal with another point
cf my hon. Friend on which I believe I am a Free Trader and
he is a Protectionist. He said there are now so many unoccupied
houses in London, or wherever it may be, t h a t it is ridiculous
to say t h a t we want to have more built. There are two ways
of filling those houses which are now empty in London or in
other great towns. There is the Protectionist way, and it is
my hon. Friend's way. The Protectionist would say, " We
will not build any more houses, because there are houses empty.
If you refuse to build any more houses the people will be forced
to take the houses which are empty, and those houses will be
filled." There is a great deal to be said for t h a t point of view.
[An Hon. Member : " Nobody said it."] You are complaining
t h a t there are houses empty a t present, and therefore no more
ought to be built. You can fill those houses if you allow the
population to increase and build no more. Or you can build
more houses in another way, b y allowing free expansion in the
building trade and free competition in houses, so t h a t the price
in the house trade will drop. I t has been said over and over
again in ".The Spectator," and also by my hon. Friend, t h a t
Free Trade believes t h a t taxation should not be used to create
a preference between one form of property or another, or to
create any preference between different categories of property.
I quite agree t h a t taxation should not be used t o do anything
of the s o r t ; but with our present system of taxation there is
this difficulty. Our present system of taxation exempts from
taxes and rates all land that is not used, whereas taxes and
rates are p u t on those who do use the land.
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Supplement.
Viscount Heimsley : Where is the exemption ? What does
the hon. Gentleman mean by land not used being exempted
from rates ?
Mr. Wedgwood : Land not used is exempted from rates ;
t h a t is exactly what I mean.
Viscount Helmsiey : What does the hon. Gentleman
by t h a t ?

mean

Mr. Wedgwood : E m p t y houses.
Viscount Heimsley : They are not land.
Mr. Pretyman : Does not unused land pay death duties on
the capital value ?
Mr. Wedgwood : I t is exempted from rates, and it is
exempted from income tax as far as I know. I t is t h a t exemption
of which I complain. If taxation were levied uniformly on all
owners of land, not only would you not be penalising the good
owner of land, but you would be absolutely killing bad owners
of property. That is what we are pressing for. We feel t h a t
taxation should not suddenly penalise a particular form of
property. All we are asking is that you should cease the present
differentiation which is bad for industry and bad for good
developing landlords. I do not think it is really necessary to
go into the rest of my hon. Friend's observations about
machinery and other valuations. After all, has it not been done
in every agricultural country, in urban areas, and in every
Continent, by all Englishmen, Germans, Frenchmen, and
Americans ? I am sure in South Africa I had a good deal to
do myself with valuation, and my only difficulty in making
separate valuations of land and buildings on a capital basis
was that the owners of property came to me afterwards and
complained t h a t I had valued them too low. They would
say, " I know there is a rate of 3d. in the pound on capital
value, but do remember I want to sell my land or mortgage
my land, and if you p u t it down too low in your book I will not
get a good price for my land." Moreover, I should like to quote
an authority which hon. Members opposite approve of—Mr.
T. C. Horsefali, of Manchester. He pointed out in his excellent
book the example of Germany, and how in Cologne, under the
old system, t h a t is, under the annual value system, there is in
one year 2,703 appeals against over 21,000 assessments. Under
the new system of rating, t h a t is, the selling value or capital
value, there were only 17.4 appeals, that is to say, there was a
fall in appeals, and therefore a fall in litigation, in the case of
Cologne, from 2,703 to 174. I t is obvious as a matter of fact
it is much easier to value property on its capital value t h a n on
its annual value, because there is a great deal of property which
is owned by the occupier. Where it is not owned by the occupier,
and where it is rated, you find t h a t the rentals by no means
represent the proper rateable value. In dealing with some of
the taxes proposed by the Government, I agree with m y hon.
Friend opposite that the increase of the t a x is a drawback to
the market value of land. I am conscious t h a t we approach
this question from the point of view of our agitation in the
country, .which is somewhat different from t h a t of the Chancellor
of the Exchequer. He sees land primarily as a source of revenue.
We have perpetually driven home this land question from
another point of view. We have always advocated this land
question not as a new source of revenue b u t as a change in the
standard of taxation on property on such lines as to induce
owners to make use of their property, and not to penalise those
people who do develop their land. While we quite agree
t h a t the Chancellor of the Exchequer has had to approach
this problem from a different point of view, we are extremely
grateful for those occasions where our views have happened
to coincide with his necessities. So far as the transfer d u t y
is concerned by the increase from 10s. per cent, to £1 per cent.,
you are not making a freer market ; you are making it more
difficult to get land instead of less difficult. We want to make
it easier for people. So far as the transfer d u t y is concerned,
I find myself entirely in sympathy with those people who would
like to see the whole transfer duty abolished.
So far as the taxes on unearned incomes are concerned, howf a r does t h a t tax tend, as a t present intended to be levied,
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towards increasing the free market in land, towards making it
easier for the man who wants land to get the land to use ? I
am afraid, as at present levied, it must have to a certain extent
the same effect as the transfer fee. I t would tend to restrict
the sale. I would earnestly impress upon the Chancellor and
upon the Government the importance of making this unearned
increment tax not a tax dependent on the sale, b u t a tax which
shall be periodic in its imposition. But if you insist on keeping
the sale basis, then the tax should be so graduated that when
the previous sale was a long time ago it should be at a higher
rate, and if the sales succeed themselves rapidly it should be
at a low rate. You want to prevent the man holding the land
for a. long time. Therefore I think your tax should be graduated
on the basis t h a t the longer a man holds it the greater the t a x
should be.
Let me come to the one ewe-lamb of the Chancellor—
the part we pin our faith to and on which the Budget, I think
will stand or fall. T h a t is the halfpenny tax upon undeveloped
land and undeveloped building. I t is t h a t tax which seems' to
me to be of infinitely more importance than the whole of the rest
of the Budget. In t h a t tax the kernel of the solution of the
unemployed

difficulty

lay.

[Hon.
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shall quite prove what I say. We want, in order to reduce our
unemployment, to increase productive work. We do not want
to make wealth for people; it is on productive work we must
concentrate our attention. I think everybody will agree with
that. W h a t is productive work ? All productive work from
the economist point of view consists in the application of labour
£o land and raw material. At every stage of productive work
it is the land which is one of the factors in t h a t process. For
instance, productive work takes the clay and turns it into cups
and saucers. I t takes agricultural land and turns it into bread
and butter. I t takes the coal from the ground and turns it
into coal gas or coal in kitchen grates. Those are all examples
of productive work. From the economist point of view every
form of productive work consists in the transfer of land and raw
materials into the finished article where you want it and when
you want it. [An Hon. Member : " Iron a n d ' Dreadnoughts.' "]
Yes, even " Dreadnoughts." The iron is got from the soil
mixed with limestone. The coal is got from the land and the
furnace is standing on the land, so that a t every stage of the
process the land is one of the items.
Therefore I say, if you want to increase productive work, the
one obvious way to do it is to make it easy for labour and capital
to apply themselves to the land easier t h a n it is a t present.
Are you not making it easier by taxing undeveloped land which
is held out of the market ? I think the real centre or kernel of
this land question is the connection between shortage of work
and shortage of land. If there is shortage of work i t is because
labour is unable to apply itself to the raw material. I wish I
could make the House see it as clearly as I see it. I see on one
side, as it were, a stone wall or a brick wall, and on one side
the man able, anxious and willing to work. On the other side
of the wall is the raw material which alone he can work, and in
between them there is this wall. I want t h a t wall lowered so
t h a t the man who wants to work shall be able to get over it easier
without being charged a high price. The man on t h a t wall is
able to prevent t h a t man working.
He is able to create
unemployment and in countless cases does create unemployment.
Let me give one example of how I think the tax on undeveloped
minerals will help employment in this country. The House will
remember some years ago there was a great strike in North Wales
a t Bethesda Quarries. For three years, 2,800 qttarrymcn were
deprived of access to those great quarries. I am not going into
the merits Of the question of whether Lord Penrhyn or the men
were right. I only want the House to see t h a t those men were
deprived of access to the raw materials and therefore unemployed.
Now, because those men were unemployed and not working the
slates, the people who worked the railway which runs down
from Bethesda to Port Penrhyn were also unemployed.
Mr. Remnant: Is it suggested the present tax would have
opened those slate quarries ?
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retail shopkeepers were not able to sell their goods all over the
country the woollen trades in the West Riding, the drapery and
hardware trades, had people who were thrown out of work because
they were not able to satisfy tho wants of the people in Bethesda,
who were out of work and could not buy the materials. I am
only trying to show how the prohibition of one of the primary
opportunities of having access to the land affects the whole
trade of the community. If you collected all those people out
of work you would have a perfectly genuine and perfectly typical
unemployed demonstration. T h a t is one illustration of how
under our present system t h a t state of things is encouraged.
Directly Lord Penrhyn closed down his quarries he went to
the assessment committee and got the assessment reduced by
£14,600. I n other words, he had his rates remitted, because in
the exercise of his perfectly legitimate powers he created t h a t
mass of unemployment. Now, at any rate, when this Jd.
tax upon undeveloped land is being levied he will have that i d .
tax to pay whether he works the quarry or not. [An Hon.
Member: " Whether he works it or not ? " ] Yes, whether the
quarry is worked or not. I t will be independent of the output
of the quarry, and it will be independent of the assessment for
rates or income tax. If the quarry is not working t h a t tax will
be p a i d ; if it is working it will be paid.
Lord Balcarres : Is t h a t so ?
Mr. Wedgwood : I am not the Chancellor of the Exchequer,
but whether it is working or not t h a t tax, I believe, will have to
be paid. This tax which is proposed is exactly similar to the dead
rent tax which the owner of minerals charge to mineral lessees
a t present. When t h e owner of mineral lands leases his land a t
present to a lessee he charges not only a royalty dependent on
the number of tons of coal or iron got up, but he charges also a
dead rent. He charges that dead rent with this intention ;
he says if I only charge a royalty, the lessee may not sink his
pits at once. He may not develop the property immediately.
He may wait perhaps some years for the price of coal to go up.
In order to prevent t h a t state of things he charges a dead rent
tax, which has to be paid by the occupier whether the pit is
worked or not, whether there is a large output or a small output.
He taxes it so as to secure a large output, and it has the desired
effect. I t is a perfectly legitimate and a perfectly sound system
of ensuring the rapid development of mineral property. We
want to deal with the landlords on exactly the same principles
as they deal with their lessees. We want to put a dead rent tax
on them similar in character to the dead rent tax which they p u t
on their lessees, simply with the same object, to secure the
rapid and full development of mineral properties.
I think, therefore, that the half-penny tax, by inducing the
owners of land, of mineral land and of building land, to develop
their property more quickly, will tend to absorb unemployment
and will tend to absorb t h e unemployed more than any other
part of the Budget. My only regret is t h a t in this undeveloped
tax agricultural land has been left out, and t h a t agricultural
land has not received the same treatment as mineral and building
land.
Hon. Friends opposite have asked over and over again
what is undeveloped land ? I will tell them my definition of
what undeveloped land is. My definition of undeveloped land
is all land whose capital value is more than 25 years' purchase
of the present annual rent, that is to say, all land for which the
owner is not getting a t present a commercial rent, all land which,
if exchanged for other forms of property, is bringing in less t h a n it
would if invested in other forms of property.
Mr. Remnant: Does the hon. Member
allotments in the neighbourhood of towns ?

apply t h a t

to

Mr. Wedgwood : Certainly, if in the case of allotments the
price has gone up to £500 per acre, showing a demand on the
part of the community for building land, then I say t h a t land is
undeveloped.
Mr. Remnant: I t would tax them out of existence.

Mr. Wedgwood : I am coming to that. The people who
worked the railway were also thrown out Of employment. Port
Perirhyn clerks were also out of work. The forettien in the
different works were thrown out of employment by the prevention
of yoitt primary quarrying trade having access to the land.
The retail shopkeepers in Bethesda and Port Penrhyn were not
able t o ffiftke their bit of profit selling goods, and because the

Mr. Wedgwood : I regret t h a t agricultural land is not being
forced into the market in the same way as building land and
mineral land. I recall the Chancellor of the Exchequer's
recollection to a noble speech he made a t Liverpool only five
months ago, when he pointed out t h a t the land of this country
was frozen up under the old feudal system. He said t h a t he
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waited for the springtime when the thaw would set in, and when
the people and the children of the people would enter into
the inheritance t h a t has been given to them. The springtime
is not coming through this Budget, but it is coming later on, and
I think t h a t in this Budget we are laying the foundations for
a reform which will be of infinite benefit,to the people of this
country.
I am not going to sit down without pointing out to hon.
Members what the completion of my policy really is. I t is only
honest. I know hon. Members opposite think me a terrible
robber. W h a t we want to do is to place the taxes on property
by a standard which shall ensure their rapid development.
We are not anxious, I am not anxious, I do not think any of
my land-tax friends are anxious, to extract an unfair tribute
from property. W h a t we want to do is to ensure t h a t the land
of this country which is absolutely essential to every form of
industry shall be p u t to its commercial use and in the best
possible way. I would like to illustrate my position by an
allegory by Count Leo Tolstoy. That is a name which commands
respect on every side of the House. Count Leo Tolstoy says :
" I saw all mankind as a herd of cattle, bulls and cows and calves,
all inside a wire fenced-in enclosure. Outside the enclosure there
is beautiful green pasture and plenty to e a t ; inside the enclosure
there is not quite grass enough for the cattle, and consequently
the cattle are goring each other and trampling each other under
foot in their efforts to get what little grass there is, I saw the
owner of t h a t herd of cattle, who was a good-natured, wellmeaning man, come to the cattle ; when he saw their condition
he was sorry for them, and bethought him what he could do
to improve their lot. H e p u t up beautiful, well-drained, and
well-ventilated cowsheds, so t h a t the cattle should have shelter
a t n i g h t ; he screwed knobs on to the ends of their horns, so
t h a t they should not gore each other so fiercely in the struggle
for existence ; and he ringed off one part of the enclosure and
reserved it for the old bulls and old cows, so t h a t at the end of their
life they might escape the struggle for existence and be sure of
grass. Because the calves were being killed off, dying of
starvation, and not growing up into serviceable cattle, he arranged
t h a t they should all have a pint of milk for breakfast every
morning, so that, although none of them got enough, yet they all
had something to keep them alive. I n fact, the owner of t h a t
herd of cattle did everything he could think of to improve their
conditions. But when," said Tolstoy, " I asked why he did not
do the one obvious thing, pull down the fence and let the cattle
get out, he replied, ' Because if I did that, I should no longer
be able to milk them.' " T h a t is the real answer. Fortunately
t h e cattle breed more quickly t h a n the owners, and some day
they will p u t their heads together and break t h a t fence down.
Mr. Alfred Lyttelton :
Before the Chancellor of the
Exchequer replies, I wish to p u t some questions in order to find
out what is the true nature of this Resolution.
W h a t is
undeveloped land ? The Chancellor of the Exchequer, in his
Budget speech, gave us some clue. Land, he said, which was
n o t put to its best commercial advantage. Is t h a t right ?
Apparently the Chancellor of the Exchequer has changed his
mind since he made the Budget speech. So for a moment I
will take t h a t out. I t is obvious t h a t if the land in these open
spaces, in this garden suburb, are to be developed to the best
advantage financially, why of course they will be used a t once
for building houses upon. The very object for which this whole
enterprise was started, and the very object for which the Housing
and Town Planning Bill was brought forward b y this Government
and upon which we have spent month after month upstairs and
elsewhere in Debate—that very object will be frustrated.
Manifestly you could not in such an enterprise as this do other
than mete out the same justice as to anyone else.
W h a t do you think it is going to cost to p u t these precious
provisions into force ? I have summed u p this Bill. I do not
go to Germany, because I know t h a t the state of things there
and here is entirely different. There are things in the way of
officialism which the German people submit to which are not
existing here, and which I do not think would be readily or
easily created here. One experience from this country is worth
20 from Germany. The London County Council, a body of
great wealth and great experience, and of very strong radical
opinion in reference to this subject, for over 20 years has been
endeavouring to put a betterment into force. The hon. and
learned Member for St. Pancras will correct me if I am wrong,
b u t I think I am right in what I am going to say. About 15
years ago, a t the time of the Tower Bridge improvement, an
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Act of Parliament was passed which prescribed that an initial
valuation should be made of certain houses within what was
called the betterment area—that is to say, the area which might
be expected to be bettered from making the improvements.
The initial valuation had to be made of sites—that is, land alone
—and then of sites and houses. You then had data from which
t o start. The improvement would then take place. After the
improvement had taken place, and there had been time for its
effects to be appreciated, there was to be a second valuation,
and then there would be assessed how much the houses and sites
in the bettered area had been bettered. A percentage was then
to be levied by way of t a x upon the betterment area. That
is exactly the scheme of t h e Government, though I must say
it was put forward and elaborated with far greater knowledge
b y the county council. At all events, we have seen no proof
to the contrary a t present.
Mr. Lloyd-George : You had better wait.
Mr. Lyiielton : Then I will withdraw t h a t .
With regard to ungotten minerals I should point out t h a t
there we have absolutely no answer to the questions which have
been put by my hon. Friends.
I heard of a case of an hon.
Friend of mine. For a long time he believed there were minerals
under his estate ; for a long time he shrank from the great
speculative risk which was necessarily to be run before he
bored a,nd investigated to see if there was coal in payable
quantities on his estate or not. Ultimately he did sink for coal,
and developed a very narrow profit. Coal was found, and found
in the adjacent fields of his neighbour also. Supposing t h a t coal
after he had bored for it at immense expense was found to exist,
b u t not in payable quantities. I t would then be ungotten
minerals if he left it in the land. Would he have to pay under
these conditions ? I ask the Chancellor of the Exchequer t h a t
question. I think it would be a monstrous injustice t h a t he
should have to p a y ; he would have undertaken great risks and
great expense in ascertaining t h a t there was coal on his estate.
If it was payable coal it would be a great advantage to the whole
neighbourhood ; if it was not payable then he would have
incurred the cost and on one reading of this Resolution he would
have been liable for the tax which would be levied upon him on
ungotten minerals. I should like t h a t question to be answered,
and to be made perfectly clear. I think I know where this desire
for taxing ungotten minerals was obtained. I know t h a t railway
companies taking the property compulsorily from owners who
believe there is some mineral underneath, have to face claims
sometimes for ungotten minerals and prospective values. I
suppose t h a t is the precedent on which the Government have
drawn. I should like to point out t h a t I believe no ease can
be quoted where taxation is based upon so careless and so
speculative an enterprising data as t h a t in which it is proposed to
t a x ungotten minerals in this Resolution.
Mr. Lloyd-George : The speech we have just heard, illustrated,
I think, probably better t h a n any speech we have heard in the
course of these proceedings, the real futility of discussing details
of a Bill before it is introduced. The right hon. Gentleman
compared us to novelists who have constantly something
surprising in store for the public. May I compare him with
a critic who insists on criticising a novel before it is even
published. I would even go further, and compare him to one
who has sued for an injunction in order to prevent a novel
from being published so t h a t he may have a whole fortnight
in which to criticise it in advance. There could not have been
a possible, a better, illustration. The right hon. Gentleman
will discover it himself when he sees the Bill. Take his elaborate
criticism of the destructive effects of our proposal on garden
cities. There was not a single word in it relevant, not a single
word of it had reference to our proposals. On the contrary,
the right hon. Gentleman was good enough to assume t h a t for
the first, time I have been informed on this subject by himself.
Will he believe me when I tell him I have had all this in my
mind before, and not only me but my colleagues, and t h a t
t h a t is one of t h e things we particularly wanted t o guard
against ? That view we take very strongly. I agree with
him there is nothing, I think, more undesirable t h a n the present
system of dismal, dreary houses, without any sort of amenities
a t all—hardly a courtyard. I agree t h a t very admirable work
is being done by the garden cities in developing houses for
the working men on some more rational plan. Does he really
believe t h a t we are going to introduce a Bill which is destructive
of one of the best features of the housing development in this
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country 1 All that he has got to do is just to confine himself
to the general principles embodied in the resolution, which
will simply enable us to introduce the Bill dealing with taxation
upon these general lines, and I think it may be assumed t h a t
we have all these problems in our minds.
There is not a single proposal which he elaborated with great
ingenuity that we have not in our mind and have guarded
against, and what applies to the right hon. Gentleman applies
also to the difficulties found by my hon. Friend the Member
for Preston. I have no doubt that when he sees the Bill he
will be able to find cause for fresh criticism. He very kindly
informed the House t h a t when he first heard my plan he really
thought the third part of it
[An hon. Member: " The
second part of it."] Yes, the second part of it, a very good
one ; but luckily, having thought it out, he was able to console
himself by finding some objection even to that.
I have no
doubt he would be able, with his critical and essentially analytical
mind, to find difficulties in every conceivable scheme, but the
particular difficulties which he found to-day are really not in
the Bill. I can give him a case in point. Take the case of a
man who ten years ago bought land for £100,000. I t falls to
£80,000 in two or three years, and then goes back to £90,000.
That man will have lost £10,000. Perhaps the hon. Member
will be surprised that t h a t is a case we have thought of and
provided against, and that is really why I rather deprecate
criticism, and I think quite fairly. I think it is one of the
greatest anomalies from the view of procedure t h a t we should
have not merely a second reading Debate, b u t a Committee
discussion upon a Bill which cannot be introduced until the
whole of these resolutions are approved. The right hon.
Gentleman the Member for East Worcestershire must congratulate himself upon some decision or other in this connection
which would have a bearing upon some financial Bill which he
is preparing in advance. I think he must shudder a t the
prospect if every one of the 1,500 duties he contemplates is to
be criticised in this sort of microscopic way before we have ever
seen them. That is why I ask the Committee rather to confine
itself to general principles than to go into those minute discussions on machinery. Most of the criticism of the right hon.
Gentleman the Member for St. George's was directed to
machinery.
Mr. Lyttelton : We wanted to know what the tax was.
Mr. Lloyd-George : We told the right hon. Gentleman
over and over again what the tax was. I shall tell him again
if necessary, but I shall only tell him the general principles
unless he enables me to get the resolution upon which to found
the Bill, which will contain the whole machinery for carrying
it out. I will take another case which the right hon. Gentleman
gave. First of all, he criticised us because he said we were goinc
in iof a costly valuation, and he said t h a t whoever else made
money out of this the lawyers and surveyors certainly would.
Then he went on to build up a great argument upon the assumption t h a t all the valuations would be made by Excise officers.
My answer to t h a t is if he will just wait he will see t h a t both
those criticisms are absolutely irrelevant.
Viscount Helmsley :

W h o will d o i t ?

Mr. Lloyd-George : The Noble Lord will know as soon as
he sees the Bill. He will then get the whole machinery, and
then he can bring his well-known powers of criticism to bear
upon it. I only want to show t h a t most of these criticisms
have no reference to our proposals. The right hon. Gentleman
asks, " W h y do you not give us an elaborate detailed account
of every one of your proposals ? " I know exactly what would
happen if we did t h a t . Supposing I answered the questions
which have been put to me by the right hon. Gentleman opposite ?
Probably another hon. Member would ask what would happen
in such and such a case. I might answer that, and then a
third hon. Member might ask what is the machinery for such
and such a case ? The discussion has lasted a very long time
already, but the natural result of taking t h a t course would be
t h a t our discussions would never come to an end. [An hon.
Member: " You have the closure."] Yes, but I do not want
to apply that if it is possible to do without it. I have been
the victim of the closure so often myself that it is a very painful
process for me to apply it. I will confine myself to answering
the criticisms which have been directed to the general principles

of these taxes, and in doing so I think I am acting quite in
accordance with precedent.
What are the criticisms ? They have been confined to two
points. The first is t h a t it is unjust to single out a special
kind of property and apply to it a special tax ; and the second
is t h a t it is impracticable to impose the tax. I will deal in the
first place with the first proposition that it is u n j u s t to select
this special kind of property for this kind of tax. I am not
going to refer so much to other countries, because the fact
that they do it is no proof t h a t it is just or unjust. Nevertheless,
I think it is relevant when it comes to a question of practicability,
although it is not relevant as to whether it is fair or equitable.
I rather deprecate the assumption which underlies this criticism.
I mean the assumption that we are taking somebody's property
away from them. We are simply imposing a tax, and what
is t h a t tax ? I t is a t a x of one-halfpenny in the £ on the
capital value, and amounts to a t a x of one four-hundred-andeightieth part. This is not the only country in which you
have a property tax. I n other countries there are taxes imposed
upon capital value, and why should it be confiscation the
moment you introduce the principle of a tax upon capital value
in this country ? That is all we are doing. We are simply
imposing a tax of one four-hundred-and-eightieth part upon
one particular kind of property.
The only question is whether it is fair. That is a proper
question to put to me, and I think I ought to answer it. Is it
fair to single out this particular kind of property, and impose
a t a x of this kind upon that class of property when you are
exempting every other kind of property in the Kingdom ?
I think it is, for this reason. We are simply imposing a tax on
a kind of property which is created not by the investment of
its owner, not by his industry or his enterprise. [Opposition
cries of " Why ? " ] I.will give the reason why, but I desire
first to state my proposition. We are taxing the owner of this
kind of property not upon something which he has created
by his own capital or by his own industry, enterprise or foresight, but entirely upon t h a t part which is created by t h e
enterprise or industry of the community. If the owner invests
money in agricultural land we do not tax it, because that is an
investment. [Opposition cries of " Yes, you do."] Horit
Members opposite may take it from me t h a t our intention is
not to impose this half-penny tax upon agricultural land.
Whether our proposals actually carry out t h a t intention or
not is a matter for criticism in Committee ; •but for the moment
hon. Members must accept t h a t as our principle. The community is in need of £16,000,000 for defence, for security, and
for social purposes which are well known to all hon. Members
of this House. I ask, under these circumstances, is it unfair
t h a t you should impose a tax of one four-hundred-and-eightieth
part upon property which is created b y the industry of the
community itself ? I do not think it is. The right hon.
Gentleman has put forward cases of ground landlords who have
spent a good deal of money, and he mentioned one case where
£100,000 had been spent upon improvements on his property
to bring it up to the point of being valuable land. I think t h a t
ought to be considered, and it would not be necessary to the principle of our tax to impose this t a x upon that property.
Our
principle is t h a t you should t a x on the part of the property
which is created by the community, and not b y somebody
else.
Mr. Lyttelton : When a man has put t h a t amount of
money into a building enterprise which is admittedly risky^
what would be a proper remuneration for his risk ?
Mr. Lloyd-George : I understand the right hon. Gentleman
fully realises t h a t we are deducting all expenditure by the
land-owner upon the property spent with a view of making it
fit for building sites.
Mr. Remnant: Within what period ?
Mr. Lloyd-George : I am afraid if I begin to give answers
to these questions I should have to use all sorts of arguments
even when they would not serve my purpose for the moment.
I will take the case of a mine. In this instance—and I will
make this concession to the right hon. Gentleman—a mineowner spends a lot of money in developing his property. For
the moment I think the right hon. Gentleman had better set
this point on one side until he sees the provisions of the Bill.
For the present I am taking the ordinary case of the mining
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royalty owner. I will deal first with the justice of taxing
minerals where there has been no expenditure by the owner
to develop the property. W h a t is the ordinary case ? I t is
the case of a rather barren waste piece of land not very valuable
from an agricultural point of view. Somebody else spends
money for developing it, and it is often a very speculative
and risky enterprise, and there have been huge fortunes lost
in opening u p these lands, b u t not by the land-owner. But
the land-owner comes in a t this point. The Member for
Mansfield, corrected me in one particular, and it is a very
important one. He pointed out that in most of these cases
the land-owner demands ten times more than the real value
of the surface for agricultural purposes. Supposing the operation
is a success, what happens ? The mine is open and the landowner gets hundreds of thousands of pounds in the shape of
royalties. If the mines close down for any purpose the landowner continues to receive his dead rent. If the mines close
down in consequence of labour troubles, or because trade is
bad and the price of coal is not high enough to make it profitable
for the colliery owner to go on working the mine, the land-owner
still insists upon having t h a t dead rent.
Let us look for a moment a t the position of the three parties
concerned in the mines. First of all there is the miner,
secondly the colliery proprietor who has to sink his capital in
the mine ; and thirdly there is the land-owner. We all know
what the miner gets. W7e all know t h a t the miner is taxed upon
his tobacco and spirits, and t h a t is his contribution to this
£16,000,000.
The colliery proprietor has invested large sums
in developing the property, and what does he do ? He pays
his extra 2d. upon the income tax, and I hope he will pay under
the super-tax, and he deserves to. But he has to pay more
t h a n that, because, under a Bill carried by the late Government, he is liable to pay compensation to all miners who are
injured in the mine, if there is an explosion which ruins his
property.
Now, what does the mining royalty owner do ?
He has risked nothing. He has made no investments and no
industry, and there is purely the industry which the hon. and
gallant Member says is a very hard one, namely, t h a t of
receiving. W h a t is his contribution towards accidents, sickness,
or death in the mines ? The colliery owner, under the Bill of
the right hon. Gentleman the Member for West Birmingham,
bears the whole of that burden, and there is no contribution
from the royalty owner. As a matter of fairness and equity,
is it unfair to ask "that man who has risked nothing, when
we are getting up a fund, to provide for the sickness of those
miners, for death, for widows and orphans, and old age, to
contribute one-halfpenny in the pound ?
Mr. Lyttelton : May I ask the right hon. Gentleman whether
he proposes, under those circumstances, to tax the gotten
minerals ? The proposal in the Budget is ungotten minerals.
Mr. Lloyd-George: The right hon. Gentleman seems to
think that he has made a great discovery. How could you get
the freehold interest on the capital value of a mine except by
a t a x on ungotten minerals ? I do not know any other way
The right hon. Gentleman may have a better way of doing it.
T h a t is what I am getting at. I think it perfectly fair that we
should call upon the freeholder to make his contribution towards
the expenditure of the nation.
All Hon. Member : W h a t about the income tax ?
Mr. Lloyd-George : Obviously he pays the income tax in
common with the rest of the community.
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the houses and made the land valuable, we should remember
t h a t the increase from 5s. to £50 should pay a contribution
of a Id. as a pension to these poor old people. I know that
hon. Gentlemen opposite do not accept t h a t proposition. But
if it was p u t to them in their private capacity I believe not only
would they repudiate the idea of not taxing'in such a case, but
I should be surprised if they would not propose an increase
of the taxation. The increment is exactly on the same basis.
I hope the hon. Gentlemen opposite will confine themselves to
the general principle of the increment tax. What is it ?
Looked a t from a practical point of view we find that it is done
in other countries. I t is a perfectly just tax. I t is an increased
tax due to the enterprise of the community. Why should
the community, when the State is in need of money, not pay
it? If we take it from beer, we should have to put it on
agricultural land. I t is purely a question of the distribution
of burdens. We are not creating burdens, we are distributing
them. If I could not get £500,000 this year from a particular
tax, I should have to get it by distributing the taxes amongst
hon. Gentlemen on both sides of this House who are interested
in other property. On the whole, it is fair to make a distribution
on men who are making something out of the enterprise of
the community. Judging by Colonial experience, it is a Colonial
preference.
Sir Edward Carson: Will the right hon. Gentleman say
whether the increment applies to land which has buildinss
6
on it ?
Mr. Lloyd-George :
The increment goes on all round.
Take the ordinary transaction, as the letting of a house. The
right hon. Gentleman must wait, he will have to wait for a
fortnight. He will not have to pay for a fortnight.
Sir Edward Carson :

I shall have to wait.

Mr. Lloyd-George : Yes ; the tax will not be proposed before
the next fortnight, but I wish here to refer to the experience
of other countries. The right hon. Gentleman has referred
to the imposition of an increment tax as something so grotesque
a n d so insane t h a t it never before entered the mind of man
until some novelist began to think about it. If he will refer
to the experience of other countries he will find that it has
been a great success. I believe that the Conservative party
in Germany have proposed to extend it to imperial taxation,
following the example of one of the greatest commercial cities
in the world—that is, Frankfurt, and other cities like Hamburg
and Cologne and two or three others. I t has been such a great
success in the great commercial cities of the Continent t h a t
they are extending it with practically unanimous assent of the
inhabitants. So much for the practicability of the experience
of other countries. Now let us refer to our own. I will confine
myself to the taxing of ungotten minerals and building l^nd.
I will confine myself to two points. The land agent for a n
estate marks out the land. He says this is agricultural land
which is worth so much an acre, and this is building l a n d ,
which is worth so much. That is done by the land agent in every
case, and he values ungotten minerals. H e does not value
the royalty, but what he does regard is the landlord's interest
in t h a t particular point.
Mr. Lambton : According to the market price of the day.
Mr. Lloyd-George: A Daniel come to j u d g m e n t !
The
market value is, of course, what we are asking for ; we are not
asking for anything more. Whenever building land and ungotten
mineral land come into the market ——

An Hon. Member: On capital ?
Mr. Lloyd-George : I know I am rather boring the House.
1 did cut out four or five pages from my Budget speech on this
subject which I should like to have delivered. I t is quite clear
t h a t whatever I am taxing I am certainly taxing the patience
of the House. Let me take the case of a leaseholder. Everybody knows from his own experience t h a t in an industrial
community you have to get houses for the workpeople near the
works. Probably it is very poor land. I t may be not worth
more t h a n 4s. or 5s. an acre ; but, as a rule, there is a ground
rent of £2 a house. Land which used to produce 5s. an acre
produces £50 an acre or more, and I say, as a matter Of fair play
and equity, t h a t when we are getting u p a fund for old age
pensions for workmen, including the very workmen who built

Mr. Mark ham : Will the right hon. Gentleman excuse me
if I say that he is wrong in t h a t statement. No mineral land
is assessed, either for estate d u t y or income tax, unless a shaft
has been opened.
Mr. Lloyd-George : Where the land is leased you value it,
b u t you are supposed to value it in the other case as well. They
are supposed to do it by the law of the land, and if it has not
been done it means the land-owner has escaped the duty
imposed by Act of Parliament. That is a very serious charge.
Sir E. Carson : What I am saying is this, t h a t since the
death duties came into force in 1894 the practice has been,
with the knowledge of the office over which the right hon.
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Gentleman now presides, only to tax the value of minerals in
mines which have been opened. I say t h a t if that has been
done with the consent of the Revenue Department, which the
right hon. Gentleman presides over, it is because it is impossible
and been found to be impossible, to p u t a tax on a mine which
has not been opened and to estimate what the value is. I t is
not a question of the land-owner escaping the tax.
Mr. Lloyd-George : If it has not been done it is purely
and simply because the Revenue officials have been under the
impression in every estate which has passed t h a t there has
been no market value for the ungotten minerals, and if
there is no market value then there is no tax.
Let me
take another point.
The right hon. Gentleman said
it could not be valued, but it is valued for the purposes of compensation. [Mr. L Y T T E L T O N : " No."] There is never any
difficulty in getting a t it in such cases, and I can assure the
right hon. Gentleman the Member for St. George's, Hanover
Square (Mr. Lyttelton) that the Government of which he was
a member did it. I will give him the case in a moment and I
think he will admit t h a t his interruption is a little premature.
Whenever there is a Lands Clauses case it is so easy to value.
The expertness of the valuers depends entirely on the Act of
Parliament they are working under. If the case comes under
the Finance Act they cannot value either building land or
ungotten minerals. But the moment you get a case under the
Lands Clauses Act for compensation then their intellect mellows.
I t is undeveloped land under the Finance Act, but it is fully
developed land under the Lands Clauses Act.
Take the
case of Rosyth. That is a case of considerable interest a t the
present moment. Its relevance is not merely naval. I t is
fiscal also. The case of Rosyth was a case in which the late
Government gave £100,000 for the site. How did they value
it ? I t had an agricultural value, as they discovered. I t also
had a mineral value. [Cries of " No."] I think the hon.
Member for the Chelmsford division is quite right in warning
his Friends not to pin themselves to their repudiation, as this
matter was carried through by the hon. and gallant Member
who only last night said it was impossible to value in these cases.
Six years ago he was an extraordinarily clever man.
Mr. Pretyman : I never made any such statement as t h a t
it was impossible to value any property. I made an entirely
different statement. If the right hon. Gentleman wants to
know, the valuation a t Rosyth was made by a professional
valuer in Edinburgh whose name stands very high amongst
Scottish valuers. My statement was not t h a t it was impossible
to value a property, but t h a t it was impossible to p u t
a value to-day upon something which had no uniform
value, and which you had to compare subsequently with a bit
you sold which had not been separately valued.
Mr. Lloyd-George : I beg the hon. and gallant Member's
pardon. We are talking about ungotten minerals, and how
we are to value them. At any rate, it is a consolation to know
t h a t there is at least one Scotchman who can do it. I have
no d o u b t it will be possible to find men in South Wales who
can do it, and I should not be a bit surprised if men of other
nationalities could also do it. What happened was, there was
no mine on this property, but there were minerals, and for the
purpose of valuing them, for a Government bargain, you pay
compensation, getting the value fixed by a valuer of high
standing.
Mr. Pretyman : There never was a valuation of the minerals.
In this case there was a large property in which there was a
probability t h a t minerals existed. What happened was this.
The owner said : " There may be minerals, it is impossible
to say." [Ministerial interruptions.] Well, I think this is a
point which is very germane to the discussion. In this ease
you have two free agents—a buyer and a seller. One wants
to sell the property, the other wants to buy it. The owner of''
the property says, " There may be minerals here under my
property, and I am not prepared to sell them to you unless you
are willing to give me something for them." He is a perfectly
free agent in the matter. The purchaser, too, is a perfectly
free agent. It. is open for him to say whether he will take the
property or not on those terms. But in this case of Rosyth
a definite valuation is to be imposed upon the property as a
certainty. A tax is to be paid by the owner, whether there
turns out to be minerals or not.

Mr. Lloyd-George : I am very much obliged to the hon.
Gentleman ; he has let the Committee see what there is in this.
I t is not merely the fact of there being minerals underneath
the property. Because of the mere possibility t h a t there may
be minerals, and because there is a possible chance of minerals
being there, the Government said that that possibility was
worth £17,000. If it is good enough for the landlord to demand
£17,000 from the public under such circumstances, is it not
equally good enough to justify the Government proposal to p u t
a valuation on the same possibility ? This throws a light upon
a good many more things. In this case there was an allowance
of 50 per cent, for compulsory sale. These are the official
figures which I have had given me.
Mr. Pretyman : They are wrong.
Mr. Lloyd-George : Well, they are the figures given me
officially. Then for destroying the amenities of the House
there was another allowance of £15,000. But putting that all
on one side, you haye the fact t h a t for minerals which have
never been tested a charge of £17,250 was imposed upon the
State. Surely it is absurd in view of that fact to say that you
cannot value them for the purposes of taxation. I say it is a
just tax, a fair tax, and a perfectly practical tax.
Viscount Helmsley: The right hon. Gentleman who has
just sat down began his speech with the usual stereotyped
exordium which we have heard several times in the course of
this Debate. He began by telling us that he does not mean
to enlighten us upon any of those points about which we ask
information and upon which we need enlightenment. After
all how is it possible to consider and discuss general principles
unless we are at liberty, a t the same time, to discuss the
application of those principles, and yet the moment you begin
to show t h a t not only are the principles wrong in themselves,
but t h a t the application of them is absolutely impossible, than
the right hon. Gentleman gets up and says, " Wait till you see
the Bill." When the right hon. Gentleman completed t h a t
stereotyped prelude which we have so often heard he indulged
in those rhetorical flights in which he so especially excels, and
then I think he was betrayed into certain inaccuracies. At
any rate t h a t was so on one or two points which struck me.
Let us take the eloquent passage in which he alluded to those
who on this side of the House he suggested were unwilling to
contribute, even Jd. in the £ as a pension for the poor old men
who had helped to build the houses on, and to create the wealth
of, these estates. I understood from that that this halfpenny
in the £ is to be a tax not merely on undeveloped land, b u t
on developed land—land on which houses have been built by
these poor workemn to whose pensions we are asked to contribute.
Mr. Lioyd-George : I certainly did not intend to convey
t h a t impression. Let me say a t once that there is no intention
of imposing this tax upon land built upon. Certainly not.
Viscount Helmsley : I am very glad to have t h a t explanation
from the right hon. Gentleman, but then we are to understand
t h a t a beautiful passage in his speech really amounts to nothing
at all. I t was very eloquent, and no doubt will appeal in future
very much to the electors of Wales, I should like to say a word
about undeveloped land.
How is the Chancellor going to decide upon what land should
pay the undeveloped tax ? There may be land in close proximity
to a town which a t one time might have been considered to be
very valuable building land, but the course of events has made
the whole town move out in an opposite direction, and therefore
though there might be a great possibility of the land being
built on, every practical man would know it was not a likely
speculation. In that case is ho going to tax it as undeveloped
land ? Is he, because the capital value does not exceed £50,
going to tax the owner when he is getting only agricultural
value from it, although he cannot develop it, and though he
knows perfectly well t h a t even if he puts it up for sale or puts
it out on lease probably no one would ever buy it or be prepared to take it ? T h a t would be a monstrous injustice, and it
only shows how a scheme of this sort may be plausible in
appearance, but when its real effects are considered is absolutely
unworkable and unjust in practice. Then what is he going to
do about land which is called accommodation land ? There
is plenty' of accommodation land near small market towns and
villages which is let a t 50s. »n acre. Fifty shillings an acre
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a t 20 years' purchase comes to £50 capital value. Is t h a t
going to be taxed as undeveloped land ? No sane man would
want to build on it. Everyone might be very well housed,
yet because, in the parlance of the Chancellor of the Exchequer,
it is undeveloped, the owner has to pay |rl. in the £ on some
hypothetical value. I t is t h a t very kind of land which is being
acquired and has been acquired for small holdings. I do not
know whether the right hon. Gentleman is going to p u t in a
provision to exempt them, b u t if so hitherto he has given us an
inadequate explanation of his proposals, and if the borderline is to be land of the capital value of £50, he has included a
great deal of agricultural land which ought not to be called
undeveloped land. I t really does not matter to us what the
Chancellor of the Exchequer's principles are, or whether he wants
to include it or not. All we have to consider is whether he
does.
The resolution was then put.
For
Against

330
120

Majority
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" Pall Mall Gazette " (Con.), contributor to, 28th April :—
" Hen-roosts are an important consideration with landed proprietors ; and hen-roosts and taxation, I seem to remember, have
been associated in fiscal operations other than those with which
a county Chancellor of the Exchequer is concerned. I t may,
possibly, turn out .that the levying of taxes on hen-roosts will be
left, as heretofore, to that licensed depredator, our friend in red.
All the same, when a fisc is understood to be hen-roostery-minded,
a landed-proprietary may well find itself in interested jloubt as to
what is going to happen to the nest. Its discourse, I remark, turns,
with more than usual frequency, upon a schedule, over which,
vacuous voyager as I am, there is no chance of any Chancellor
calling upon me to stand and deliver. The capital value of land
to a landless cremationist is not worth mentioning. Notwithstanding
its obvious truth, I find any remark of this kind frowned upon by
acred men as ill-timed levity."

" Daily Chronicle " (Lib.), 30th April :—
" But the most important impost of the three is the halfpenny
tax on capital value. For although this is to be limited, in its
first application, to certain classes of land, there can be little doubt
that it will ultimately become universal. The Chancellor of the
Exchequer has obviously determined his first selection on two
main grounds, viz. :—(1) The ease and rapidity of valuation, and
(2) the spur to useful production. Undeveloped land and mining
rights present the valuer with his problem in its simplest form,
uncomplicated by the improvement values added by enterprise.
On the other hand, their taxation, even at the low rate of a halfpenny in the pound, must accelerate their utilisation, and thus
open up further opportunities for the employment of labour. The
greater valuation difficulties connected with agricultural land and
urban land already built over fully account for their exclusion
from the first year's levy—an exclusion which is perhaps the most
striking testimony to the prudence of Mr. Lloyd George."

" Morning Leader " (Lib.), 30th April :—
" Mr. Lloyd-George has provided for the long over-due Taxation
of Land Values, urgently demanded by the urban municipalities
and by the rural occupier. On the moral and social effects of this
measure we and our contributors have often dwelt. Its financial
results, which for the current year are put at no more than £500,000,
will, in the future, prove of infinite service in the scheme of social
progress. . . . For a few days, perhaps for weeks, the air will
ring with denunciations of the iniquity of a tax on land values.
The widow and the orphan, whose little all used to be invested
in brewery shares, will now be found to have transferred it to undeveloped building sites which they are holding up for better times."

".Financial Times " (Finance), 30th April :—
" Mr. Lloyd-George cannot be accused of any lack of courage
in his convictions. Although this is his first Budget, and as Chancellor of the Exchequer he is a mere gosling, he has gone for the
whole farmyard like a veteran gander. He must pardon us for
the bucolic metaphor, as it was he himself who inaugurated the
series by his threat of ' raiding hen-roosts.' . . . One really
begins to feel that it is worth one's while to live on in this vale of
tears in view of such a Budget. Then Land Values and Mining
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Royalties come under inquisition, and are made to yield £500,000
more—a tax which seems most reasonable."

" Daily Express " (Con.), 30th April
" Finally, we come to the group of essentially Red Flag proposals—the heavy increase in death duties and the Taxation of
Land Values, of what the Fabian Society calls ' unearned increment,' and of mining royalties. All these mean a decrease in the
spending power of the wealthy and a necessary hampering of new
enterprise. The tax paid on the death of a landowner will prevent
his successor from making improvements, and will compel him to
the curtailment of expenses and the discharge of employees. The
20 per cent, on the increased value of land owing to the action of
the community, as it is called, is a direct punishment of foresight,
since the man who buys land on the outskirts of towns has long
views and takes considerable risk."

" Daily Mail " (Con.), 30th April :—
" The net result of this Budget is that capital is more heavily
taxed in Great Britain than in any other civilised country of the
world. The new fertiliser, taxation, is to be applied with a vengeance. Mining roj'alties and undeveloped land are other items
which come in for imposts. Tax is piled on tax till no one will
know where he stands."

" Glasgow Herald " (Con.), 30th April :—
" Do all property-owners contribute equally ? Not at all.
The man who has invested money in land that may be thought
to increase in value or that may be held by some one in authority
to have undeveloped possibilities or underlying minerals will be
specially taxed. The man who has invested money in houses will
be left alone. This may please the Lord Advocate and the antilandowner faction, as we may call them, but to the plain man it
seems inequitable."

"Daily Graphic" (Con.), 1st May :—
" In order to tax the future unearned increment of land it is
necessary to have an immediate valuation of all the land in the
kingdom, apart from the houses and improvements upon it. This
alone is a colossal task, involving immense cost for the service of
official valuers and for litigation, and all this cost must be incurred
at once, while no return can be received for many years. The case
against the proposed tax of a halfpenny in the pound on the capital
value of undeveloped land is even stronger. Who is to say when
land is undeveloped ? "

" Pall Mall Gazette " (Con.), 1st May :—
" The land taxing clauses alone, revolutionising, as they do,
the most fundamental traditions of English finance, and involving
the creation of a perfectly new system and machinery, must engage
the attention of Parliament for a period that we should hesitate
to specify, if Parliamentary supervision of these matters is still
to be a reality."

Daily Telegraph " (Con.), 1st May :—
" We are absolutely sure that thousands of the poorer classes
will find England an increasingly difficult place to live in, if the
landowning class, as a class, is to be made the subject of extortionate taxation. In many country districts an enormously large
proportion of the poorer population is directly dependent upon the
class singled out for persecution. These would get but poor compensation for the loss of their livelihood in the paltry share of the
Government's social reforms which might happen to fall their way.
" What must be both the direct and indirect effects upon a
large number of estates, which at present just manage to keep
going, of the additional twopence on the Income-tax, coupled with
the super-tax, the increased Death and Succession Duties, the
20 per cent, tax on unearned increment, the halfpenny in the pound
on the capital value of undeveloped land and undeveloped mineral
rights, and the 10 per cent, reversion duty on any benefit accruing
at the termination of a leass ? Hundreds of estates will have to
bear all or many of these burdens; drastic retrenchments will
follow ; and the bitter results will be felt in thousands of humble
homes.
This is what certain Radicals call ' retributive taxation,'
as though every man who held property had stolen it, or exploited
someone else to get it, and as though there were no title deeds which
would pass muster before a moral judge. But to the plain man
it looks like simple plunder."
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" Morning Post " (Con.), 1st May :—

Supplement.

a just system of taxation the land should contribute £20,000,000 a
year. The Budget is a long way from this ideal, but a beginning
has been made, and it will be for future Liberal financiers to carry
to their logical issues the democratic principles of taxation which
Mr. Lloyd George has so heroically enunciated. Revenue with a
view to social reform is the keynote of the Budget."

" Henry George, the Socialist, has found in his namesake, the
present Chancellor of the Exchequer, the first responsible Minister
in any civilised country to embody in a legislative proposal the
peculiar theory associated with his name. That theory has nothing
to do, except incidentally, with the principle of taxing land on the
capital, instead of the annual value, which may or may not be tho
better way. Its real essence, which is now expressed in Mr. Lloyd
George's Budget, is the doctrine that land/ never having been
honestly acquired, does not carry the same rights of possession as
other kinds of property, but ought on principle to be singled out
for penal taxation. . . .
In point of fact, the great majority
of the landowners on whom the halfpenny tax is to fall are not
keeping it out of use, but are letting it for agricultural purposes—
pending an opportunity to sell it—and are spending the rents just
as the shareholders spend their dividends. One of the drawbacks,
indeed, of Mr. Lloyd George's proposal is that the many smallholders who rent land near towns would be called upon to give it
up if the new tax should force it, as intended, into the market.
But it is by no means certain that the tax would have this effect.
• . . Neither this, however, nor any other proposal of the new
Budget need be seriously considered until the elimination of the
crude and revolutionary ideas of Henry George has made possible
the passage of the Finance Bill through the House of Lords."

" The more useful a man is to the community, the more he
has to pay. In these days of high rates people are positively
restrained from making improvements by the fear of higher assessments. That, surely, is not a sound state of things, but an economic
anomaly, and it points to the advisability of effecting a radical
change. We suppose that nobody will deny that land depends
for its value on its human associations. The presence of population
and the activities of that population create the value, and there
is surely nothing unjust or unreasonable in calling upon the owner
to make some return to the community for what the community,
by its presence and by the pressure of its necessities, does for him.
How on earth this can be called Socialism, except by people who
think tho name is a bad one and carries a reproach with it, and who
are therefore ready to apply it to something which they dislike,
we cannot see."

" Daily. Express," 1st May

" Daily News " (Lib.), 3rd May :—

" Among the sufferers by the tax on land values will be the
working-men members of friendly and building societies, who are
said to have a hundred million pounds sterling invested in land."

" If there is one institution more than another which penalises
invention and enterprise, it is the system by which the ground
landlord levies toll upon all the ingenuity and toil of his fellows.
A market gardener, let us say, hires a field to establish intensive
culture. He makes every rood yield more than an acre yielded
before ; the landlord, when the lease falls in, annexes the increased
value. An inventor builds a factory, and submits to the same
process. A builder covers an estate with houses, and when the
lease falls in the land (trebled or quadrupled in value), with all the
houses upon it, returns to the ground landlord. Take, for example,
the case of Woolwich, as put by its late Conservative member. In
1854 an estate of 250 acres brought in £750 per annum, and was
worth in capital value some £15,000. Then the Arsenal was built,
and to meet its needs the estate was leased for the building of workingclass houses. The income from it is now £14,250. In twenty years
land and houses will revert to the ground landlord, who, after making
a million out of it in income, will own another million in capital
value. The new tax will levy 20 per cent, on the unearned increment for tho benefit of the nation. That will not be a tax on brains
or enterprise. The enterprise was all with those who created the
Arsenal, and built the cottages for the workers. The landlord
used his brains only to drive a hard bargain, and to levy a tribute
<jn all who worked or thought upon his estate, while he drew his
ground rents in idleness."

" Daily Chronicle," 1st May :—
" The inspirer of one part of Mr. Lloyd George's Budget, and
not the least interesting or important part, is a very famous man—
himself for a time a Member of the House of Commons, but best
known as an economist and philosopher. We refer to John Stuart
Mill, who coined the phrase ' the unearned increment,' and formulated a policy upon it. His words may be worth recalling to-day.
Tliey come from one of his papers explanatory of the programme
of the Land Tenure Reform Association :—
' To claim for the benefit of the State the interception by
taxation of the future unearned increase of the rent of land
(so far as the same can be ascertained), or a great part of that
increase, which is continually taking place, without any effort
or outlay by the proprietors, merely through the growth of
population and wealth. . . . The Land Tenure Reform
Association claims this increase for those who are its real authors.
They do not propose to deprive the landlords of their present
rents, nor of anything which they may hereafter add to those
rents by their own improvements. The future unearned increment is what the Association seeks to withdraw from them
and retain for those to whose labour and sacrifices from generation to generation it has really been due."

" Outlook " (Con.), 1st May :—
" Probably the most vicious of the schemes adopted by Mr. Lloyd
George is connected with the Taxation of Land Values. Its immediate effects are not likely to be important (this year he only looks
to it for £500,000), while it sets a precedent of full-blooded Socialism.
At present it would be too early to say whether the carefully thoughtout trick will escape correction in the House of Lords, or whether
this section of the Budget ma,y be struck out. On the point of
public convenience no objection could be raised, since the anticipated loss of revenue would be insignificant. The ultimate decision
on this point must largely turn upon the discussion in the House
of Commons and the development of public opinion outside. This,
it should be borne in mind, is the most expansible scheme in the
Budget."

" Glasgow Herald," 1st May :—
" Although the Budget proposals affecting land are only calculated
to yield £500,000 for the first financial year, they amount in substance
to confiscation, and must be regarded as a" practical application
of the doctrine of ransom."

" Reynolds's " (Lib.), 2nd May :—
" Many enthusiastic Liberals would have preferred stronger
measures against the land monopoly than are outlined in the Budget.
Tariff Reformers declare that Free Trade has broken down. As
a matter of fact, Free Trade has never been tried in its entirety.
Long ago Cobden declared that not till the land was freed from
feudal Protection and paid its proper share of taxation, would the
principle of Free Trade have full play. Cobden calculated that under

" Bristol Mercury " (Lib.), 3rd May :—-

" Times " Parliamentary Correspondent, 3rd May :—
" In view of the regret felt by members of the United Committee
for the Taxation of Land Values at the absence of a uniform and
general tax on land values in the Budget, it may be of interest
to recall the fact that this was the tax the rejection of which by
the Cabinet was announced in ' The Times.' The subject remains
a somewhat abstruse one, despite the efforts which have been
made by Radicals to popularise it. It may not, therefore, be
generally understood that the proposal on behalf of which a vigorous
campaign has been waged during the last four or five months is
that a uniform annual tax should be imposed on the capital value
of all land, after the value of the buildings or improvements that
may bo upon it had been disentangled from the site value. It was
confidently asserted by not a few Radicals that a fresh annual
revenue of £20,000,000 could straightway be derived from such
a tax. It need hardly be said that the announcement in ' The
Times ' of its rejection was based on authentic information. I t
was added that ' the Government desire by proposals of a minor
character to meet in some degree the wishes of a section of their
supporters that land should contribute especially to the financial
needs of the moment, but the shape in which their intention will
crystallise is hardly likely to be one which will satisfy the advocates
of land values taxation.' These proposals are now before the House
of Commons, and they do not satisfy the advocates of land values
taxation.
" I t is conceivable that, if the original proposal for a general
annual tax on the capital value of all land, irrespective of buildings
or improvements, had been included in the Budget, the House
of Lords might have felt justified in that rejection of the Budget
en bloc, which has been mooted more often by Liberals than by
Unionists. It will be seen that the distinction between such a tax
and the attenuated form of land values taxation which has been
adopted is of capital importance, although the present proposals
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are felt by the Opposition to be of a most controversial nature.
The taxes on future unearned increment and on the transfer of
real estate are not annual taxes, and land taxers object to them
on the ground that they would tend to keep land out of the market.
The tax on the capital value of undeveloped land is restricted to
vacant building sites near a town or village, agricultural land being
exempted. The tax 011 ' ungotten minerals ' is in substance a tax
on mining royalties. In these circumstances, land taxers pin their
hopes to the valuation which has been promised, which they think
may pave the way to further innovations."

" Daily Telegraph," 4th May :—
" Take land values alone. The Chancellor of the Exchequer
is astute in that matter, though not clever enough to escape as he
had hoped. With saintly moderation, he affects to content himself
this year with an insignificant, an almost imperceptible yield of
£500,000. But a little later, as he ingenuously admits, the product
of this little scheme will be ' heavy.' The country must not pay
the least heed to the petty sum asked for at the outset, in order
to jockey the issue. It must awake to the whole tendency of the
provisions for seizing capital value during lifetime in connection
with ' unearned increment' upon urban sites and upon ' undeveloped
land and minerals,' whatever this latter loose and sweeping provision
may prove to mean. If this process of seizing capital and income
wholesale is to be stopped, the whole principle at stake must be
fought out now.
" Again and again we have endeavoured to rouse the country
to a sense of what Socialism in practical politics really means. It
is not a scheme of society. It is a theory of taxation. If those
who hate Socialism, and desire to resist it to the last, think they
are doing much good by exposing the artificial and impossible
character of the Collectivist Utopia, in which nobody will have
anything of his own, and everybody will live under the control of
everybody else—if anti-Socialists worry themselves about academic
controversies of that sort—then they are on the wrong lines, and
must get off these lines as soon as possible. The real Socialism,
we repeat, is a theory of taxation."

" T i m e s " (Con.) 4th May:—
" There is some sort of confused notion in people's minds that
the increased value of land is due in a peculiar, manner to the community at large. What does the community do to make a field
more valuable than before ? The community does not lay out a
penny, but its members compete with one another for possession
of building lots in that field. They make the increased value simply
by being there, and in precisely the same way every value is what
it is by reason of the community being there. Take away the
community, and everything, from the masterpiece by Holbeiji
down to the goodwill of the cobbler's little business, drops indefinitely in value. No greater Will-o'-the-wisp ever deluded sane
people than this attempt to separate the increment due to the mere
existence of society. It cannot be done all round ; and it is mere
injustice to attempt it in the case of land alone. Even then it
cannot be done impartially all round, as Mr. Lloyd George is practically compelled to admit by exempting reversions, in which a
numerous class is interested."

" Morning Post," 6th May :—
" In the ranks of the Socialists, and there alone, can the Government now expect to win sympathy by their constant plea that the
only alternative to this kind of Budget is Tariif Reform. The
alternatives are truly stated, and the country has already decided
which to have next time. Ministerialists think they have got a
strong point when they argue that Tariff Reform might produce
a revenue of £20,000,000, but would then have reached the limit
of its ' elasticity ' unless the tariff should be raised. They do not
understand that the elasticity of Tariff Reform as a revenue system
would reside—as the experience of every o'ther leading State has
shown—in the stimulus it would give to every form of productive
enterprise, thereby increasing the yield of every form of tax. When
they talk about the iniquity of ' taxing food ' do they think that
food is not taxed when English agriculture is strangled by the
progressive taxation of its raw material and its capital resources ?
Already the ratepayers are told that they must wait for their longpromised relief until the surplus of revenue is realised next year.
They may have to wait longer than that, not only for the surplus
but also for the pleasure of the Socialist dictators."

" Daily Telegraph " (Financial Correspondent), May 7th :—
" While the general opinion is strongly adverse to the Budget,
there are those who think that, unless serious modifications are
introduced, it will have the effect of bringing property into the
market, and thuB extending the volume of business. But with the

increased caution which buyers are likely to display, agreement
between vendors and purchasers respecting values may prove by
no means easy of attainment. There must be a demand as well
as a willingness to sell."

" Field," May 8th : " In the insertion of what one of the Labour members described
as the thin end of the wedge in relation to the taxation of land values
the Chancellor of the Exchequer showed a judicious moderation,
in so far as he kept clear of a raid upon agricultural land, with respect
to two out of three proposed taxes. To excuse this exemption to
the single-taxers among the supporters of the Government he gave
expression to an appreciation of the liberality with which owners
of agricultural estates spend their receipts upon improvements
of various kinds, to the advantage of the country financially and
socially."

" Saturday Review," 8th May :—
" A great many newspapers, even on the Unionist side, have
idiotically pronounced the Budget to be ' brainy'—to borrow
their odious slang—because it does not go in the old grooves,
putting a penny on this tax and adding sixpence to that duty, but
strikes out new lines ! To such a depth of imbecility has financial
criticism in the press declined ! Any fool can strike out new lines
in finance by disregarding the financial precedents of two centuries
and applying to an old and complex society like ours the crackbrained panaceas of Rousseau and Henry George. Mr. Balfour
discovered to a puzzled public, with a lucidity and animation- that
were most inspiriting, that there is hardly a fundamental problem
in politics and economics which is not calmly assumed as the basis
of this most astounding Budget. The interception of what is called
unearned increment, the graduation of income-tax, the taxing of
vacant building land, the taxing of reversions, all these are controversial questions which, under different guises, have vexed the
theatre and the market-place ever since professors and demagogues
meddled with the government of men. Now there advances to the
table of the House of Commons a dapper little Welsh attorney,
and droning from his notes for five hours—with theatrical breakdown carefully arranged beforehand—does actually propose to
govern this old, aristocratic England on the principles of Anacharsis
Clootz, Friend of Humanity. Most astonishing indeed! But
not the least wonderful part of this ugly play is that Mr. Asquith,
Mr. Haldane, Mr. Birrell, and Sir Edward Grey are perfectly aware
of what is afoot. . . The accretion of Value to the ground landlord
during a ninety-nine years' lease has been enormous, especially in
London. The rental of the big West End estates, already enormous,
will be multiplied by five in about twenty years, when most of the
leases fall in. John Evelyn tells us in his Diary that he bought
the Sayes Court property in Deptford for £3,600, and that he paid
£360 for somebody's mill and ground—say £4,000 in all.
The
capitalised value of this property in Deptford to-day must be
something like half a million sterling On the basis of" capitalised
ground rents the Dukes of Bedford and Westminster will in a few
years be as rich as the Astors and the Vanderbilts. There is of
course no reason why they should not be : but when a man's estate
becomes worth £30,000,000, and when he spends very little of his
time or his money in the town on which he lives, we think that a
10 per cent, reversion duty is reasonable."

" The Academy " (Edited by Lord Alfred Bruce Douglas)
8th May :—
"
" We do not think it worth while to devote any space to a
detailed examination of Mr. Lloyd George's Budget, It is exactly
the sort of Budget which might have been conceived by a draper's
assistant who had been for many years a victim of the ' living-in
system.' .- . Meanwhile, those who have money lying idle cannot
do better than to invest it in land, in tft-eweries, and in all the
industrial and commercial securities which would be ruined if the
little Welsh attorney's proposals had any serious chance of being
carried into effect."
J •! '

" Estates Gazette," 8th May :—
" W e are not concerned in this place with party politics—we are
content to judge Governments and parties by their attitude to
those great landed interests upon which the economic stability
of the country still rests. Looking at the Budget from this point of
view we cannot hesitate to perceive and say that, for reasons into
which we need not enter, what is called the ' landowning class '
has fallen under the displeasure of the present Government, which
has determined to put it under the harrow."
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" Sheffield Telegraph " (Con.), Agricultural Correspondent,
12th May:—
" There appears to be a consensus of opinion amongst impartially
minded people that the Budget will seriously hit the agricultural
community. It is true that certain assistance in the shape of
afforestation, support of main roads, and assistance in agricultural
research are to be given to the farming community, but nothing
is said as to whether the Agricultural Rates Act is to be renewed
next year, whilst if it is not the net result will be a serious increase
to our agricultural burdens. We would, however, point out that
even the taxation proposals, so far as we know them, must in the
end prove very serious indeed."

"Manchester Guardian" (Lib.), May 13th—Comments on
Land Tax Debate :—

Supplement.

by the State. We are getting tired of explaining why land is a more
suitable subject for taxation than Consols, but we may add another
reason. It is that a tax on Consols must inevitably recoil upon
the State."

" Morning Post," 13th May :—
" With the usual inconsistency of fanatical prejudice the land
taxers, who aro all Free Traders, try to explain that taxes on liquor
and land, aqd on these things alone, are exceptions to tho rule that
the consumer pays. They have already discovered their mistake
in the case of liquor, and perhaps they will find that land also is no
respecter of fanatics. Nor has Mr. Lloyd George an easier task
in trying to vindicate his proposal to tax ' ungotten minerals.'
The palpable impossibility of valuing them is conclusive by itself.
But if the thing could be done, why is it good to tax coal before it
is raised when it is monstrous to tax it on exportation ? "

" Mr. Cox clung to the old theoretic paradox of the indistinguishableness of land from other forms of property. In theory it is easy
to establish the identity of all forms of property and to prove that
Consols, Holbeins, building land in Moss Side, next presentations ; " Daily Mail," 13th May :—
to livings, places next the window in the Black Hole of Calcutta,
" If the State is going to take the ' unearned increment,' it must
drinks of fresh water on a raft manned by castaways are all, strictly
also in common decency be prepared to pay its share of the loss
speaking, simply commodities, simply property. It was easy
on ' unearned decrement.' In that case there will be no gain in the
for the acute thinkers cited in ' Tristram Shandy ' to prove that a
transaction. It cannot play the game of ' heads I win, tails you lose,'
mother is, strictly speaking, not akin to her child. But, as Yorick
with the citizen without inflicting the grossest injustice and acting
observed after this demonstration, ' the vulgar ' are to this day of
the sharper on a gigantic scale."
the opinion that a mother is akin to her child, and nothing will
disabuse ' the vulgar,' either, of their conviction that ownership
of the most elementary and universal necessities of human existence,
" The Times," 13th May :—
such as air, earth, and water, must submit to some qualifications
and conditions which might not have occurred to pure abstract
" Mr. Lloyd George considers himself bound to give immunity
intellect operating in a library, and that much of the future security
to land owned by a friendly society. Yet what legitimate reason
of such property depends on the wise readiness of its owners to bow
can there possibly be, except on a basis of Socialism, for penalising
to this fact of physical nature and human reason."
the thrift of the private investor as compared with that of an
association, whatever its purpose ? Nor does the fair give-andtake principlo cease to operate in the case of tho hereditary land" Westminster Gazette " (Lib.), 13th May :—
owner, against whom the typical Radical inveighs with such plentiful
ignorance.
The hereditary possession of land in country districts
" As we read Mr. Cox's clever and amiable dialectics on these
carries with it, it is true, a certain social position; but it has also
points, a doubt begins to assail us whether all taxes are not either
become a conspicuously unlucrative distinction. It is indeed
inequitable or impracticable, and whether, after all, it is possible
for the Revenue Department to recover anything from anybody. | remarkable that in the same Budget in which the Chancellor of the
Exchequer expresses a benevolent interest in agriculture, and proIndeed, we fancy that on the line he is going Mr. Cox is travelling
poses to bestow upon it a share of an inadequate dole, he should
rather faster than he realises on the road to administrative Nihilism,
threaten it with an almost crushing increase of its already disprobut we are pulled up and brought back with a shock to the world
portionately heavy burdens."
of real things when we find him arguing that a doctor who increases
his practice from ' residence in a rapidly growing Colonial town '
is on the same footing in regard to ' unearned increment' as the
" Pall Mall Gazette " (Con.), 13th May :—
landlord who owns the land and draws a rapidly increasing revenue
from this growth. Here the image is vivid and concrete, and we
" If there are more houses than the population requires already,
think of that doctor toiling round tho expanding neighbourhood,
is it of any distinct public advantage to increase the surplus ? And
and putting m an extra hour's work for every extra guinea he puts
if the landowner does not care to speculate on the chance of finding
into his pocket, while the landlord may reside elsewhere and take
minerals in a paying quantity and location beneath his property,
his ease on the wealth which flows in automatically. The doctor
and cannot get any one to take the speculation off his hands, why
moreover, as Mr. Wedgwood very properly replied, is always subject
should the State penalise him for not having tried his luck in the
to the incursion of another doctor, who will have his shot at any
mining lottery ? Mr. Lloyd George refers to sums being allocated
piece of this earned increment that may be going, whereas the
to ' ungotten ' minerals in the valuation of land, and speculative
landlord may take his repose with the ble'ssed feeling that no one
chances may, of course, have a commercial price if any one wishes
else can enter into his domain of the unearned."
to acquire them. But if tho modest owner of a few acres prefers to
be content with their agricultural value, and has no capital indeed
to test their other possibilities, why should he be driven by the
" Glasgow Herald," 13th May :—
exactions of the tax-gatherer to knock them down to the most
" T h e truth is the Government have really no answer to Mr.
sanguine gambler in their mineral potentialities ? If the new
Cox's and Mr. Lyttelton's able criticism of the injustice of hounding
tax is a premium upon anything, it is upon the operations of the
down as a public enemy anyone who holds real property. It is
jerry-builder and of the mining speculator—two classes of ' developa perversion of fact to assert that undeveloped land is held back
ment ' which aro certainly not in the front rank as regards their
systematically. It is more correct to say that such a practice
moral quality or social beneficence."
is not so common as the holding back of labour for unearned
advantages, or the retention of cotton, rubber, or wheat in commercial transactions. It is equally incorrect to say that the increase
" Northern Whig," Belfast (Ind.), 14th May :—
in value of land is in any greater degree due to the growth and
enterprise of the community than that of railway, bank, or insurance
" Mr. Lloyd George acknowledges the force of the contention that
shares. And no special pleading can get over the fact that to attempt
the time has come when the basis of taxation must be widened,
to put a market value upon all undeveloped land, as though it were
and proposes in his own way to give effect to it by taxing land
held back, is both unjust and uneconomic."
values. The intention is to demonstrate to advocates of tariff
reform that it is possible to extend the basis of taxation without
having recourse to the expedient which they have urged. . . Never" Daily Chronicle," 13th May :—
theless, it is of the utmost importance that it should be realised
that Mr. Lloyd- George's alternative to tariff reform is land nationali" To say that the increment tax will confiscate part of the present
sation, brought in, as it were, by a side wind. The Budget proposals
value is absurd, as well as incorrect. The present value of land
are nothing more or less than the thin end of the wedge of Henry
is the price its owner can obtain for it in the open market, and the
Georgism. Upon that account they should receive strong opposition
purchaser takes into account all future possibilities in making his
in Ireland, especially where, under the Land Purchase Act, a system
bargain. So far as the increment tax goes . . . this present valuo
of land tenure is being brought in which is the direct antithesis of
is fully secured to the owner. Only events which occur hereafter,
land nationalisation. They impose a burden upon land which
and which the owner neither foresees nor has a hand in can produce
will sooner or later—and perhaps sooner rather than later—be
the further increment of value of which one-fifth is to be taken
grievous for some of the occupying owners in Ireland."
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" Morning P o s t , " 14th May
" The valuer is to imagine the land stripped of all the ' improvements ' which are inseparable from it, and then to estimate its
market Value under conditions in which it never has been or could
be placed in the market at all. Valuations made on this absurd
basis might vary, as regards the same piece of land, to the extent of
100 per cent, without affording any sufficient reason for imputing
dishonesty to the valuers whose estimates were thus at variance.
On such unprovable conjectures, nevertheless, is to depend the
liability of individuals to pay the ' increment' tax and the halfpenny tax on capital value. Will those whose investigations led
to the Act for suppressing ' illicit commissions ' express the opinion
that these new methods of taxing land are not likely to aggravate
immensely the extent of the evil against which that Act was directed,
but which it is not thought to have appreciably diminished ? The
irony of it is that the same politicians whose legislation is creating
all these temptations to corruption are never weary of denouncing
Tariff Reform as inimical to public morality."
" Leeds M e r c u r y " (Con.) 14th May :—
" As is well known, the system which now prevails in Great Britain
is an evil inheritance from the feudal system, at one time prevalent
over Western Europe, but now more or less completely abolished,
as the results of wars, revolutions, and confiscations, in almost every
country except our own. England and Scotland are alone at least
amongst the highly cultured nations, in having a great landed
nobility who have retained undiminished mediaeval privileges of
land tenure, to the exclusion of the bulk of the community. It is
not by more or less artificial distinctions between unearned increment
and assessable value that this system can be overthrown, and little
good can come of tinkering with the status quo until a Government
finds itself in a position not to tax rent but to collect rent itself.
It is, of course, preposterous that a man who has not spent a penny
or lifted a little finger to benefit the community should find a great
town stretching towards his estate, that his land should be wanted
for dwelling-houses, for shops, or for factories, and that he should
begin to draw a princely revenue simply for the liberty granted to
his fellow-men to make use in order that they may live of the little
bit of land claimed by his divinity."
" Investors' Review," (Financial), 15th May
" About the year 1882 400 peers and peeresses possessed landed
estates of an average extent of 143,247 acres each. Four hundred
of them, in other words, owned 5,729,000 acres, and the great landlords of all classes between them possessed about 53-7 per cent,
of the entire soil of England and Wales, including wastes. That
percentage, moreover, does not include the city and town properties
of these great landowners, but only their rural estates. Were their
city possessions added in, and we hope, the new survey will give
the necessary information to enable this to be done, their position
as land monopolists would appear still more startling. Contrast
this position with that of the 703,289 cottagers who ranked also as
landowners at the date given, and whose average possession was
less than one-eighth of an acre each. Inequalities of this kind
must be redressed, and if the landed interests succeed now in
defeating the proposals of Mr. Lloyd George for increased taxes upon
land, the effect of which would doubtless be to hasten the break-up
of unwieldy estates, they will five to regret it. For we only require
some grave financial setback to overtake the country, such as looms
over it from more than one quarter at the present time, to excite
such a hostile clamour against the land monopolist as might herald
what would, for him, be the outbreak of a devastating revolution.
One speaker after another in the debate contended that land was
in no different position from any other property, but that is not so,
and the men who put this contention forward must on reflection
realise their mistake! By its limited extent, by the laws that tie
it up and hedge in its ownership, the soil we live upon is a monopoly,
and one which lies at the root of all human economy in the State."

" E s t a t e s Gazette," 15th May
" We shall have something to say later on of the very important
question of the practicability and cost of the valuation of the whole
land of the country as a cleared site which the Chancellor of the
Exchequer proposes. It is impossible to find a scientific basis for
valuing that which does not exist, and in any case the process of
valuation must necessarily be long and excessively costly. It
is certain that the £50,000 which is to be provided for valuation
purposes this year will be a mere drop in the ocean compared to
the entire cost of So tremendous an Undertaking. The real fight
will begin when the actual details of the Finance Bill are before
the country, and in the meantime no opportunity ought to be lost
of organising opposition to proposals which violate every canon
of justice and every dictate of common sense."
" Outlook," 15th May :—
" There remain no other grounds for imposing on those who hold
one particular form of property new and exceptional burdens, unless
we are to be converted to the belief that the private ownership of
land is wrong and that all rent should be appropriated by the State.
Mr. Henry George, though crotchet-ridden, was perfectly logical
within the limits of his dogma. He maintained that the community causes and increases the worth of land, and that it should
therefore take not part of the value or part of the increase, but
the whole of both. So far as he has revealed his views, the Chancellor of the Exchequer does not accept the principle, but he does
better, he acts upon it. At present he is content with small things.
Those who rely upon the permanency of a mere halfpenny on
undeveloped land, 20 per cent, on increment, and 10 per cent, on
reversions, would do well to remember that there was a time when
the income-tax stood at twopence. It was ' the sheet-anchor of
national finance,' yet on the Budget evening Mr. Lloyd George
employed this very term as if it were synonymous with the mainsail.
If he does not contemplate a similar development of the additional
land-taxes, it is strange that he should justify them by arguments
borrowed through the Lord Advocate at second or third hand from
his American namesake. Quoting verbatim from ' Progress and
Poverty,' he does not seem to grasp the fact that a Nasmyth hammer
was not devised for chipping eggs, and that proposals based on
single-tax lines of reasoning must stand or fall with the acceptance
or rejection of that theory. Mr. Lloyd George has asked for a
decision as to whether private property in land shall or shall not
continue to be recognised."
" So long as we find the Chancellor of the Exchequer adopting
the doctrines of Henry George with reference to land . . . it seems
hardly necessary for Socialists to send representatives to Westminster.
The permeation of the democracy goes steadily on. . . Take land
for instance. To treat land differently from other forms of property
by oppressively taxing it on hypothetical values will inevitably
lead to land nationalisation."—Mr. LYONS, Secretary of Anti-Socialist
Union in " Pall Mall Gazette," May 15th.
" The Times," 22nd May.
THE BUDGET AND GOLF.
" Golfers are likely to be hardly hit by the Budget in the opinion
of a well-known Fellow of the Surveyors' Institution, who mentions
a north London course of about 80 acres. He says that the rent
paid for it is £325 per annum, and that its value, on building lease,
would be not less than £50 per acre. There is no demand at present
that would justify the throwing of the land into the market for
building purposes. If the Inland Revenue authorities base their
valuation on an assumed rental value of £50 per acre, it would
represent, at 20 years' purchase, £80,000, so that the tax of Jd. in
the pound now proposed would cost the club £166 13s. per annum."
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